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Dear Honi Soit Editors
May I respond briefly to Lamya Rahman’s story ‘USyd 
lecturer under investigation: Tim Anderson is under 
investigation for supporting a former colleague’s 
decision to wear an offensive patch’?

First of all, of course I don’t denounce or censor 
friends or students who wear political badges, even 
when (as in the case of the Yemeni badge) they say 
‘Death to Israel’. Even if I disagreed with the badge it 
would be wrong of me to denounce or censor others.

Second, saying anyone is ‘under investigation’ is 
tendentious. It really means little. The main reason it 
is presented as ‘news’ is because University of Sydney 
managers seem to have acquired a habit of directing the 
subjects of their ‘investigations’ to secrecy. They do this 
with this phrase “I direct you to refrain from disclosing 
to anyone, or engaging in any communication with 

anyone about: … the fact that allegations have been 
made … [and] the subject matter of the allegations 
[etc]”. Then they announce their ‘investigation’ to the 
tabloid media. Sound smelly? They did this with Jay 
Tharappel last year and with me this year.  In my view 
this is an abuse of trust by managers and simply assists 
in tabloid smears of anti-war academics and students.

Third, you report a claim by Jamal Daoud that I am 
supposed to have “endorsed death threats towards him 
and other members of the ‘pro-Palestine community’ 
in late 2017”. This is the first time I have ever heard such 
a claim,  and Honi produces no evidence to back it up.  
Why did you give credence to this?

As I told Lamya, in a little detail, Jamal Daoud is 
a person who has been publicly abusing dozens of 
supporters of Syria and Palestine (as ‘spies’, ‘prostitutes’ 
and ‘terrorists’) for several years. His complaint to 

ELECTORAL OFFICER’S 
DECLARATION
The following nominations outlined in pages 8-85 of this publication have 
been received and declared valid by the Electoral Officer for election, 
where applicable: of the President of the University of Sydney’s 91st Student 
Representative Council (SRC), of the Editors of Honi Soit, to the University 
of Sydney’s 91 st Students’ Representative Council, or of the delegates to the 
National Union of Students (NUS).

The candidates appear in this edition in the order that they will appear on the 
ballot paper. The election will be conducted in accordance with Part Eight of the 
SRC Constitution.

I highly encourage all undergraduate students to participate in the 2018 Annual
Elections. Happy voting!

Karen Chau
SRC Electoral Officer
2018 Annual Elections

Instructions for voters
Firstly, you must be an enrolled undergraduate 
student, presenting with a valid University student 
identification (SID), in order to vote at the 2018 Annual 
Elections. When you register to vote with the polling 
attendants at a polling booth, you will receive the 
following ballot papers, for the four separate polls 
running simultaneously in the Annual Elections:

• GREEN = Election of the President of the 91st  
Students’ Representative Council (SRC)

• BLUE = Election of Editors of Honi Soit
• WHITE = Election of Councillors to the 91st SRC 

(this is the notorious “giant” ballot paper you 
will receive in these elections)

• PINK = Election of 7 Delegates to the National 
Union of Students (NUS)

Please see overleaf for polling booth open times and 
locations.
What is optional preferential voting?

All the elections will employ the optional preferential 
voting method. This means that you must indicate at 
least one candidate (marked with a “1”) that you wish to 
vote for in order for your ballot to be counted as valid. 
You may then number other candidates according to 
your preferences, but you need not number every box. 
This is the same method of voting employed in elections 
of the NSW Legislative Assembly, but different from the 
compulsory preferential method in the elections of the 
Australian Federal House of Representatives.

In the election for councillors to the 91 st SRC (WHITE 
ballot paper), and the delegates to NUS (PINK ballot 
paper), you may vote by either: 1) placing preferences 
(at least a number “1”) to the left of the solid line on the 

ballot paper for a grouping of candidates, OR 2) placing 
preferences (at least a number “1”) to the

right of the solid line for individual candidates. If 
both sides are filled, the right hand side will be counted 
FIRST; any preferences marked on the left hand side 
will only be used as a “savings” of preferences if there 
is a clear mistake on the right hand side that may 
otherwise render the ballot invalid or uncountable.
How will my vote be counted?

For election of “singular” positions, such as President 
of the SRC, and the Editors of Honi Soit, a candidate will 
be elected during the first count if they achieve over 
50% of first preferences. If no candidate achieves 50% 
of first preferences, then on subsequent counts, the 
candidate with the lowest number of first preferences 
will be eliminated, with their votes distributed 
according to preferences (or where there are no 
further preferences indicated on a ballot, that vote 
will be exhausted). This will continue until a candidate 
achieves over 50% of the vote on subsequentcounts 
and preferences.

For the election of multiple positions, i.e. 33 
councillors of the SRC and 7 delegates to the National 
Union of Students (NUS), a proportional representation 
method will be used to calculate elected candidates. 
This is similar to the method used to elect the Members 
of the NSW Legislative Council (the Upper House), and 
the Australian Federal Senate. In counting the votes for 
these elections, the quota calculation (more precisely, 
the Droop quota formula) is used to determine whether

candidates have been elected: 
Quota = Total Formal Vote / (Candidates to be 

elected + 1) + 1

This formula is used as, logically and mathematically, 
it is the smallest number that guarantees no MORE 
candidates can reach the quota than seats to be filled.

If a candidate achieves a surplus over quota, they 
are declared elected, and then a “transfer value” of 
that candidate’s votes is calculated with the following 
formula:

Transfer Value = Surplus / Number of votes for 
Candidates

The reason for working out a transfer value is that 
once a candidate reaches quota, it is indeterminate 
as to which ballots “actually elected” the candidate 
and which ones are “surplus”. So, to best capture the 
preferences of the most number of voters, all the 
quota-achieving candidate’s votes are distributed per 
preferences at a reduced value.

Distribution of votes will occur firstly with 
candidates who fulfil quota; after this, elimination 
of the lowest-preferred candidates will occur. The 
transfer of votes from eliminated candidates occur at 
“full value” i.e. counts for an entire vote for the next 
preferred candidate, unlike surplus from quota. There is 
no “transfer value” calculated because there is no need 
to retain the preferences for an eliminated candidate, 
unlike an elected candidate from quota. If there are 
no other preferences marked on a ballot preferring an 
eliminated candidate, then the vote is exhausted.

This process continues until all 33 councillors to the 
SRC and all 7 delegates to NUS have been duly filled.

More questions? Contact Karen Chau, Electoral 
Officer, 2018 Annual Elections a elections@src.usyd.
edu.au or 02 9660 5222.

Voting Instructions

2. ELECTORAL OFFICER: 
The Annual Elections and any By-Elections for any 

of the above-mentioned positions shall be conducted 
under the personal supervision of the Electoral Officer, 
and, if they deem necessary, of Deputies appointed 
by them in writing whether in a general or specific 
purpose capacity. 
3. ROLES AND DUTIES OF THE ELECTORAL OFFICER: 

The Electoral Officer shall ensure the fair and 
efficient conduct of the Annual Elections, any 
ByElections and any Referenda. 

The Electoral Officer (hereafter, EO): 
(a) Shall be appointed by the Council at least fifty 

(50) days before the close of voting in the case of the 
Annual Elections and at least twenty (20) days in the 
case of By-Elections; 

(b) Shall not necessarily be employed by the Council, 
but shall be reimbursed for expenses incurred in the 
pursuit of the duties of the position of the EO provided 
that these have been carried out with due diligence, 
and shall be paid a stipend which shall be a quarter of 
the President’s stipend; 

(c) (i) Shall act in accordance with and apply the 
provisions of the Constitution and these Regulations as 
they stood at the time when nominations were called 
but otherwise shall not act on any direction of the 
Council or its office-bearers. The EO shall not 52 be a 
member of Council; 

(ii) With respect to the election of NUS delegates, 
shall act in accordance with these Regulations and 
with the relevant sections of the NUS Constitution and 
Regulations; 

(d) Shall table before the next meeting of Council 
after the declaration of the election, a report on each 
election he/she has conducted and any matters dealt 
with by the ELA as well as a copy of the declaration; 

(e) Shall not be a candidate, nominator or seconder 
of a candidate; 

(f) Shall not be eligible for election to an executive 

position after an election they have conducted until 
the next Annual Elections; 

(g) Shall hold office until (d) of this section has been 
fulfilled; 

(h) May submit observations to be included in future 
EOs’ handbooks; 

(i) Shall be responsible for specifying the 
requirements for a space suitable to conduct the count; 

( j) Shall designate polling days, on which polling 
booths shall be open at locations in accordance 
with Part 8 section 15 of these regulations, and shall 
designate pre-poll voting days on which votes may be 
cast at a location notified by the EO; 

(k) Shall determine the format of nominations; 
(l) Shall specify requirements for non-partisan 

stickers to be produced by the SRC to be made available 
at all polling booths for all students who have voted.
5. NOMINATIONS: 

(a) The lodged hard copy nomination of all candidates 
shall be an original document signed by members of the 
student body. A candidate for the position of President 
shall be nominated by ten students who are members 
of the student body. 

(b) All candidates must have paid any required 
affiliation or nomination fee to council by the close of 
nominations. 

(c) The EO may reject any nomination which has not 
been received by the date and time specified by the 
notice of election, or which does not comply with the 
regulations. 

(d) If the nomination complies and meets the form of 
a valid nomination and has been received on time but 
requires minor correction of information, the EO shall 
at once notify the affected party of the relevant issue. 
The affected party shall have three (3) days following 
notification from the EO to rectify the issue. 

(e) If the nomination does not comply with Section 
5(b), the affected party shall have up to three (3) days 
after notification from the returning officer to rectify 

the issue. 
(f) As well as the original signed hard copy all 

nominations and policy statements must also be 
lodged online before the close of nomination time. All 
hard copy nominations forms must be filled in in block 
letters, except for the signature/s of candidate/s. 

(g) A brand shall submit a cover sheet indicating the 
name of that brand, the names of the tickets within 
that group, and up to two (2) campaign managers who 
shall be the primary contact/s for the brand with the 
EO. The cover sheet shall be in the form determined 
by the EO. 
6. AFTER NOMINATIONS: 

(a) As soon as possible after nominations have closed, 
the Electoral Officer shall cause to be displayed on at 
least one SRC noticeboard a list of candidates and their 
nominators, and a statement of any further checking 
to be undertaken. 

(b) A valid nomination may be withdrawn in writing 
by the candidate up to 48 hours after display of the list 
of candidates. 
7. TICKET REQUIREMENTS: 

(a) The maximum number of candidates that 
constitutes a ticket for each election are as follows: 

(i) For a single ticket for the election of 
Representatives to the SRC, the maximum shall be 
eight (8);

(ii) For a single ticket for the election of NUS 
delegates, the maximum shall be seven (7); 

(iii) For a single ticket for election of the Editor(s) of 
Honi Soit, the maximum shall be ten (10). 

(b) Candidates who do not indicate a wish to be 
grouped shall be treated as a group of one person. 
In this process no candidate or candidates shall be 
disadvantaged.

(c) The name of any group shall not exceed thirty 
(30) characters in length. 

Regulations
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CORRECTIONS
In ‘SRC for Dummies’ (Semester 2: Week 5): 
• In the SRC explainer, Unity was described as a ‘Centre Right’ faction, instead 

of ‘Labor Right’

In ‘A brief history of stupol’ (Semester 2: Week 5):
• Weihong Liang is not affiliated with the Liberals 
• Liang also disputes claims he was involved with Panda for SUCSA

RULES

EDITORS
The following editors have absolutely no political opinions and have thus signed 
a statement of political neutrality regarding the elections detailed in these pages: 
Elijah Abraham, Janek Drevikovsky, Nick Harriott, Andrew Rickert, Millie Roberts, 
Zoe Stojanovic-Hill, Lena Wang, Alison Xiao.

Liam Donohoe and Lamya Rahman have declared a conflict of interest and were 
not involved in the production of this edition.

Channel Seven was that that the Yemeni badge worn 
by Jay was impolite to Jews and Israelis. Channel Seven 
then ran a false translation of the most contentious 
Arabic part of the Yemeni badge, as saying ‘Death to 
Israeli’, rather than ‘Death to Israel’. The former seems 
a threat, the latter a political statement.  

Those who support the Zionist colony in Palestine 
often confuse opposition to Israel with racism. Why 
does Honi add to that confusion?

Best wishes
Tim Anderson
Political Economy
27/8/18

(‘USyd lecturer under investigation’, 27/08/2018)

Good morning teachers and students. Today I’m going 
to talk to you about why dogs should vote. Firstly, there 
are many reasons why dogs should vote. Dogs can bark 
to tell us which candidate they want to vote for. Dogs 
will vote for the right thing. You can trust dogs. I do. 

EDITORIAL
My dog is a Norwegian Lundehund called Caricacamo 
Edwards. He can jump really high and barks when 
strangers come. If you take my dog for a walk down 
Eastern Avenue, you will see that he is the best dog for 
the job. He thinks everybody should be allowed to play 

fetch in the park. And he wants to put toilet water in 
the bubblers. 

And that is why dogs are better than cats.
Thank you for coming to my TED Talk.
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RULES

(d) The maximum number of ‘Representative tickets’ 
under the same brand or a derivative running for 
election is to be capped at seventeen (17). 

(e) The maximum number of ‘NUS tickets’ under the 
same brand or a derivative running for election is to be 
capped at five (5). 

(f) The maximum number of ‘Honi Soit tickets’ under 
the same brand or a derivative running for election is 
to be capped at one (1). 

(g) The EO shall reject the name, logo, or colour, 
chosen by any ticket or brand on the grounds that:

(i) it is the same as or is identifiably similar to the 
name of another ticket or brand; 

(ii) it is for a Representative and/or NUS ticket, and 
is the same as or is identifiably similar to the name of a 
ticket for the Editor(s) of Honi Soit; 

(iii) it is offensive on the grounds that it is sexist, 
racist, homophobic, transphobic, ableist, classist or 
vilifies a person or persons; 

(iv) it is sufficiently similar to another group or 
organisation’s name or promotional material, to 
confuse or take unfair advantage of that group’s efforts 
or celebrity status. 

(h) The EO shall immediately notify all affected 
parties of a decision to reject the name, logo, or colour, 
of a ticket or brand.
15. VOTING ANNUAL OR BY-ELECTIONS: 

(a) At the Annual Elections or By-Election, voting 
shall remain open for at least one polling day. Pre-
poll votes for the Annual Election and any By-Election 
and any concurrent Referenda may be cast at times 
designated by the EO during the period commencing 
not before the publication of the election issue of Honi 
Soit to not later than the day before the first polling 
day, and shall be held outside the Jane Foss Russell 
Building. 

(b) The EO shall determine, within the provisions 
of the remainder of this regulation, the location and 
hours of polling booths. Such polling booths shall be 
established in locations suitable for those eligible to 
vote in the election and which do not unduly affect the 
convenience of passers by. 

(c) For the Annual Elections, the following times will 
be adhered to: 

(i) A polling booth shall be established outside Fisher 
Library between the hours of 8:45am and 5:15pm on 
both days of polling; 

(ii) A polling booth shall be established outside the 
Jane Foss Russell Building between the hours of 8:45am 
and 5:15pm on both days of polling; 

(iii) A polling booth shall be established at Manning 
House between the hours of 10:45am and 3:15pm on 
both days of polling; 

(iv) A polling booth shall be established at the 
Cumberland College of Health Sciences between the 
hours of 9:45am and 2:15pm on both days of polling; 

(v) A polling booth shall be established at the 
Conservatorium of Music between the hours of 9:45am 
and 2:15pm on the first day of polling; 

(vi) A polling booth shall be established at the Peter 
Nicol Russell (PNR) Building between the hours of 
11:45am and 2:15pm on the first day of polling; 

(vii) A polling booth shall be established at the Sydney 
College of the Arts between the hours of 9:45am and 
2:15pm on the second day of polling. 

(d) The EO shall advertise the hours of opening and 
location of polling booths. 

(e) At least six (6) copies of the Special Election Issue 
of Honi Soit shall be made available to voters at each 
polling booth during all days of voting.
27. PRACTICES FORBIDDEN: 

(a) No person shall engage in any dishonest practice 
in relation to an election. 

(b) No person shall, in relation to an election, print, 
publish or distribute (including via an electronic 
or internet source or medium), or cause, permit or 
authorise to be printed, published or distributed, any 
matter or thing containing a statement: 

(i) That is untrue; 
(ii) That is, or is likely to be, misleading or deceptive; 
(iii) That is discriminatory on any grounds, including 

but not limited to gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity 
or disability; It shall be a defence to an allegation of 
breach of this subsection if the person proves that they 
did not know, and could not reasonably be expected 
to have known, that the matter or thing contained a 
statement of the kind referred to in (i) and (ii) above. 61 

(c) No person shall campaign in a language other 
than English, except for printed material following an 
EO approved third-party translation. 

(d) No person shall make or publish any false 
statement in relation to the personal character or 
conduct of a candidate. It shall be a defence to an 
allegation of breaching this subsection if the person 
proves that they had reasonable grounds for believing 
and did in fact believe the statement made or published 
by them to be true. 

(e) No person shall engage in the physical or verbal 
intimidation (particularly abuse of a racist, sexist 
or homophobic nature) or non-consensual physical 
contact of any person, including voters, candidates, 
campaigners and electoral staff during the election. 

(f) No person shall remove, cover, or otherwise 
interfere with promotional material of another 
candidate where it has been placed in accordance with 
these regulations and university regulations:

(i) Any brand may only cover up to twenty-five (25) 
per-cent of any notice board.

(g) No person shall: 
(i) Vote more than once in the same election; 
(ii) Record a vote to which they are not entitled; 
(iii) Interfere with any ballot paper without the 

consent of the EO; 
(iv) Hinder the EO, a Deputy EO or any other person 

appointed to assist the EO in the execution of their 
duties. 

(h) No person shall campaign outside of the 
designated campaigning period (as defined by s.13). 

(i) All persons campaigning for a candidate or group 
of candidates must be members of the student body 
who may vote. No NUS National Office-Bearer shall 
campaign in any election. 

(i) Any person campaigning for a candidate or group 
of candidates (as defined by s. 1 (c)) may be required by 
the EO or to present evidence that they are currently 
enrolled at the University of Sydney as a student. 

(ii) A current and valid undergraduate student 
card shall be considered sufficient evidence for the 
purposes of s. 27(i)(i). The acceptance of any other 
forms of evidence shall be at the discretion of the EO. 

(iii) For the purposes of the Regulations, and at 
the discretion of the EO, the candidate or group of 
candidates on whose behalf any prohibited person 
was campaigning (as defined by s. 1 (c)) may be held 
responsible for said actions. 

(iv) In accordance with s. 27(q) and at the discretion 
of the EO, any breach of the present section may result 
in: 

(1) The disqualification of a candidate or group of 
candidates from the election; 

(2) Exclusion of a candidate or group of candidates 
from ‘campaigning’ for a designated period of time. 

( j) The EO shall be responsible for creating an 
exclusion zone of no less than a ten (10) metres radius 
from all ballot boxes, within which no person shall 
display any poster, distribute leaflets or solicit votes, 
or impede without just cause the conduct of the 
election. For the purpose of this regulation, impeding 
the conduct of the election will include physically 
blocking, or causing to be stopped, any potential voter 
immediately outside the exclusion zone. 

(k) Except for the wearing of campaign t-shirts, 
persons may not campaign in the University Library or 
any of its branches. 

(l) No election material relating to candidates may 
be stored (i.e. left unattended) on SRC premises. No 
election material may be made visible on SRC premises. 

(m) No SRC resources may be used in the production 
of candidates’ election material: such resources shall 
include, but not be limited to, computers, photocopiers, 
duplicators, fax machines, telephones, stationery, 
bromides, in any of the SRC offices. 

(n) Any publication, including any material published 
electronically or on the internet, commenting in any 
way on any election held under these regulations shall 
carry on it the name and student number of the person 
authorising it and taking responsibility for it. 

(o) No person shall cause damage or defacement to 
any public or private property inside or outside the 
University. For the purpose of this section, damage 
or defacement shall be taken to include stickers and 
posters and chalking that cannot be removed with 
water on the inside or outside of buildings, steps, 
handrails, footpaths, trees, poles, bins, signs or any 
part of the University and its surrounds not specifically 
set aside for such purposes. 

(p) No Honi Soit ticket will cause to be produced any 
material that promotes any other ticket(s), candidate(s) 
or brand(s) that is running for another election 
within the Annual Elections. No candidate, group of 
candidates, ticket or brand in any other election or by 
election will print or cause to be printed any material 
that promotes any Honi Soit ticket in that Annual 
Election or By-Election. 

(i) Any disputes between Honi Soit tickets and 
Representative and/or NUS tickets shall be resolved 
with the discretion of the EO. 

(q) Any person who commits or aids or abets a 
breach of any regulation in Part 8 may be liable to be 
disqualified from any election to any position or any 
office of the SRC for a period of up to eighteen (18) 
months following such a breach. 

(i) With regard to regulations s. 27(b)(iii), s. 27(d), s. 
27(e), or s. 27(g): 

(1) In the event that the EO determines that a 
breach has occurred, a candidate shall be provisionally 
disqualified to the maximal extent outlined in s. 8(27)
(q) at the EO’s discretion on the basis of the severity, 
intent, damaged caused and past precedent. 

(2) In the event that, on appeal, the Electoral Legal 
Arbiter upholds the determination of the EO, the EO’s 
penalty shall be upheld. 

(ii) With regard to any other regulation: 
(1) In the event that the EO determines that a breach 

has occurred, a candidate, ticket, or brand shall be 
provisionally barred from campaigning for a period of 
time at the EO’s discretion on the basis of the severity, 
intent, damaged caused and past precedent. 

(2) In the event that, on appeal, the Electoral 
Legal Arbiter upholds the determination of the EO, 
a candidate, ticket, or brand shall be barred from 
campaigning for the period of time determined by the 
EO. 

(3) For continued and egregious breaches, the EO 
may provisionally disqualify a candidate, ticket, or 
brand (and any members thereof) to the maximal 
extent outlined in s. 27(q).

DEEPER TEA

The Breakdown: Presidential Candidates

Chia-Shuo (Alex) Yang’s policies for 
SRC President are brief to the point of 
non-existence. His single paragraph 
policy statement manages to use all the 
synonyms in the dictionary for “fight” 
and “discrimination”, which would be 
admirable if this were a competition 
for how many buzzwords you could fit 
into a paragraph. During our candidate 
interview, we gave Yang the opportunity 
to explain his vision for an SRC under his 
presidency. 

It turns out that when boiled down, 
Yang’s platform can be reduced to one 
word: ‘publicity’. For a self-identifying 
left-wing activist—a political economy 
major, who positions himself as an 
independent alternative to Grassroots—
it is ironic that his policy platform is 
essentially networking and publicity.

Yang wants to raise the profile of the 
SRC, through running events with the 
USU and SUPRA. He wants to go to USU 
club and society events to spruik SRC 
services by word of mouth, and to ask his 

Remember back in Year 6 when the kid 
running for school captain promised 
coke in the bubblers? That’s Jacky He. He 
thinks the SRC should serve students—
especially international students. But 
unlike the other candidates, He imagines 
“service” not as activism or casework, but 
more as providing utilities, something 
closer to what the USU does currently. 
Think subsidising mobike rides, offering 
academic tutoring or holding careers 
fairs. 

Most of these policies are well outside 
the SRC’s current funding levels or 
organisational capacity. 

That may speak to his faction’s lack 
of experience within the SRC: though 
himself a domestic student, He belongs 
to Panda, a Chinese international 
student grouping. Panda only debuted 
on the stupol scene in 2017, and despite 
winning the highest number of council 
seats and several executive positions, 
has taken a hands-off role over the 
course of this year. Its founder and key 
personality, Board Director Hengjie 
Sun, has strong ties to the Liberal Party 

Jacky He

Deep Tea
Diving: Even Deeper

through ally Jacob Masina. Jacky He 
denies he is a Liberal, and is running as 
an independent who stresses that he 
really likes former Labor premier Bob 
Carr. 

The more we asked about He’s 
political beliefs, the cagier he got: 
eventually he confessed he puts little 
stock in ideology, and for him it’s about 
whether or not “you treat me well” and 
“whether I like your values”. 

That said, He seems genuine in his 
support for international students. One 
of his key policies, in common with 
Alex Yang, is continuing the campaign 
for international student opal card 
concessions. He’s also been active on 
the executive of the China Development 
Society, a pro-China campus group. 
In spite of this, he was equivocal when 
asked whether he supported Tibetan 
independence. Another of He’s more 
achievable policies is translating Honi 
Soit into languages other than English.

But that’s where He leaves the world 
of the doable. His policy suite proposes 
20 per cent subsidies on all textbooks, 

buying two charging stations for every 
University building and offering a 
discount for all mobike rides on campus. 
He doesn’t seem to have costed these 
measures, but Honi’s conservative 
calculations suggest they’d come in at 
over $100,000. The SRC’s budget is so 
stretched that its 2018-19 surplus of just 
under $300 was a cause for celebration. 

He claims these measures appeal to 
the average student, and there’s data—
surveys asking what students want—to 
back it up. But clearly, he missed the 
part where voter-driven policy actually 
has to be achievable, because otherwise 
voters get Very Disappointed when 
you don’t achieve it. He says he’ll seek 
corporate sponsorship to fund his policy 
suite; it’s unclear which companies will 
want to invest in a notoriously anti-
business, radical organisation. Probably 
not the arms sector, for a start. Or the 
fossil fuel industry. Or any firm with 
investments in Israel. He’s own proposal: 
get newspaper companies to donate, 
which they’ll do since they definitely 
have lots of money and aren’t currently 

laying off hundreds of staff at a time…
During his interview, He became 

flustered when Honi raised the obstacles 
his policies would face. He said he 
“hadn’t thought too deeply” about where 
he’d get the money, and resiled from a 
few specifics, admitting a 20 per cent 
textbook subsidy wouldn’t be feasible. 

The real risk is that a He presidency 
would neglect the key areas where the 
SRC actually can help students. His 
policy platform had nothing to say about 
the SRC casework, legal or tenancy 
services; even though He himself served 
as 2018 housing officer, he seemed 
not to see any room for improvement, 
saying “we’ve developed a very refined 
service here that meets the needs of a 
large number of people on campus.”

Mobikes, careers fairs and chargers 
might sound great in a walk and talk. But 
casework is at the heart of what the SRC 
does. When it’s a question of passing or 
failing a unit, eviction or keeping a roof 
over your head, these are important 
services indeed. It would be a mistake to 
overlook them.

society-executive friends to pass along 
the message. He wants to increase the 
following of the SRC Facebook group. 
He wants to “reach out” as President 
and personally attend as many collective 
meetings as possible. He wants the 
collective groups to “be active”, and says 
there are many things collectives could 
do additionally. Like what? Throughout 
our 30 minute interview, Yang gave no 
concrete suggestions on what those 
additional things could be, other than 
a suggestion that ACAR run a workshop 
on ‘How to identify what is racist’. 

Managed by current Board Director 
Decheng Sun, Yang’s policy is in much 
the same vein as Sun’s ‘Fairer Uni for 
All’ campaign. The bottom line for 
Yang is that he wants to advocate for 
disadvantaged groups; a noble intention, 
which would be even nobler if it were 
backed by some substantial proposals. 

Like fellow candidate Jacky He, Yang 
is not an international student, but says 
he considers himself “more related 

with international students because of 
my background”. However, Yang took 
pains to differentiate himself from He’s 
Panda and Shake Up backers, saying his 
team is far more involved with the SRC, 
engaging in protests and reaching out 
to other international students to raise 
awareness about the organisation. 

Along with a lack of policies, Yang’s 
leadership experience leaves much 
to be desired. He cites his time in the 
Taiwanese army as providing valuable 
skills in organising people. He’s certainly 
fast to call out others for not being 
organised: during our interview, Yang 
accused current co-General Secretary 
and Panda member Yuxuan Yang of 
wrongly taking credit for a petition 
calling for international student opal 
card concessions, as well as not helping 
his counterpart Nina Dillon Britton with 
the creation of the SRC Budget. However, 
when asked how he would deal with 
councillors or office bearers not doing 
their jobs, Yang could only offer that he 

would “talk to [them] personally”; when 
pressed, he added he’d “exclude [them]” 
or “have some penalties”—actions that 
aren’t actually within the president’s 
powers, since only a 2/3 majority of 
council can remove an office bearer. 

Yang also claims he’s a big supporter 
of the SRC’s activist side, but has so far 
only participated in protests, with no 
organisational experience. “For now, 
it’s participate, and then later on, once 
we become the office bearers, we will 
start to have more power to initialise 
operations,” he said. It’s a good thing  
he’s not promising to Take Initiative.

As for the other services of the 
SRC? Yang said he would like to add a 
caseworker to help with the workload. “I 
don’t have any idea about how to collect 
more funds,” he said when asked where 
the money for the salary would come 
from. When pressed, Yang said he would 
cut the NUS affiliation fee and travel 
subsidies for delegates. Which is the 
closest he’s come to a tangible policy.

Panda and Shake Up

Backers?

Independent

Faction?

18%

Quiz score?

Chia-Shuo 
Yang Advance

Backers?

Independent

Faction?

24%

Quiz score?
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DEEPER TEA

They must be giddy over there in Labor 
land: for only the second time in recent 
memory, the presidential incumbent 
is not a Labor hack. Which means it’s 
suddenly easy to make a Labor hack 
candidate look like a breath of fresh air. 
And Adriana Malavisi is certainly a cog 
in the ALP machine: she’s a Labor right 
stalwart who works for the Australian 
Workers Union and has electoral 
backing from Reboot, a coalition of 
Unity and NLS (Labor Left). In any other 
year, she’d be old news—a party diehard 
looking to leap from SRC president into 
a political career. But given Grassroots’ 
radical year in office, Malavisi can 
promise to shake things up: goodbye to 
divisive protests; goodbye to firebrand 
speeches and solidarity pizzas. Hello to 
calm “representative activism”. 

The gambit is basically this: students 
are sick of protests, so run on a platform 
prioritising welfare and services. Except 
Malavisi wants to have it both ways. To 
be sure, she waxes bilious about the 
“disconnect” between SRC and students, 
something she claims to have seen 
as 2018 SRC vice-president. If that’s 
true, the obvious solution might be to 
abandon messy activism altogether and 
give students uncontroversially popular 
things like free food. But Malavisi still 

wants the activism: she said she would 
fight for survivors of sexual assault, and 
described her political beliefs as “left-
wing” and pragmatic. 

In the end, it seems the only difference 
between Grassroot’s activism and her 
own is rhetoric. “Not the campaigns 
themselves, but the way people go about 
them.” The only piece of objectionable 
rhetoric Malavisi could point to? “Things 
like ‘Burn the Colleges’.”

In any case, it’s unclear how the 
president alone could bring about this 
culture of nicer protesting: in any year, 
a whole medley of office bearers are 
responsible for the the organisation’s 
campaigns and political direction. It’s 
possible key figures like the education 
officer will lead campaigns that are just 
as vitriolic as ever, especially if they 
don’t share Malavisi’s politics. The best 
solution Malavisi could come up with 
was holding discussions.

Malavisi also asserts University 
management is “reluctant to listen to us”, 
and promised she’d fix the relationship. 
Exactly how the relationship is broken 
is unclear; it’s also unclear what will 
make Malavisi such a uniquely effective 
negotiator. As a second year student, 
she has one year of experience as vice-
president and a few club executive 

roles. When we pressed her further on 
experience, she told us to check her CV. 

As far as her VP experience goes, 
Malavisi leaves a lot lacking. Her big 
ticket achievement this year was this 
semester’s Welfare Week, an event 
plagued by organisational disasters. 
Malavisi took some of the blame herself, 
but was eager to point out other 
councillors and office bearers “were 
not on board with it”. What followed 
was a chaotic explanation of slipshod 
volunteer rosters, marquees falling 
through and a last minute Bunnings 
run. Perhaps more worryingly, Malavisi 
didn’t submit a budgetary request for 
the Welfare Week event—and then later 
complained during an SRC meeting 
that she hadn’t been allocated funding. 
Malavisi’s version is that she didn’t 
bother applying for funding after Imogen 
Grant told her she’d be limited to “$500 
for snacks”. Because fuck snacks. 

Next year, if elected president, 
Malavisi wants to run two Welfare Weeks, 
one each semester, and hold more stalls 
on Eastern Avenue to engage students 
through one-on-one discussions. It 
seems these front-facing PR-campaigns 
are much more her style than rallies, and 
she says the two Welfare weeks “may not 
sound revolutionary, but it’s something”. 

Another of Malavisi’s key policies is 
a specialised SRC lawyer for victims 
of sexual assault, something she calls 
her “dreamer policy”. To pay this extra 
lawyer’s wages, she said “we need to find 
more creative ways of getting funding”. 
What those creative ways are, Malavisi 
admitted she wasn’t sure, revealing a 
worrying lack of financial consideration. 
Her main suggestion was cutting the 
spending of office bearers (she took aim 
at the environment collective). 

Interestingly, Malavisi was the only 
candidate to say that if she had been 
SRC president this year, she would have 
stopped the infamous ‘Nine Days in 
North Korea’ article from going to print.
Normally, the SRC president only steps 
in to halt publication if an article could 
lead to civil or criminal liability or is 
discriminatory. Malavisi instead said she 
would have cut the North Korea piece 
because it was “ridiculous .... puff piece” 

When asked what she thought the 
most notable achievement of the SRC 
has been in the past five years, Malavisi 
was stumped. She hesitantly mentioned 
Fisher 24-hours, free wifi on campus, 
and loan programs. How she can claim to 
“love the SRC”, but also not be impressed 
with any single one of the organisation’s 
successes is a head-scratcher. 

Lara Sonnenschein is left wing. 
Lara Sonnenschein is radical. Lara 
Sonnenschein says she won’t be a hack. 
Lara Sonnenschein promises effective 
activism. Lara Sonnenschein will be—
more of the same? 

It’s a hard conclusion to escape: 
Sonnenschein is cut from the same 
progressive cloth as current SRC 
President Imogen Grant. They’re 
members of the same faction, 
Grassroots—a diffuse left-of-Labor 
coalition. In fact, Sonnenschein 
has been a stalwart of the Grant 
presidency, serving as Education Officer 
and collaborating closely with the 
administration to oppose the Ramsay 
Centre’s western civilisation course. 

There’s no doubting Sonnenschein 
is a passionate progressive and an 
effective activist. Perhaps her biggest 
achievement has been the Disarm 
Universities campaign, which is 
calling for an end to any investment or 
collaboration between Universities and 
the arms sector. 

When asked what she’d do differently 
from Grant, Sonnenschein said she’d 
introduce a longer induction for SRC 

office bearers, bumping the current 
five hour session to a three day affair. 
The reason she’d do this? “A lot of 
office bearers and councillors are [...] 
currently in the dark about how to run 
an effective campaign.” Again, activism is 
the touchstone. 

If you share Sonnenschein’s politics, 
all of this is great. If you don’t then, too 
bad: she said she “would be lying” if she 
said she could appeal to all students. And, 
anyway, according to Sonnenschein, 
you’re an anomaly: the majority of young 
people, in her view, support socialism. 

These views are common among 
the left: Grant’s presidency has been 
criticised as alienating all but the 
Grassroots converted. This year has 
seen spicy socialist memes flood the 
SRC facebook page and protests have 
largely been run by Grassroots alone. 

Sonnenschein wants to double down 
on these areas. Each of her policies 
promises commitment to a particular 
campaign: think opposing cuts to 
education or pushing for a rebrand of 
buildings named after colonial figures. 
None of these are new campaigns, but 
it’s likely Sonnenschein would prosecute 

them with drive and skill.
But there’s a twofold risk here. One 

is that, since activism is highly visible, 
the casual, centrist observer may well 
assume that’s all the SRC offers, or that 
the SRC only engages with students 
who share its president’s politics. That 
mindset is a problem if it discourages 
students in need from using the SRC’s 
other, non-political services, like 
casework or housing support. 

Sonnenschein denies a political 
presidency would turn students away 
from the SRC’s free services; she’s happy 
to continue running, non-political SRC 
info stalls, like the ones during OWeek. 

But even if Sonnenschein doesn’t 
alienate students, the bigger risk is 
simply neglecting the SRC’s non-political 
services; Sonnenschein’s written policy 
statement simply does not mention 
them. In her interview with Honi she did 
say she’d look into bringing on board a 
specialised sexual assault solicitor. This 
wasn’t one of Sonnenschein’s launch 
policies, but it is a key part of rival 
candidate Adriana Malavisi’s platform. 
Make of that what you will, but at best 
this proposal looks like an afterthought. 

Fighting for students’ rights is great, 
but there are critical improvements 
to be made in the service sphere—
improvements some of this election’s 
other candidates are promising. 

Sonnenschein also doesn’t make it 
clear what kind of administrator she’ll 
be when the megaphone finally drops. 
She says she’s not afraid to sit down 
with Uni admin and be a lobbyist. And 
she’s confident she’ll be able to forge 
relationships with University staff, 
even when they’re exactly the figures 
she’s lambasted on the protest trail: 
take Chancellor Belinda Hutchinson, 
for example, who is also chairwoman of 
arms company Thales and frequently in 
Sonnenschein’s sights. 

Sonnenschein also promises she’ll set 
president’s consultation hours and isn’t 
cagey about budgetary management: if 
the University reduced SSAF funding, 
she’d cut the $20,000+ in travel 
subsidies offered to observers attending 
the National Union of Students annual 
NatCon. Sonnenschein herself attended 
the national conference as an observer 
in 2017, along with then-newly elected 
President Imogen Grant. 

For full videos, write ups and transcripts of interviews, stay tuned to www.honisoit.com 
For all the latest coverage of the upcoming SRC elections, like us on Facebook

PUZZLES

Quick
Across
7 Conspiracy (9)
8 Join this! (5)
10 Poster perhaps featuring Rita Hayworth 
or Farrah Fawcett (3-2)
11 Gene Kelly was one (3,6)
12 Respected (8)
13 Conventional Swiss city (6)
15 Desexed (9)
21 Winning team of 2018 Eurovision (6)
23 Serbian capital (8)
25 Straw hat made in Ecuador (6,3)
26 Bird chirp (5)
27 Lumps of coral (5)
28 Administrative assistant (9)

Down
1 Grasp (5,2)
2 Order to attend court (8)
3 Strong coffee (9)
4 How one might describe Malcolm 
Turnbull (5)
5 Compassionate (6)
6 Jug (7)
7 Aped (6)
9 Country with the highest HDI (6)
14 Evaluate a situation or steal from a 
pantry (4,5)
16 Age of majority (8)
17 House, Verbal, or Yoda (6)
18 Don’t compare these with apples (7)
19 Identification badge (4,3)
20 Softly (6)

Target

Adriana 
Malavisi

Backers?Faction?

RebootCentre Unity 
(Labor Right)

66%

Quiz score?

Lara 
Sonnenschein

Backers?Faction?

Grassroots and SwitchGrassroots 80%

Quiz score?
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Level 1, Wentworth Bldg, University of Sydney
02 9660 5222  |  src.usyd.edu.au
solicitor @ src.usyd.edu.au
ACN 146 653 143  |  MARN 1276171

Work Issues
Govt Services

Car Accidents
Consumer Disputes

Police, Courts

...and more

Visa Issues

法律諮詢
法律アドバイス

We have a solicitor who speaks  
Cantonese, Mandarin & Japanese

Liability limited by  
a scheme approved 
under Professional 
Standards Legislation.

Do you have a legal problem? 
We can help you for FREE!*

* This service is provided by the Students’ Representative Council, 
University of Sydney and is available to USYD undergraduate students.

NAT 72807-05.2016 [JS 36891]

Get free help with  
your tax return from  
a Tax Help volunteer

›  Are your tax affairs simple?

›  Do you earn around $50,000 or less?

To find out more, contact the ATO on 13 28 61.

Create your myGov account and link to 
the ATO before your Tax Help appointment.

NAT 72807-05.2016 [JS 36891]

Get free help with  
your tax return from  
a Tax Help volunteer

›  Are your tax affairs simple?

›  Do you earn around $50,000 or less?

To find out more, contact the ATO on 13 28 61.

Create your myGov account and link to 
the ATO before your Tax Help appointment.
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Get free help with  
your tax return from  
a Tax Help volunteer

›  Are your tax affairs simple?

›  Do you earn around $50,000 or less?

To find out more, contact the ATO on 13 28 61.

Create your myGov account and link to 
the ATO before your Tax Help appointment.
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your tax return from  
a Tax Help volunteer

›  Are your tax affairs simple?

›  Do you earn around $50,000 or less?

To find out more, contact the ATO on 13 28 61.

Create your myGov account and link to 
the ATO before your Tax Help appointment.
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Get free help with  
your tax return from  
a Tax Help volunteer

›  Are your tax affairs simple?

›  Do you earn around $50,000 or less?

To find out more, contact the ATO on 13 28 61.

Create your myGov account and link to 
the ATO before your Tax Help appointment.

NAT 72807-05.2016 [JS 36891]

Get free help with  
your tax return from  
a Tax Help volunteer

›  Are your tax affairs simple?

›  Do you earn around $50,000 or less?

To find out more, contact the ATO on 13 28 61.

Create your myGov account and link to 
the ATO before your Tax Help appointment.

Available to USyd undergraduate students through the  
Students’ Representative Council (SRC)

To book an appointment call:  9660 5222
Available until the end of semester 2.
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Hi I’m Adriana, and I’m running to REBOOT your SRC, 

Last year I started my term as Vice President with op-
timism and a determination to work for all students. I 
know how hard it can be, having moved from overseas 
to study with no family and no support system. In my 
time at this University, I’ve seen first hand the consis-
tent mismanagement of our SRC. The SRC is meant to 
function as a representative body for undergraduate 
students, giving students a voice and ensuring they 
have an organisation that will be there for them in 
their time of need. 

Unfortunately for the past year this has not been the 
case. With a strict focus on radical activism, the SRC 
has lost sight of student-oriented issues - of course, 
student unions do not exist in a vacuum, and there will 
always be a place for activism in the SRC, however, the 
activism currently taking place is exclusionary, mis-
guided, and divisive. This alienates the very students 
that the SRC is supposed to represent. 

However, I’ve also seen the incredible potential of our 

SRC. I saw everything it is capable of doing to benefit 
all students. I envisioned an SRC that works for the 
students, an SRC that is there for students. An SRC 
which stands up for students, and continually ensures 
that everyone whether international, regional/rural, 
ethnically diverse, or low SES has a support system and 
access to essential services. I know how hard it is to 
find your place. I found mine fighting for students and 
that’s why I decided to run for President. It’s time to 
REBOOT your SRC so that it actively works in the best 
interest of students. 

If elected we will:

REBOOT to EXPAND THE LEGAL SERVICE
The legal service is fully saturated and overbooked. 
Bringing in specialized discrimination and sexual 
assault lawyers would not only allow the legal team to 
take on more cases, but provide specialized knowledge 
and representation to those in need.

REBOOT a VISA SPECIALIST
A specialist who understands the issues international 
students face day to day, and knows how to manage 
visa, employment, and healthcare issues will benefit 
students who are often the most vulnerable. 

REBOOT for ACCESSIBILITY TO THE SRC
The SRC has great student services that should be 
accessible and known to everyone. SRC services should 
not be known to only those involved in SRC - services 
like tax help, casework, the SRC legal team, interna-
tional student help and academic progression assis-
tance should be general knowledge to all students on 
campus. To achieve this, we will make Welfare Week a 
feature of every semester, Reboot the SRC Facebook 

page to fill it with service information and be active in 
ensuring all students are able to access the services 
that they deserve.

REBOOT FOR LOW SES AND WORKING STUDENTS
Managing a part-time job and university study is 
incredibly difficult, putting huge pressure on those 
from regional and/or low SES backgrounds. Students 
go without the necessities to put themselves through 
university [truncated]

Curriculum Vitae
Vice-President, University of Sydney SRC, 2017-18 
Secretary, Sydney University ALP Club, 2018- 
Marketing Director, Women in Science Society, 2017- 
Publicity Director, Sydney University Science Society, 
2017- 
Events and Communications, Physics Society, 2017- 
Attendee, National Union of Students Education Con-
ference 2018 
Chancellor’s Award Scholarship, 2017- 
Member of the Talented Students Program run by the 
Faculty of Science

Nominators
Isabella Brook  
Claudia Gulbransen-Diaz  
Adam Ursino  
Connor Sidney Wherrett 
Kundai Khuleya 
Isabella Pytka  
Angus Berg 
Robert Martin  
Justine Amin  
Saketh Darbhamulla

Arts
Economics
Law
Law
Commerce/Law 
Arts
Engineering
BUSINESS
Law 
Science

C: ADRIANA OLGUIN MALAVISI
Science

My name is Lara Sonnenschein and I am running to be 
President of your SRC.

I’m running because I want our SRC to be a democrat-
ic, fighting student union that serves as a platform for 
genuine student representation and advocacy, rather 
than being used as a personal stepping stone for self 
interested party politicians.

I’ve been involved involved in student activism on 
campus since my first day here. I’ve marched against 
fee deregulation and have stood alongside striking 
staff at our University. I’ve been heavily involved in the 
Women’s Collective’s campaign against sexual assault, 
fighting for a safer campus for students and I’ve been 
an active member of the Queer Action Collective, 
playing a significant role in the student contingent that 
fought for a Yes vote for marriage equality.

This year, as your Education Officer, I organised the 
National Day of Action at USyd against higher edu-
cation cuts, and am currently organising the student 
opposition to the Ramsay Centre which wants to see a 
racist ‘Bachelor of Western Civilisation’ degree intro-
duced at the University of Sydney.

I have also founded a national campaign, Disarm Uni-
versities which aims to sever the ties between arms 
manufacturers and universities so that our universities 
aren’t funding war.

In my role, I’ve interacted with all parts of the organi-
sation, giving me the most well rounded experience of 
all the candidates running for President.

Ultimately, the SRC is funded by students and should 
be accountable to students. We deserve an SRC that 
fights for student rights. 

I are not afraid to advocate for students even when it’s 
tough. Grassroots have experience fighting for free 
education, for the environment, for women, refugees, 
queer and Indigenous rights, and we get results.

If elected I will:
- Fight against higher education cuts and free dereg-
ulation, and campaign for free, fair and fully funded 
education.
- Set consultation hours for the President, so that stu-
dents have their voices heard in a one-on-one setting.
- Fight to end sexual violence in our university com-
munities and for better support for survivors.
- Oppose the Ramsay Centre. The Centre has no place 
at USyd. Universities should not be places where 
billionaires can buy influence over curriculum, staffing 
and pedagogy in order to peddle racism disguised as 
appreciation for ‘Western culture’.
- Campaign to disarm USyd. We should divest from 
arms manufacturers, and should not be engaging in 
weapons research.
- Collaborate with international student communities, 
ensuring that they have a voice in issues that affect 
them.
- Fight for a fairer special considerations and simple 
extensions system that aids students when they need 
support, rather than one that is punitive and cruel.
- Decolonise our University, with a commitment to 
non-racist naming of buildings and pushing for Indige-
nous languages to be represented on our campus.
- Support environmental campaigns and the push for 
USyd to divest from the fossil fuel industry.

This year, vote for an experienced activist who will lead 

the SRC with dedication and principle.

Vote [1] LARA for PRESIDENT! [truncated]

Curriculum Vitae
- SRC Education Officer, 2018
- Editor, Counter Course Handbook, 2018
- Student Representative, Political Economy, 2018 
- Honi Soit reporter, 2018
- Women’s Officer Political Economy Society, 2017-18
- Founder and national organiser, Disarm Universities
- Organiser, Keep Ramsay Out of USyd
- Organiser and speaker, Radical Education Week, 2018
- NSW Education Organising Group Member, 2017-18
- National Day of Action, 2014-18
- Activist work featured in The Australian, Junkee & 
ABC
- Education Action Group, 2017-18
- Women’s Collective, 2017-18
- Queer Action Collective, 2017-18
- Environment Collective, 2017-18
- Campus Refugee Action Collective, 2017-18
- Member, Students for Palestine, 2017-18
- Member, Sydney University Arts Society, 2018
- Member, Australian Student Environment Network
- Member, Jews Against the Occupation 
- National Union of Students Conference Observer, 
2017
- Condemned by former KKK grand wizard, David 
Duke on Twitter, 2017

Nominators
Imogen Grant  
Nina Dillon Britton  
Georgia Mantle  
Liam Donohoe  
Maya Eswaran  
Lilian Campbell  
David Shakes  
Madeline Ward  
Jazzlyn Breen  
Zachary Gilles Palmer 

Arts/Law
Arts/Economics
Arts/Social Work
Arts
Arts/Law
Arts
Engineering/Science
Arts
Arts/Social Work
Economics

D: LARA SONNENSCHEIN
INGS

“1. Opal Card Concession for international students: 
I will be pushing more strongly on Opal Card Con-
cession through collaboration with Student Repre-
sentatives Councils from various universities, more 
petitions held at various spots around the university 
and the direct communication with the state govern-
ment through the name of SRC. Combined with the 
hundreds of previous petitions and collaboration with 
other student bodies 
 
2. More electronic textbook copies and cheaper text-
book prices: Textbook prices have soared to a level 
that is unacceptably high. I will subsidise fund into 
providing more electronic copies of textbooks which 
can be accessed by our students freely online. Further, 
we would fund and reach a negotiation with Co-op 
Book Store to give every student 20% off the original 
textbook prices. 
 
3. SafeWalk: Many students would study at fisher 
library until very late at night. On their way back home, 
we want to ensure that they get to train stations safely 
through SafeWalk, which is an initiative that involves 
having an SRC-officer leading groups of students to 
their various destinations.  
 
4. More employers available on International Student 
Career Fairs: Invite employers from medical facilities, 
financial institutions, law firms, engineering companies 

to provide students at the University of Sydney with 
more exposures to a wider career opportunities. 
 
5. Academic Support - Complimentary tutoring service 
for each faculty: Provide complimentary tutoring ser-
vices that go on from 4pm - 6pm every afternoon for 
students from every faculty, with 15 minutes allocated 
to each student.  
 
6. Honi Soit in Other Languages available on WeChat/
Whatsapp: Honi Soit is the school newspaper that is 
readily available at various spots on the University of 
Sydney campus. We want to publish Honi Soit in other 
languages on social media platforms such as WeChat 
and Whatsapp. In such a way, we can truly engage 
international students with the university. 
 
7. More SRC endorsed scholarships available for 
students: Set up five scholarships each worth $6,000 
lasting for one year awarded to students with poor 
financial conditions but at the same time has achieved 
distinction average and above and has volunteered for 
a wide range of meaningful social activities. 
 
8. Installation of on campus Mobikes: Introduce more 
Mobikes at Manning House, PNR, JFR, Abercrombie 
Building and Fisher Library. In such a way, we want to 
reduce the amount of time taken to travel between 
different parts of the campus at very low costs and we 
will subsidise SRC funding into this initiative to reduce 
the amount of usage fee required by Mobike. 
 
9. Installation of more charging stations around the 
campus: Oftentimes students without a portable char-
ger would be stuck powerless without means of com-
munication. I would devote a part of SRC’s funding into 
building at least two charging stations in each building, 
so that students may charge their mobile phones con-
veniently during emergency situations. 
 
10. Female Leadership Program: Empowering wom-
en through establishing a one-on-one mentorship 

network between female students at the University of 
Sydney and females from the industry to foster female 
leadership in the future workplace.

Curriculum Vitae
Second Year Bachelor of Civil Engineering (Honours) 
and Commerce
2018 - University of Sydney SRC Student Housing 
Officer
2018 - Sydney Ambassador at the City of Sydney Coun-
cil
2018 - Construction Management Intern at Sutherland 
Shire Council
2018 - Project Officer at Enactus University of Sydney
2017 - Project Intern at Enactus University of Sydney
2018 - Campus Communications Officer at Institute of 
Chinese Engineers Australia
2017 - Sponsorship Director at University of Sydney 
China Development Society
2017 - Volunteer at Global Mobile and Internet Confer-
ence
2017 - CAD Intern at Interscape Associates
2017 - Dux of Marist Catholic College Penshurst
Member of Engineers Australia College of Leadership 
and Management
Member of Australia Cost and Risk Society
Overall a very passionate person who is really cool to 
hang out with

Nominators
Yuxuan Yang
Zimeng Ye
Zhixian Wang
Bowen Yan
Hengjie Sun
Hui Zhu
Yifan Kong
Yi Ding 
HuiJinou Wang 
Yihe Li

Science
Business School
Business School
Arts
Arts
Engineering
Science 
Engineering 
Visual Arts 
Arts and Social Sciences

Advocating for disadvantaged groups is my priority. In-
ternational students and student of colours have been 
marginalised and mistreated by the establishment. We 
have zero tolerance towards any forms of discrimina-
tion by false judgement and miscellaneous prejudice. 
To fulfil the great task before us, the SRC must not only 
lobby with university administrative organisations. 
Nevertheless, defiance is our means when necessary. 
To invigorate our might, the SRC will actively liaise 
and unite all student and represent them so that the 
voices could be heard. The campaign is obligatory that 
it should be rooted in a pragmatic base. The election is 
never the end of the game.

Curriculum Vitae
2012 - Military Police: Stationed in Department of De-
fense/ Presidential palace (Taiwan) Main duty: security 
checking and personal protection.  
2014 - Taiwan Fund for Children and Families: fund-
raising for homeless children.  
2015 - Taiwan Young Kids institution- teaching rural 
elementary students English and basic math.  

2015-until now - University of Sydney: Major in Polit-
ical Economy & Sociology. Understand the impact of 
trade, finance, security and the effects of politics on 
economic policy at the state, national, and internation-
al levels. And to rasp how sociology uniquely con-
tributes to an understanding of the social world and 
human experience.  
2015-2016 - Resident Assistant- (Campus Living Villag-
es) Building a residential community through program-
ming, acting as a para- counselor for students, being 
a familiar first resource for students with academic 
or institutional questions, and enforcing residence 
policies. 
2016 - University of Wisconsin- Madison 
Exchange Program 2017. (One semester) Economics & 
politics 
2016 - Lunchtime social sport assistant (Sydney Uni 
Sport & fitness)  
2016 - University of Sydney Alumni association: Assis-
tant 
2017 - (Funin Interprise) Successfully attracted more 
than 20 hundred people in one day to participate our 
event and along with 40% increase in revenue; during 
the period of Chinese/Lunar New Year. In addition, 
within three months, I had initialised six different 
companies to collaborate us to either holding events or 
increase our brand awareness. 
2017-until now - A journalist on campus: University of 
Sydney. We created a social media platform on WeChat 
to provide different pieces of information regarding 
student’s rights so they could know what to protect 
themselves whether in the workplace or within univer-
sity based on what they have entitled. 
2017 - University of Wisconsin- Madison (International 

house house fellow) supporting students who needs 
help in our dormitory. 
2017- until now - Online Volunteering: To covert UN 
contents from English into Chinese for educating 
purpose.  
2017-until now - Member of the Wilderness Society 
Australia.  
2018 - USU Student Broad election- Campaign manag-
er for Decheng Sun   
2018 - Opal concessions campaign for International 
students (International collective)

Nominators
Clement  Sun 
yingying wen  
Jiaqi Shi
Nathaniel fau  
Antony Kyalo  
Flora Zhao   
Benny Shen  
Edmond pouilly
Quishi Winston MA
Luoyu Zhang 

Law and arts
Arts 
Law and Arts
Engineering
Business
Law & Arts
Business
Business
Law/Business
Business

B: CHIA-SHUO YANG
Arts

A: JACKY (YISHENG) HE
Engineering
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A: Pictures of Spider-Man for Honi

PICTURES OF SPIDER-MAN FOR HONI 
Mission Statement 
 
A spectre is haunting our University - the spectre of 
the Red Menace, Spider-Man. For too long, vigilante 
violence has been left unchecked from the cobbles of 
Eastern Avenue to the lawns of PNR. Property destruc-
tion, public terror, and cobwebs are just some of the 
things left in the wake of this arachnid terrorist. That’s 
where we come in. With a team bigger than my wife’s 
credit card bill, PICTURES OF SPIDER-MAN FOR HONI 
is dedicated to bringing this hoon to Justice, and the 
first step is to find out who he is. No other ticket, in 
the 89-year history of this publication, has ever had a 
stronger stance against this horrifying delinquent. We 
hope to answer some key questions, including: 
- Can he swing from a web? 

- Why is Peter Parker always late for work? 
- What’s the deal with the Spider-Pig? 

But most of all, we come to you with one question to 
consider: 

Who Is The Spider-Man? 
 
For all of you True Believers, here’s a detailed look at 
our policies: 
- Offer relief from HECS debt in exchange for   
verified pictures of the Spider-Man 
- Pictures of Spider-Man in every edition of Honi Soit 
- Take away my wife’s credit card 
- Expand the newspaper into a weekly true crime 
podcast 
- Expose the death of the quadrangle jacaranda for the 
false flag operation it was
- Rename Honi Soit as The Daily Bugle 

- Raise the standards of frankly lacklustre the MCU 
films 
- Adopt a tapir from the World Wildlife Fund 
- Redirect the funds for the development of the Chau 
Chak Wing Museum towards a shrine for our noble 
police force, fighting crime without a mask 
 
We look forward to your support as we restore USyd to 
the shining beacon of justice and democracy it should 
be, free from the silent tyranny of the vigilante. This is 
the beginning of a movement. Today, we single-hand-
edly start to fight the positive portrayal of the Spi-
der-Man in the media. There is nothing Amazing about 
him. Real power comes from the Truth. See you on 
Eastern Avenue. 
 
Love, 
J Jonah Jameson xx

Lilly Aggio
Science

Runs a secret bee blog 
about bees (no, I can’t give 
you the url)

Henry Fair
Liberal Arts and Science

Co-Captain of the Univer-
sity of Sydney Quidditch 
Club C Team - real heroes 
don’t swing, they fly

B: SPICE for Honi

EXPLORE THE SPICE RACK
SPICE is a diverse and experienced group of students 
ready to bring you the best that Honi Soit has to offer. 
On the spice rack are reporters who have contribut-
ed to every single section of Honi and a feast of other 
publications. Get ready to season your paper with hot, 
hard-hitting news, a pinch of creativity, and plenty of 
exciting new flavours. 
 
SPICY NEWS
Our news takes will make your taste buds tingle. We’ve 
already brought you news on late penalties, student 
protests, staff strikes, faculty changes and more. By 
revitalising the news section and bringing it back into 
the paper, SPICE wants those in power at the univer-
sity to feel the burn. SPICE is sick of bland takes on 
university management and student affairs & we’ll use 
our experience from university boards and collectives 
to serve up tasty news that is relevant to you.

We’re going to help you learn how to cook up a storm 
by running workshops for reporters on submitting 
GIPA/FOI requests. An anonymous tip-line will help 

those outside the Honi clique share their secret reci-
pes. 
 
VARIETY IS THE SPICE OF LIFE
SPICE will bring you content across a range of plat-
forms, making your eyes water and your cheeks go red. 
We’ll make sure that news packs a punch by deliver-
ing short videos to accompany stories. We think Honi 
podcasts deserve a new flavour & one that showcases 
different forms of student expression, like perfor-
mance poetry and narrative storytelling.

We’re not going to stick to one cuisine & we’ll establish 
a regular foreign language section and work to engage 
international student writers. A substantial portion of 
undergraduates speak Mandarin as their first language 
& it’s time their student newspaper became a voice for 
students of diverse backgrounds. SPICE will prioritise 
marginalised voices amongst our reporters, and better 
support autonomous issues of Honi. 
 
We’ll mix and match ingredients to bring you creative 
writing, book reviews and regular columns, as well as 
comedy in fresh new formats. Everyone loves a good 
puzzle, so look out for more quizzes, sudokus, kenkens, 

crosswords, and word targets every week & we’ll also 
post answers online right after the paper comes out. 

Content leaving a sour taste in your mouth? Write in to 
a larger and spicier letter-to-the-editor section. Have 
your spicy takes ready, because we also want them in a 
revamped face-off section. 

SPICE wants to put the zest back in campus life: we’ll 
source input from the many creative societies across 
university and regularly feature their events, so that 
you’ll always know what’s cooking on campus. SPICE 
will keep the spotlight on satellite campuses by pro-
moting and reviewing their artists.

 
SEASONED EDITORS
SPICE has extensive experience across a whole rack 
of campus publications, and have even curated rec-
ipes for external media outlets. We’ve taken the lead 
in ACAR Honi, Wom*ns Honi, Growing Strong, Law in 
Society, ARNA, Reuters, FBi Radio and much more.

SPICE has the goods. Let’s get cooking. Vote [1] SPICE 
for Honi.

Annie Zhang
Arts IV (Honours)

First Prize (Fiction), Honi Soit 
Writing Competition (2017) 
Shortlisted for the Rachel Funari 
Prize for Fiction (2017)
Editor,  ACAR Honi (2018)

Editor, Dissent (2018) 
Editor, Yemaya (2018) 
Editor, Justice Action “JUST US” Education Special 
(2017) 
Sub-editor, Demos Journal (2018) 
Podcasting Intern, Sydney Writers’ Festival (2018) 
Project and Communications Intern, Writing NSW 
(2018) 
Contributor, Sydney Uni Anthology “”The Quotidian”” 
(2017); Stringybark Stories (2017); Pencilled In “”Issue 2: 

The Suburbs”” (2017); ZineWest (2018); Demos Journal 
“”Issue 8: Bodies”” (2018); ARNA (2018); Honi Soit (2018) 
Cast, POC Revue III (2017) 
Cast, ACAR Revue II (2016) 
LG of southwest Sydney (Defqon 2017-present) 
weeb

Jessica Syed
Arts/Law III

Editor-in-Chief, Growing Strong 
(2018)
Editor-in-Chief, Wom*n’s Honi, 
(2018) (yes, that edition) 

Editorial Collective, Growing Strong (2017) 
Contributor, Wom*n’s Honi (2017)
Contributor, ACAR Honi (2018)
Core Reporter, Pulp Media (2017) 

Carrie (Yingying) Wen
Arts/Media and Communications III

Contributor, Honi Soit (2018)
Writer, WeChat Official
Account Move-It Studio (2017-2018) 
Outgoing Exchange Officer, AIESEC 
(2017)

Assistant Director, Film Crew, ‘23 Seconds’ (2017)
Volunteer, Award Entertainment
Events Planner, A Classic Tour (2018)
Volunteer, Indonesian Primary School (2016)

Joe Verity
Arts/Law II

Reporter, Honi Soit (2017-present)
Best First Time Reporter, Honi Soit 
(2017)
Long time writer of smug let-
ters sent to local newspapers 
(2008-present) 

Regular contributor across news, analysis, opinion, tech-
nology, comedy and reviews
Featured in ‘Best of the Best’, Honi Soit (2017)
Regular troller of the Ramsay Centre on Twitter 
(2018-present)

Baopu (Bob) He
Arts/Law III

Second Prize (Opinion Piece), Honi 
Soit Writing Competition (2016)
Honi Soit Reporter (2017-present)
Sent an angry rant to the SMH
about selective schools out of sheer

frustration but then it actually got published (2018)
Rejected from USYD Law Revue (2016)
Cast, UNSW Law Revue (2016)
Cast, USYD Law Revue (2017)
Wrote anime fanfiction unironically for 2 years (2009-
2010)
Contributor, ACAR Honi (2017)
Published magnus opus aged 17 in the form of a HSC ma-
jor work for Drama (2015)
Kobow and Sanctuary Connoisseur
also a weeb

Liam Thorne
Arts/Law III

Reporter, Honi Soit (2018)
Produced article shared by RTBU 
(2018)
Councillor, Sydney University SRC

(2018) 
Chair of Standing Legal Committee, Sydney University 
SRC (2017)
not going to do stupol (2016-present)
14/15 for Trial HSC Discovery Creative 
Debates Committee (2017)
Better at debating than Pranay (2010-present)
Only Eats Green Apples (always)

Nell O’Grady
Arts/Media and Communica-
tions III

Reporter, Honi Soit (2018) 
Contributor, Honi Soit 
(2016-present)
Editor/leader, ARNA Prose Team 

(2018)
General Executive, SURG (2018)
Breakfast presenter and producer, SURG (2017-2018) 
Campus Creative Festival Coordinator (2018)
First Place, Advanced Creative Writing USYD (2017)
EXPOSURE Photography Coordinator, Verge Gallery 
(2017) 
Verge Gallery Student Committee (2016-2018) 
SBS Digital News Intern (2018) 
SBS Insight ‘producer’s aid’/wrangler (2018)
Sydney Writers Festival Podcasting Intern (2018) 
Fashion Industry Broadcast Editorial Intern (2017)
Contributor: Honi Soit, SURG, ARNA, SBS World News, 
FIB (2016-present)
Sold soul to Moleskine (2018)

Karishma Luthria
Arts/Media and Communica-
tions III

Reporter, Honi Soit (2017) 
Contributor, Honi Soit (2018) 
Most Committed Reporter, Honi 
Soit (2017)

Intern, Studio 10, Network 10, (2018) 
Intern, Coca-Cola South Pacific Public Affairs and 
Communication (December 2017-March 2018) 
Intern, Thomson Reuters Newsroom (2017) 
Mandelbaum House, RA (2018), Social Media Officer 
(2017), Alumni Representative (2018), Vice President 
(2017)
Communications Intern, Impact Foundation India 
(Feb-Mar 2018) 
Social Impact Intern, Impact Foundation India (Aug-Ju-
ly 2016) 
Presenter, Rap Gods and Genre’d Politics, SURG (2016-
2018) 

Pranay Jha
Arts/Law III

Reporter, Honi Soit  (2016-present)
Editor, ACAR Honi (2018)
More than 8,000 words written for 
Honi Soit (2016-present)
Contributor, Law in Society Journal

(2018)
High School Debating Big Dog (2010-2015)
University Debating Disappointment (2016-Present)
Best First Piece in Honi Soit (2016)
Third Most Read Article in Honi Soit (2016)
Councillor, Sydney University SRC 2018
Member, Academic Board (2018)
Member, Academic Standards and Policy Subcommittee 
(2018)
Director of Student Publications (2017)
Was told off by Miranda Devine (2016) 
Has beef with 1/2-3/4 of the people he has met (1997-
2018)

Alan Zheng
Arts/Law III

Reporter, Honi Soit (2016-present) 
Most Reliable Reporter Award, Honi 
Soit (2017)
General Editor, Inside Enterprise 
Journal (2018)

Editor in-Chief, SULS Law in Society Journal (2017)
Prose sub-Editor, ARNA (2017)
Poetry Sub-Editor, ARNA (2018)
Editor, SULS Careers Guide (2018)
Editor, Justice Action JUST US (Federal Election 2016)
Depicted by Edvard Munch’s The Scream in all social 
interactions (1998-present)
Contributor, Hermes Journal (2016)
Core Reporter, Pulp Media (2017)
Winning sperm (1997)
Disappointing baby (1998-present)
A potato dressed as a human being - My mother (1998)
Persistently young, dumb and broke: The Royal Com-
mission to inquire into circumstances under which 
certain public monies were used and to whom, and for 
what purposes such moneys were paid (1941)

C: Honey Soy

At this point it is clear that all of the Honi Soit tick-
ets are not capable of giving me the direction I need 
to deliver a great paper. Honey Soy is sick and tired 
of substandard journalism riddling campus culture. 
With a dedication to HARD news and real facts (not 
fake news) Honey Soy promises to rid this university 
once and for all of the barely literate scourge that has 
plagued Honi’s editorship for too long! Our everlasting 
commitment to uncover the true identity of the Zodiac 
Killer is unmatched by any other party. Likewise, if you 
have seen the movie Spotlight (starring Mark Ruffalo) 
you will be aware that true journalism involves long-
form investigative storytelling that uncovers great 
truths and systematic failures. We will do LOTS of this! 
No other ticket can claim complete impartiality from 
political influence or the special interest groups. This 
year there have been zero stories about The Simpsons, 
one of the world’s most popular shows. Is this a coinci-
dence? NO. Honi does not care about what the people 
want! Honey does.  
 
We have a team of dedicated editors ready to write 

solely about the Simpsons and the Zodiac Killer for 26 
weeks of publication next year. We will not settle for 
anything less. I personally can promise you that for 
every week we don’t write a story about these pressing 
topics. I will drink a beer - if I drink 26 beers in a row I 
will die. I would not LIE about something as serious as 
this.  
 
We WILL heavily privatise the paper generating a giant 
amount of ad space and an UNSEEN amount of profit. I 
can personally guarantee this will trickle down to every 
student of the university (based on my trickle down 
theories), We are will to work with Big Oil. We will have 
regular appearances from guest celebrities that I am 
friends with on the show, such as Mark Proksch and 
the Wolf of Wall Street. 
 
We will make the paper FREE for all students. Current-
ly, Honi Soit editors charge hundreds of dollars $$$ for 
a single edition of their FAILING newspaper, which no-
body reads. They spend the profits on framed pictures 
of NORM PROVAN, which they worship in the SRC 
office. We’ve had ENOUGH! We will spend the money 
on making the paper accessible via VR (virtual reality). I 

will also personally see to it that every student. 
 
Judge yourself; if you do that you will not be judged by 
God, as St. Paul says. But it must be a real sense of your 
own sinfulness, not an artificial humility. - Johannes Tauler

Presenter, wanky French music show on SURG (2016-
2017)
Presenter, ‘Minor Chord’, FBi Radio (2014-2015)
Producer, ‘Wednesday Arvos’, FBi Radio (2015-2018)
Co-Wom*n’s Officer, Sydney University SRC (2018)
Sexual Harassment Officer, Sydney University SRC 
(2017)
Shared her crush’s profile picture on Facebook for one 
hour without realising (2013) 
Featured prominently in the infamous ‘Then Yes, I’m 
Radical’ election video (2016) 
Browsing reddit.com/r/SkincareAddiction (right now)
(2017)

Harry Licence
Arts

-Eccscellent Journalist  
-PhD in quantum mechanics (uncertified) Bachelor of 
Laws Harvard (uncertified) 
-Great spelling and attentin to detail 
-No criminal record 
-Bettr bench press than other candidates COMBINED  
-Mean goose step 
-High energy! 
-Focussed on the job! (not on other stuf) 
-Lives near a beach 
-Not the Zodiac Killer 
-cucks of univerity of sydniey 
-wld never support a plot to bring down the 
-investigating skills 
-stealth

MUN Committee Chair, Podar International School, Mum-
bai(2013) 
Student Fundraiser, Jam in a Jar UNSW x Headspace (2015) 
Secretary, Expressions Magazine (2013) 

Griffin Cant
Arts

My celebrity crush is Tom 
Holland

Maxim Adams
Science

Green belt in Seido Karate

Samuel Garrett
Arts

True Believer

Will Stewart
Science

I saw a spider once

Huw Evans
Science

Secretary of USyd Run Club 
- real heroes don’t swing, 
they run
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Grassroots for NUS is committed to building an activist 
union to defend student rights and take up social justice 
issues. 

The Liberals are coming for our education, with plans to 
deregulate, raise fees and cut welfare, only a movement 
on the streets can stop these attacks. We have been part 
of the fight against Liberal attacks on education and will 
continue our involvement with a student union dedi-
cated to fighting the politicians not becoming them. 

A: Grassroots for NUS

1: ELEANOR MORLEY
Arts

3: MADDIE CLARK
Arts

2: KIM MURPHY
Arts

END THE WASTE OF YOUR STUDENT FEES. VOTE 
STUDENTS FIRST!

• Lobby to scrap the Student Services and Ameni-
ties Fee (SSAF). Labor’s Tax on students will force 
you to pay $298 this year alone.

• Disaffiliate USYD from the National Union of Stu-
dents. This year the SRC will pay $64,300 to affili-
ate to the NUS. $18,000 will be spent to send stu-
dent politicians on an interstate junket. We will 
redirect these funds to legal aid and case worker 
services that the SRC provides.

• Cheaper textbooks. Lobby the Federal Govern-
ment to scrap the parallel import restrictions that 

B: Students First for NUS

1: HARTLEY DHYON
Arts

• Bachelor of Economics (Major 
Economics and Minor Business 
Law) I

• Current Head of Journalism at the Australian 
Business Students’ Association.

• Former YMCA NSW Leader of the Government in 
the Legislative Council (2015)

• Vinnies Van volunteer for two years
• Adjudicator for CSDA Debating
• Penrith Youth Advisory Group Member/

Coordinator
• Former CSDA Debating Metropolitan State 

Champion 
• Former Prefect
• Nobody has ever pronounced my last name 

correctly

We also want a national union that takes up broader 
left-wing issues. Our activists in the national union have 
led the campaign for marriage equality which organised 
the largest mobilisations for LGBTI+ rights in Australian 
history last year and won the yes vote in the govern-
ments homophobic plebiscite. 

This year we will be building the Books not Bombs cam-
paign, a nationwide movement against university links 
with weapons manufacturers. We will continue to stand 

up to racism and the disgusting bipartisan support for 
locking up refugees.

Candidates on the Grassroots and Switch tickets are 
part of the only national student network independent 
of the Liberal and Labor parties.

Vote [1] Grassroots for NUS and [2] Switch for NUS for a 
progressive national union.

have a large effect on the cost of your text books.
• Over $210,000 will be spent funding SRC pub-

lications. Does anyone really believe that Honi 
Soit is worth that? All for a student paper few 
people actually read. We will fully digitise and 
drastically cut funding to Honi. Honey Soy does a 
better job anyway and it doesn’t cost you a thing. 

• Support Free Speech on Campus.
• Defund ‘Collectives.’ Over $50,000 was handed 

to these organisations of Left Wing student 
hacks that you’ve probably never heard of. Much 
of this money has been used to pay for resources 
for student activists to attend political protests. 
Collectives 

C: What’s the 
deal with NUS?
Liberals for NUS wants to fight for mainstream stu-
dents at USyd. We will fight for you, the forgotten peo-
ple of Sydney University.
We’d like to see: 
• Disaffiliation from the NUS by the USyd SRC.
• More funding for mental health programs.
• Live streaming of the NUS National Conference.
• An end to all participation & support of the an-

ti-Semitic BDS campaign by the NUS.
• Lobbying to end Parallel Import Restrictions on 

Textbooks.

It’s time to stop the rorts and get a NUS that will actu-
ally fight for you and your friends. Vote [1] for Students 
First for NUS!

1: DIMITRY PALMER
Law

• Vice-President, NSW Young 
Liberals (2017 - Present);

• Member, USU Clubs and 
Societies Committee (2016);

• Treasurer, Sydney University 
Liberal Club (2015-2016);

• Member, SOPHIA;
• Ben Shapiro 2020 Supporter;
• Top 3 Funniest Guys I Know - 

Lachlan Finch (BNOC 2018).

• Enjoys a good game of League and Football 
(soccer that is)

• Loves an Innovative and Agile Meme
• Member of the Sydney University Arts Society
• Member of the Sydney University Economics & 

Econometrics Society 
• Member of the USYD Catholic Society

Put the Trots where they belong, “In the Dust Bin of 
History”.

Sick of being asked to sign a Petition every time you 
walk down Eastern Avenue? 

Not interested in listening to a pitch for the annual 
marxism conference at the beginning of your lec-
tures? 

D: Ban the Socialist Alternative
Can’t Afford the subscription fee for Red Flag? 

Kind of sick of the general obnoxious smell which ra-
diates from the stall of unwashed activist that live on 
Eastern Avenue?

Worry not, at long last someone is prepared to stand up 
and take action - By banning communism.

A capture, tag and release program will be the first step 
in monitoring the whereabouts and numbers of key 
socialist instigators across campus. A wall will then be 
erected on the Newtown side of campus to provide a 
physical barrier to socialist movements into campus. 
Life size cardboard cut outs of Ronald Reagan and Mar-
garet Thatcher placed at regular intervals along the Par-
ramatta Rd side of campus to designate the Northern 

Perimeter and Loud speakers Playing a recorded audio 
loop of Economics 1001 lectures will be spread through 
Victoria park to lock down campus’s eastern Boarder. 

After causing the Deaths of close to 100million people 
and subjecting Millions more to gruelling oppression, as 
well as giving us such figureheads as Joseph Stalin, Mao 

Zedong, Nicolae CeauÉescu, Josip Broz Tito and Pol Pot 
- the one thing that we agree with SAlt about is that we 
are also glad that the Socialist regimes of the 20th Cen-
tury weren’t “real Socialism”. 

Just imagine how much more destructive and oppres-
sive “real Communism” would be if this band of campus 

activists - attending one of Australia’s most elite uni-
versities - were able to overthrow the Bourgeoisie from 
their small, monochromatically draped stall on eastern 
Avenue. 

Say No to more Trots on campus.
Vote 1 ‘Ban The Socialist Alternative’

1: FAN (CHERRY) HU
Science

2: ZAC O’FARRELL
Arts

The National Union of Students (NUS) is the peak rep-
resentative body for over 1.3 million undergraduate uni-
versity students in Australia. 

Elect REBOOT for NUS to represent you at this year’s 
NUS National Conference. We will support experienced 
candidates for national office and push a progressive 
policy agenda to keep our national union strong. 

The National Union of Students has spent this year 
campaigning hard and fighting back against the govern-
ment’s war on students. The REBOOT team wants to see 
NUS continue this work for 2019. NUS plays an integral 
part in defending our education and ensuring that vital 
services are available to all students. We need our na-
tional union to be a body fighting back against the war 
on young people 

E: REBOOT for NUS

1: ADRIANA OLGUIN MALAVISI
Science

• Vice President, University of Syd-
ney SRC

• Attendee, NUS Education Con-
ference 2018

• Secretary, Sydney University ALP 
Club

• Marketing Director, Women in 
Science

• Publicity Director, University of 
Sydney Science Society

• Events and Comms- University of 
Sydney Science Society

3: ALEXI CASSIS
Arts

• Official Observer, 2017 National 
Union of Students Conference

• Director of Student Publications 
USYD SRC

• Treasurer ALP Club
• Campaign Organiser NSW Labor
• Socials Director SASS
• Treasurer Republic Club

2: JAMES NEWBOLD
Arts

• Presenter, NUS Education Con-
ference (2017-2018)

• Observer, NUS National Confer-
ence (2017)

• Honi Soit writer (2018)
• SURGfm Presenter, Producer and 

Writer
• (2016-17)
• Labor Club Member (2016-18)
• FASS Mentor (2017)
• Education Action Group activist 

(2017-2018)

REBOOT and RAISE NEWSTART: The National Union of 
Students has launched a campaign in 2018 to raise the 
rate of Newstart so that students living on welfare don’t 
have to stress week to week. REBOOT for NUS would 
elect delegates that would support this campaign and 
work within the NUS to ensure that this campaign is 
successful 

REBOOT and CUT COURSE COSTS: Essential upfront 
costs like textbooks and lab coats should be covered by 
your education payments. A vote for REBOOT for NUS is 
a vote to support a policy of letting you put course costs 
away on HECS.

REBOOT for STUDENT HOUSING: One of the most 
pressing concerns for students is the growing rent price 
in Sydney. The NUS Welfare department has fought 

hard to improve support services for students living out 
of home, a vote for REBOOT for NUS will keep this a 
priority within your national union. 

REBOOT for CAMPUS AFFILIATIONs: NUS relies almost 
solely on campus affiliation for it to survive. REBOOT 
for NUS is committed to maintain NUS’s financial strat-
egies of expanding our reserves through fixed term de-
posits, running budget surpluses and seeking out addi-
tional sources of revenue. 

VOTE [1] REBOOT for NUS
VOTE [1] REBOOT for SRC 
VOTE [1] ADRIANA MALAVISI for PRESIDENT

4. REBECCAH MILLER
Arts

• Observer, NUS National Confer-
ence 2017

• Welfare Officer, University of 
Sydney SRC

• Women’s Collective (2017-2018)
• Education Action Group (2017-

2018)
• Young Workers Collective (2018)
• Labor Club (2018)

6. WILL EDWARDS
Arts

• Reporter, Honi Soit (2014-2016)
• Editor, Queer Honi (2015, 2017)
• Contributor, BULL Magazine 

(2015)
• President, SHADES Club (2015-

2016)
• Director, Queer Revue (2015-

2016)
• Archivist, Dramatic Society 

(2016)
• Queer Officer, SRC (2017)
• Vice-President, SHADES Club 

(2018)
• General Councillor, SRC (2018)
• Gay (1995- 2007, 2009-2018)”

5: NICOLA HAGGERTY MAYERS
Arts

• Sexual Harassment Officer, Uni-
versity of Sydney SRC

• Secretary, MAHsoc - Mental 
Awareness & Health Society

• Fundamental canine lover.
• Member, Politics Society.
• Events and Communications Of-

ficer,
• Sydney University ALP Club 

(2017).
• Member, Youth Vinnies (2017).
• Contributor, Wom*ns Collective.
• Robust meme lover and pro-

moter of the gymnasium.

7. JUSTINE AMIN
Law

• HSU Organiser
• Social Justice Officer, University 

of Sydney SRC 
• Secretary, Sydney University 

ALP Club

2: KUNDAI CHIHURI
Science
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Switch for NUS is committed to building an activist un-
ion to defend student rights and take up social justice 
issues. 

The Liberals are coming for our education, with plans 
to deregulate, raise fees and cut welfare, only a move-
ment on the streets can stop these attacks. We have 
been part of the fight against Liberal attacks on educa-
tion and will continue our involvement with a student 
union dedicated to fighting the politicians not becom-
ing them. 

F: Switch for NUS

1: VINIL KUMAR
Arts

3: GINA ELIAS
Arts

2: MADDIE POWELL
Arts

We also want a national union that takes up broader 
left-wing issues. Our activists in the national union have 
led the campaign for marriage equality which organised 
the largest mobilisations for LGBTI+ rights in Australian 
history last year and won the yes vote in the govern-
ments homophobic plebiscite. 

This year we will be building the Books not Bombs cam-
paign, a nationwide movement against university links 
with weapons manufacturers. We will continue to stand 
up to racism and the disgusting bipartisan support for 

locking up refugees.

Candidates on the Grassroots and Switch tickets are 
part of the only national student network independent 
of the Liberal and Labor parties.

Vote [1] Grassroots for NUS and [2] Switch for NUS for a 
progressive national union.”

4. SOPHIE HASLAM
Arts

5: JACK MANSELL
Arts

Students should ALWAYS come first in student bodies: 
that’s why we want to Shake Up NUS.

We want to see:

- An NUS that works for ALL students: not one lining 
the pockets of political hacks.

G: SHAKE UP NUS

1: LACHLAN FINCH
FASS

- USU Board Director (2018-20)
- President, Sydney Arts Students 
Society (2017-18)
- Dishes out banter better than he 
receives it

3: CHANUM TORRES
FASS

SRC Councillor (2017-)
Director of Student Publications 
(2017-)
Treasurer - Economics Society (2018) 
Contributor+Writer - The Sydney 
Tory (2017-)
Active member of SASS, Evangelical 
Union, SFL, PolSoc
FASS First Year Mentor (2018)
Pizza connoisseur - Courtyard (2017-)
Unibros Regular - (2017-)

2: GEORGE BISHOP
B Economics (Hons)/B Laws

- SRC Councillor (2018)
- President, Evangelical Union (2016)
- Treasurer, Chess Club (2016-2017)

- Funds going towards campaigns that make students 
safe on campuses right across Australia.
- Responsible, efficient and effective spending of stu-
dents money.

Help us Shake Up NUS!

VOTE [1] SHAKE UP NUS
VOTE [1] SHAKE UP SRC
VOTE [1] JACKY HE FOR SRC PRESIDENT
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With the future of our planet seeming evermore grim, placing environmental sustainability at the forefront of institutional priorities, such as those of our university, 
holds essential importance now more than ever. Despite an ever-growing 1.3 billion tones of annual waste being generated globally, the waste crisis remains commonly 
overlooked in the fight for sustainability, and must go beyond the outdated ‘reduce-reuse-recycle’ sentiment. 

As a member of the SRC, I, Shani Patel, will be committed to extending my passion for our planet to The University of Sydney, working for: 

• A higher focus on effective waste reduction and management, including derailing the use of single-use plastics on USU outlets across campus, increased availability of 
recycling facilities, and a further push towards gaining composting bins on campus. 

• Continual rising of awareness for the importance of reducing, reusing, and repairing as primary strategies for waste management, before recycling and composting 
comes in to play. 

• Exploring methods to prevent the food waste generated from leftovers at university events. 
• Support for environmental activism and groups on campus such as the Food Wastage Fighters Society and the Sydney Enviro Collective who are dedicated to raising 

awareness and fighting environmental exploitation. 
• A lack of greenwashing, and a focus on genuine, practical, and effective environmental measures on campus.

VOTE [1] SWITCH FOR SUSTAINABILITY
VOTE [1] LARA FOR PREZ
VOTE [1] SWITCH FOR NUS

A: SWITCH FOR SUSTAINABILITY

1: SHAAN PATEL
Commerce/Science

Did not provide a CV. 

3: JULIET GARLAND
Food and Agribusiness

Did not provide a CV.

2: JACK RAWLINGS
Science

Did not provide a CV.
1: MADELINE WARD
Arts

• SRC Women’s Officer, 2018
• 2017 SRC Autonomous Collective Against Racism OB
• EIC of Growing Strong 2018 
• EIC of Women’s Honi Soit 2018 
• Editor of ACAR Honi Soit 2016 & 17 
• Pro Life Famous 2018 
• Prolific internet shit talker 
• BSOC ( Big Scandal on Campus)

4: EWAN MADDOCK
Economics (Advanced Studies) 

Did not provide a CV.

5: JIM LOOMES
Science

Did not provide a CV.

6: HEATHER MORRISON
Science

Did not provide a CV.

7: KIRSTEN LAURENDET
Science/Laws

Did not provide a CV.

8: ALEX GORNIAK
Medical Science

Did not provide a CV.

The University continues, in both subtle and overt ways, to undermine the experiences of all women who attend it. Systematically oppressive structures are at work - even 
within a modern and esteemed learning institution that exists in urban, twenty-first century environment. 

GRASSROOTS for Feminism are a bunch of badass feminists fighting for a better campus for women. 

The SRC is a vital resource for student services and activism. Both student services and activism are vital for the betterment of women. As such we’re running a sassy 
misandrist no fucks given campaign to ensure the Wom*n’s Collective is amply funded; to tell university management to do their God-damn jobs cause they ain’t done shit 
to end sexual assault on campus. And we want a fully funded Misandrist Militia.

GRASSROOTS for Feminism support: 

FIGHTING RAPE ON CAMPUS:
Sexual Assault is a prevalent and devastating issue on campus. Management continues to pay lip service but not take real action on the issue.
University funding for a specialised sexual assault lawyer in the SRC: the legal service at the SRC is already overworked and underfunded. Students pursuing legal action 
after sexual assault need to have skilled legal assistance available.

• Key resources in UoS outlines: many students aren’t reporting these incidents because they simply don’t know where to go. A simple step the University should take 
to improve awareness of the reporting process and support services is to include a list of key resources in all Unit of Study outlines, to make them easily accessible to 
all students.

• Educate students about consent: students need better education about consent to be able to prevent sexual assault and identify when consent is not being given. For a 
university that claims to create graduates with the holistic skills to be responsible community members, USyd is not doing enough to educate students about consent. 
We want university management to take sexual assault as seriously as it takes plagiarism. We want to see a mandatory consent education module implemented on 
ELearning, and bystander training during O Week.

B: GRASSROOTS FOR FEMINISM

2: JACINTA SIMMONS
Arts

• Member, Women’s Collective 2018
• Hermanns Rat 
• Defected from Macquarie 2018

3: KATARZYNA WAGNER
Science

• Member, Women’s Collective 2018
• Hermanns Rat 
• Dressed up as a giant penis on eastern avenue once

4: SABRINA MENZIES 
Arts/Social Work

• Member, Women’s Collective 2018
• Hermanns Rat 
• Probably cooler than you

Put the Trots where they belong, “In the Dust Bin of History”.

Sick of being asked to sign a Petition every time you walk down Eastern Avenue? 

Not interested in listening to a pitch for the annual marxism conference at the beginning of your lectures? 

Can’t Afford the subscription fee for Red Flag? 

Kind of sick of the general obnoxious smell which radiates from the stall of unwashed activist that live on Eastern Avenue?

Worry not, at long last someone is prepared to stand up and take action - By banning communism.

A capture, tag and release program will be the first step in monitoring the whereabouts and numbers of key socialist instigators across campus. A wall will then be erected 
on the Newtown side of campus to provide a physical barrier to socialist movements into campus. Life size cardboard cut outs of Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher 
placed at regular intervals along the Parramatta Rd side of campus to designate the Northern Perimeter and Loud speakers Playing a recorded audio loop of Economics 
1001 lectures will be spread through Victoria park to lock down campus’s eastern Boarder. 

After causing the Deaths of close to 100million people and subjecting Millions more to gruelling oppression, as well as giving us such figureheads as Joseph Stalin, Mao 
Zedong, Nicolae Ceausescu, Josip Broz Tito and Pol Pot - the one thing that we agree with SAlt about is that we are also glad that the Socialist regimes of the 20th Century 

• First responder training: student representatives and staff members are often the first people told about sexual harassment and assault, but are not trained to respond 
to these disclosures. Attitudes upon first disclosure are the most crucial factor determining a survivor’s ongoing wellbeing; in addition to this, hearing stories of sexual 
assault can lead to vicarious trauma for the listener. The University should provide training around vicarious trauma and responding with compassion for all staff and 
student representatives, for their wellbeing and for survivors’.

FREE AND ACCESSIBLE REPRODUCTIVE HEALTHCARE

• GRASSROOTS for Feminism is unequivocally pro-choice, and condemn the presence of groups on campus, such as LifeChoice and the Catholic Society, that seek to 
restrict the right of safe access to abortions and reproductive health. 

• We acknowledge that Indigenous, queer, rural and working class people are those most discriminated against in accessing reproductive health and they are those we 
prioritise in our activism. 

• We will campaign to remove Life Choice from campus. Groups that exist only to antagonise and shame students for accessing reproductive healthcare have no place 
at the University of Sydney. 

• Increased education about contraception for all students through liaising with programs such as Rad Sex and Consent Week. 
• Establish a fund through fundraising for low-SES students to contribute to abortion costs and medical bills. 
• Campaign with other pro-choice groups to decriminalise abortion in NSW.

A FULLY FUNDED MISANDRIST MILITIA
• Gets results.

Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for NUS! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for Feminism!

C: Ban the Socialist Alternative
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7: JARROD CHISHOLM 
Business

• SUBS Member (2018 - )

8: BOSWELL LIN
Science

SciSoc Member (2018 - )
Science camp veteran (2018)

3: CISSY XU 
Business

• SUBS member (2018 -) 
• SULS member (2018 -) 
• Law Camp Veteran (2018-)

4: GRACE MALIN
Business

• SMS Member (2018 -) 
• SUBS Member (2018 -)

5: CLAIRE YAN
Business

• SUBS Member (2018 - ) 
• SUSF Touch Football (2018 - ) 
• Business camp veteran(2018)

6: ANSHUL BARUAH
Business

SUBS Member (2018 - )

Vote [1] SHAKE UP ARTS
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] JACKY HE for PRESIDENT

ARTS: THE LARGEST FACULTY, THE LEAST FACILITIES. 

SHAKE UP ARTS wants the University of Sydney to start taking Arts Students seriously.

BIGGER AND BETTER STUDY SPACES AND MORE DESKS

The Arts Faculty is the only faculty with such a large number of students, yet such limited places to research, learn and study. We want to advocate for more study spaces, 
more rooms, and better facilities. Many other faculties  (none of which have as many students as the Arts faculty) have their own areas and labs reserved for studying, 
research, etc. In order to provide Arts students with adequate studying spaces we will fight for the new Arts building to host a study lab for Arts students only. Furthermore, 
we will advocate for more exclusive research and study areas that are only accessible to Arts students.

BETTER CAREER ADVISORY AND EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE 

The University provides internship programs, and career/employment events, to students from particular faculties. There is little to no attention to Arts majors and their 
prospects. Arts students study unique and exciting majors, ranging from languages and culture to Politics and IR. This is why we believe the University should do more to 
interact with the Arts faculty by way of more internships, placement opportunities, and career programs. Services provided to other faculties are seldom accessible to Arts 
Students, and so we want to SHAKE UP ARTS! 

Vote [1] SHAKE UP ARTS
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] JACKY HE for PRESIDENT

E: SHAKE UP ARTS

Photo file 
corrupted.

weren’t ‘real Socialism’

Just imagine how much more destructive and oppressive ‘real Communism’ would be if this band of campus activists - attending one of Australia’s most elite universities - 
were able to overthrow the Bourgeoisie from their small, monochromatically draped stall on eastern Avenue. 

Say No to more Trots on campus.

Vote 1: Ban The Socialist Alternative

1: ZAC O’FARRELL 
Science

Did not provide a CV.

2: MANNING JEFFREY 
Science

Did not provide a CV.

• Vehemently Anti-Communist 
• 2017-18 SRC councillor.
• Ran the most successful SRC campaign in 2016 

‘Don’t Vote for Me’ was the least annoying ticket 
on campus and nobody voted for it.

D: REBOOT for BUSINESS
REBOOT for BUSINESS

Josh Noble

Hi! I’m Josh, and I’ll be running for SRC under Reboot for Business Students. For too long, the SRC hasn’t represented the needs of business students, and provided the 
services which we deserve. I want to change this - for both business students and the wider uni. My key policies are:

REBOOT for PRACTICAL EDUCATION
The university currently suffers from an overly theoretical approach to education, that (especially in the business faculty) does not prepare students for the reality of work. 
I’ve experienced this first-hand in the past few months, where my commerce degree has barely trained me for work in the financial field. To fix this, REBOOT will advocate 
to implement small, practical education units for various faculties, focusing on what jobs are actually like. We believe that students deserve an education that actually helps 
them in the real world, and this is the first step.

REBOOT for LECTURE RECORDINGS
When I sleep in and miss a lecture, or when I’m at work and can’t go, I want to be able to catch up. But for many subjects, this isn’t an option at all—let alone for tutorials. 
REBOOT will advocate in the SRC for wider (and ideally, compulsory) recording of lecture materials ‰ÛÒ to return the SRC to actually helping the needs of and representing 
students.

REBOOT for BUSINESS STUDENT REPRESENTATION
Business students make up one of the largest cohorts on campus. But the SRC is dominated by arts and law students, leaving business student needs unheard. If elected, I 
will fight for the rights of those in ABS—advocating for what business students actually want.  The SRC needs a Reboot: a Reboot for what the real students want, not the 
Arts Elite.

Vote [1] REBOOT for Business
Vote [1] REBOOT your NUS
Vote [1] Adriana Malavisi for President

1: JOSH NOBLE
Business

• Research cadet, Ubs (2018 - )
• SUBS Member (2018 -)
• Business Camp (2018 -)
• SUSF Touch football (2018 - )
• ALP club (2018 - )

2: DYLAN ARIAS
Commerce/Law

• FMAA Subcommittee Member (2018-)
• BusinessOne Consultant (2018-)
• SUUNS Member (2018-)
• Sydney Uni Debating Society Member (2018-)
• SUBS and SULS member (2018-)
• USU Welcome to Sydney Volunteer (2018)
• Law School Mentor (2018)

Photo file 
corrupted.

1: JP BALADI
Arts

• BA Double Majoring in International Relations and 
Economic Policy

• School Captain, 2017
• Rugby Union Enthusiast, player for over 10 years
• Loves debating 
• Can recite pi to 1000 digits
• Has 5 sisters
• Thinks he can speak Arabic and Spanish
• Loves all things Sudanese
• Founded a charity that supports a community in 

Rural Uruguay

2: JULIA KOKIC
Arts

• Arts majoring in Indonesian and Politics and 
International Relations

• 1st in NSW in Indonesian Continuers and Extension 
HSC 2017, School Prefect etc.

• Personal likes: playing violin, reading, talking (if that 
counts lol)

• HSC All Rounder, Duke of Ed
• Passionate about Western Sydney
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G: Socialist Left

F: Students first for SRC
END THE WASTE OF YOUR STUDENT FEES. VOTE LIBERAL!

Lobby to scrap the Student Services and Amenities Fee (SSAF). Labor’s Tax on students will force you to pay $298 this year alone.

Disaffiliate USYD from the National Union of Students. This year the SRC will pay $64,300 to affiliate to the NUS. $18,000 will be spent to send student politicians on an 
interstate junket. We will redirect these funds to the legal aid and case worker services that the SRC provides.

Cheaper Text Books. Lobby the Federal Government to scrap the parallel import restrictions that have a large effect on the cost of your text books.

Over $210,000 will be spent funding SRC publications. Does anyone really believe that Honi Soit is worth that? All for a student paper few people actually read. We will fully 
digitise and drastically cut funding to Honi. Honey Soy does a better job anyway and it doesn’t cost you a thing. 

Support Free Speech on Campus.

Defund ‰Û÷Collectives’. Over $50,000 was handed to organisations of Left Wing student hacks that you’ve probably never heard of. Much of this money has been used 
to pay for resources for student activists to attend political protests. Collectives need to be incentivised to be more inclusive and more accountable to main stream USYD 
Students. 

This year the SRC used your money to pay for ‘Solidarity’ Pizza to be sent to Left Wing protestors in America as a show of ‘support’ to their cause. Liberal Councillors were 
the only votes against such an abhorrent waste of your money.

Take back control of the SRC from Left wing hacks more interested in furthering their own careers and dipping into the SRC’s finances for their own political goals. 

Only Liberal Students will hold the SRC to account and make sure students get the most value for money out of the SRC and ensure that it is focused on representing the 
needs and interests of main stream students.

WE WILL LOBBY FOR:

• All subjects to provide lecture notes, recordings and worked solutions. 
• Stopping the rort of requiring you to buy expensive texts books.
• Better micro-waves on campus.
• A more flexible and compassionate simple extension and special considerations system.
• Investing in better Counselling, Caseworker and Legal Aid services, for students facing difficult circumstances.

Socialist LEFT is a group of students who are building the struggle on campus to fight racism, fight the Liberals and welcome refugees. Not only do we oppose the Liberals’ 
racist agenda, but we actively are building campaigns on and off campus to make change and build a better world. 

ANTI-RACIST POLITICS NEED ANTI-RACIST ACTIVISTS
From Howard’s ‘Tampa’ and ‘Children Overboard’ hysteria to Abbott’s ‘STOP THE BOATS’, Liberal governments use racism and ‘border security’ to divert attention before 
Federal Elections from their neo-liberal policies that wreak havoc on the lives of students and working-class people. 

For this reason, the students involved in the SOCIALIST LEFT ticket have been the backbone of the Campus Refugee Action Collective, run out of the Usyd SRC. We believe 
it is imperative to set up strong campaign groups that can fight the racism and barbarity of offshore processing on our campus and in our unions. We encourage students 
not only to vote for this ticket if you agree, but to get active in the Campus Refugee Action Collective, as fighting the Liberals racism is most effective through mass activity, 
not voting in SRC elections.

The Liberal government’s abysmal polling throughout the last two years means they have focused on scapegoating migrants. First, it was attacking migrants over citizenship 
requirements including English tests, and then Liberals blamed migrants for infrastructure issues that their neo-liberal policies fail to address. From congestion on roads 
and transport, to waiting queues at hospitals, it’s not migrants to blame but the Liberal government’s lack of investment and planning at a State and Federal level. 

Students on SOCIALIST LEFT are opposed to this racist scapegoating and have been involved in building the strength of organised resistance in migrant communities 
through the Fair Go For Migrants Campaign that opposed Dutton’s attempts to change the citizenship requirements in 2017 and earlier this year.

On our campus, the Ramsay Centre is in talks with University management. The Ramsay Centre is attempting to legitimise the racism and the crimes of the Liberals under 
the guise of studying ‘Western Civilisation’. This course will be a narrow study of Western Civilisation that erases class struggle, anti-colonial struggle and the myriad 
of different cultures that have influenced and shaped so-called Western Civilisation. It will also attempt to erase the Western history of war, genocide, imperialism and 
colonisation. The course will be taught to an elite undergraduate cohort with small class sizes and scholarships for students already from privileged backgrounds. It will 
also be used as a mouth piece for Liberals on campus, likely holding talks that demonise migrants, unions and indigenous culture. 

We need a mass student and staff campaign to oppose the Ramsay Centre. Occupations, strikes and mass protest have shaped the history of Sydney University, and they 
can again if we have the courage and politics to build it. Students on the SOCIALIST LEFT ticket were instrumental in organising the response that saved the Sydney College 
of the Arts in 2016. We organised student strikes, the 65-day occupation of the admin building and Dean’s office, and the mass protests that saved the school. We need a 
campaign built on the same sort of militancy and mass activity to oppose the Ramsay Centre.

STAFF WORKING CONDITIONS ARE STUDENT LEARNING CONDITIONS 
An activist SRC must orient itself towards staff struggles, and draw students in to support staff when they take industrial action. We support the NTEU’s (National Tertiary 
Education Union) struggle for a better workplace against the beasts that are university management. Millionaire Vice Chancellor Michael Spence has been unable to hide 
his blatant corporate agenda for our university. He claimed SCA was simply an “unnecessary cost” and tried vehemently to shut down the art school. We want to build an 
SRC which recognises the importance of standing up for staff’s working conditions. 

SOCIALIST LEFT students were instrumental in building the NTEU’s Enterprise Bargaining campaign last year amongst the student body. We talked to students in lecture 
theatres, passing motions of support for their teachers demands against casualisation and for job security amongst the mass student body. We stood in solidarity at the 
picket lines with our teachers when they went on strike. Activists on this ticket are also members of the NTEU, doing casual work on campus. These activists are part of 
the Union Action grouping that is fighting to make the NTEU a fighting, activist-led union that engages in membership and pushes for member militancy and member 
democracy. If the union movement is to win wage and [truncated]

3: BRODERICK MORGAN
Arts

• BA, majoring in Government and international 
relations and history 

• Works at RM Williams 
• Western Australian 
• Red Cross volunteer/Salvation Army volunteer 
• Former officer cadet in the Australian regular army 
• Rower 
• Loves lasagne 
• New to Sydney 
• Beach lover
• Runner up schoolboy single scull champion at the 

rowing nationals 2015

4: EMMERSON BRUMBY
Arts

• BA/BAdvanced Studies majoring in History and 
American Studies

• My talents are in music - I play a couple instruments 
and sing, and have performed at places like the Opera 
House and the ICC, as well as across Europe 

• I’m trained in piano, bassoon and singing - but self-
taught in guitar and ukulele, and I own a mandolin

• Volunteers for the Exodus Foundation 
• Passionate about BRUNCH
• I’m yet to meet another Emmerson!

5: NEVILLE WONG
Arts

• BA Majoring in Sociology
• Born and raised in Hong Kong
• Speaks multiple languages
• Likes Puns
• Loves hanging out at the ISL

6: CATHERINE ISHAK
Business

• Commerce majoring in Accounting and Finance
• Is Lebanese
• Wants to be an Arts student
• Not a fan of numbers
• Plays Basketball
• Listens to old school Rnb

8: ISABEL FERNANDEZ-VILLAVERDE
Arts

• BA majoring in Psychology and Theatre and 
Performance Studies

• Performed in MUSE, Into A New Life: A Cabaret
• 2016 Philippines Service Project volunteer (Overseas 

development project)
• Lead role as Mary Poppins in school musical 2017 
• Volunteer work at FoodBank Australia

7: ROBERT ANSTEE
Arts

• Arts/Advanced Studies (Dalyell Scholars) majoring 
in Politics and International Relations 

• Young Writers Showcase 2017 
• 6th in HSC Business Studies 
• Loves Writing
• Fan of amateur jazz 
• Plays piano

• Things that actually matter to mainstream students.

What is best for your experience at USYD, a Liberal SRC focused on delivering services and lobbying for changes that will improve student experience or more of the same 
waste and mismanagement from Left Wing activists?

END THE WASTE OF YOUR STUDENT FEES. VOTE LIBERAL!

2: MICHAEL YOUSSEF
Business

• FMAA Subcommittee Member (2018-)
• BusinessOne Consultant (2018-)
• SUUNS Member (2018-)
• Sydney Uni Debating Society Member (2018-)
• SUBS and SULS member (2018-)
• USU Welcome to Sydney Volunteer (2018)
• Law School Mentor (2018)

3: JACK WATT
Arts and Social Sciences

Did not provide a CV.

1: HARTLEY DHYON
Arts

• Bachelor of Economics (Major Economics and Minor 
Business Law) I

• Current Head of Journalism at the Australian Business 
Students’ Association.

• Former YMCA NSW Leader of the Government in the 
Legislative Council (2015)

• Vinnies Van volunteer for two years
• Adjudicator for CSDA Debating
• Penrith Youth Advisory Group Member/Coordinator
• Former CSDA Debating Metropolitan State Champion 
• Former Prefect
• Nobody has ever pronounced my last name correctly
• Enjoys a good game of League and Football (soccer that is)
• Loves an Innovative and Agile Meme
• Member of the Sydney University Arts Society
• Member of the Sydney University Economics & Econometrics Society 
• Member of the USYD Catholic Society
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Socialist LEFT is a group of students who are building the struggle on campus to fight racism, fight the Liberals and welcome refugees. Not only do we oppose the Liberals’ 
racist agenda, but we actively are building campaigns on and off campus to make change and build a better world. 

ANTI-RACIST POLITICS NEED ANTI-RACIST ACTIVISTS
From Howard’s ‘Tampa’ and ‘Children Overboard’ hysteria to Abbott’s ‘STOP THE BOATS’, Liberal governments use racism and ‘border security’ to divert attention before 
Federal Elections from their neo-liberal policies that wreak havoc on the lives of students and working-class people. 

For this reason, the students involved in the SOCIALIST LEFT ticket have been the backbone of the Campus Refugee Action Collective, run out of the Usyd SRC. We believe 
it is imperative to set up strong campaign groups that can fight the racism and barbarity of offshore processing on our campus and in our unions. We encourage students 
not only to vote for this ticket if you agree, but to get active in the Campus Refugee Action Collective, as fighting the Liberals racism is most effective through mass activity, 
not voting in SRC elections.

The Liberal government’s abysmal polling throughout the last two years means they have focused on scapegoating migrants. First, it was attacking migrants over citizenship 
requirements including English tests, and then Liberals blamed migrants for infrastructure issues that their neo-liberal policies fail to address. From congestion on roads 
and transport, to waiting queues at hospitals, it’s not migrants to blame but the Liberal government’s lack of investment and planning at a State and Federal level. 

Students on SOCIALIST LEFT are opposed to this racist scapegoating and have been involved in building the strength of organised resistance in migrant communities 
through the Fair Go For Migrants Campaign that opposed Dutton’s attempts to change the citizenship requirements in 2017 and earlier this year.

On our campus, the Ramsay Centre is in talks with University management. The Ramsay Centre is attempting to legitimise the racism and the crimes of the Liberals under 
the guise of studying ‘Western Civilisation’. This course will be a narrow study of Western Civilisation that erases class struggle, anti-colonial struggle and the myriad 
of different cultures that have influenced and shaped so-called Western Civilisation. It will also attempt to erase the Western history of war, genocide, imperialism and 
colonisation. The course will be taught to an elite undergraduate cohort with small class sizes and scholarships for students already from privileged backgrounds. It will 
also be used as a mouth piece for Liberals on campus, likely holding talks that demonise migrants, unions and indigenous culture. 

We need a mass student and staff campaign to oppose the Ramsay Centre. Occupations, strikes and mass protest have shaped the history of Sydney University, and they 
can again if we have the courage and politics to build it. Students on the SOCIALIST LEFT ticket were instrumental in organising the response that saved the Sydney College 
of the Arts in 2016. We organised student strikes, the 65-day occupation of the admin building and Dean’s office, and the mass protests that saved the school. We need a 
campaign built on the same sort of militancy and mass activity to oppose the Ramsay Centre.

STAFF WORKING CONDITIONS ARE STUDENT LEARNING CONDITIONS 
An activist SRC must orient itself towards staff struggles, and draw students in to support staff when they take industrial action. We support the NTEU’s (National Tertiary 
Education Union) struggle for a better workplace against the beasts that are university management. Millionaire Vice Chancellor Michael Spence has been unable to hide 
his blatant corporate agenda for our university. He claimed SCA was simply an “unnecessary cost” and tried vehemently to shut down the art school. We want to build an 
SRC which recognises the importance of standing up for staff’s working conditions. 

1: PETER BURREL SANDER
FASS

I’m a history and anthropology major currently in my third 
year of uni.
For a long time, I was apathetic about and uninvolved in 
politics. What could I do? What could any mere students 
hope to do?
Then I learned of the ways in which organised people 
are able to achieve things far greater than the mere sum of their parts. Unions like 
the Builders Labourers Federation standing up for Queer students and women, the 
environment and the traditional owners of this stolen land. 
I dream of an SRC which is even more heavily involved in uniting students with the 
myriad issues working people face today. There’s a lot of work that needs doing, 
but fortunately the groundwork is laid. There’s groups like the Campus Refugee 
Action Collective (CRAC) which fight for the refugees our government imprisons 
in the torture camps, and the Queer Action Collective (QuAC) which continues the 
[TRUNCATED] 

2: JORDAN PARDOEL
FASS

I’m a 3rd year student activist studying Arts and majoring 
in Political Economy. I was pulled into student activism 
during the Save SCA Campaign which was a campaign 
to stop the closure of Sydney Uni’s Art School in Rozelle. 
Although the Art school is being moved and shrunk, the 
campaign saved the school. This struggle really showed 
me how institutions including those of education are increasingly dictated by the 
needs of big business and the logic of profit-making. However, it also showed me 
that students and staff can band together and collectively and democratically 
fight back against this logic. Since then I’ve been involved in anti-racist organising 
with the Campus Refugee Action Collective (CRAC). CRAC’s goal has been to self-
organise against the racism of offshore processing on our campus and in our unions 
in solidarity with refugees also fighting the government’s immigration from the 
offshore prisons where they are detained. [TRUNCATED]

4: LILI SHAPIRO
FASS

I’m Lili, I’m running with SOCIALIST LEFT because I 
believe in an SRC that fights for students and staff and 
mobilises them to fight for wider issues off campus that 
effect all of us. For example, I’ve been super involved in 
the Campus Refugee Action Collective. Though this issue 
might not seem to effect students directly, it is the same 
government that has cut funding to education, cut penalty rates, failed to address 
infrastructure problems, that also blames immigration and refugees for wage 
stagnation, for congestion on roads and transport, for waiting queues at hospitals 
etc. The government scapegoats migrants and refugees for larger systematic issues, 
and thus gets away with locking up refugees indefinitely detention Manus and 
Nauru. In CRAC we have fought to pull students into the refugee rights struggle 
and organised many protests, occupations and forums on and off campus to put 
pressure on the government to [TRUNCATED]

3: KELTON MUIR DE MOORE
FASS

I believe in a university and society built by self-
involvement in a just, equal and democratic society. As 
an activist on this campus, I fought to save the Sydney 
College of the Arts, organising student strikes and the 
65 day occupation of the admin building. I’m a long time 
member of the Campus Refugee Action Collective and am 
dedicated to building an anti-racist campus by involving students in the fight against 
offshore processing. I’m also a staff member and member of the NTEU and played 
a prominent role in shaping the student response to the Enterprise Bargaining 
campaign last year. I fought for an escalation of the campaign when the NTEU 
bureaucrats tried to shut it down, and now I’m part of the Union Action grouping 
that is trying to make the NTEU a member-led, militant union. As a Solidarity 
member, I believe in a socialist world, free from the [TRUNCATED]

5: PHOEBE COOK
FASS/Soc Work

I am a 2nd year activist student passionate about social 
issues. I have been involved in numerous campaigns 
for social equality, including campaigning for Campus 
Refugee Action Collective around anti-deportation and 
refugee rights and was particularly active in organising 
during the Manus crisis of oct/nov 2017, Queer action 
Collective- campaigning around the yes vote and safer schools, and have taken 
part in the student contingents at the NTEU strikes at USYD, UTS and UNSW. 
Finally I have been part of anti-islamophobia movements and protests both on 
USYD and UTS campus. My participation in these social movements is fuelled by 
my understanding that these struggles are all important and interconnected, and 
this understanding has only grown through my interaction with genuine campaigns 
and activist groups. I believe the same growth is both achievable and necessary for 
many other sydney university students and am keen to continue fighting in these 
struggles and [TRUNCATED]

6: SOPHIE JOO
FASS/Law

Hi
 I’m Sophia, a 3rd year political economy and law student. 
I’m running on the socialist LEFT ticket because we stand 
for an active SRC that fights for democratic student and 
staff led campus. I’ve been involved in various campaigns 
where leadership and self-activity
 has been shown by students and staff in defiance of closure of the Sydney College of 
the Arts, casualisation of staff and the general neoliberalisation of the university. I’ve 
also been involved anti-racist campaigns  I think it’s important to have a SRC that
 cares for issues in society that also affects uni students. The candidates on this 
ticket are all student activists who genuinely care and also fight for struggle that can 
achieve a better society.

Left Action is a coalition of student activists that are dedicated to fighting for social justice and student rights. We live in a time of increasing cuts to education, privatization 
of social services skyrocketing living costs and rising racism. We believe that the SRC should be an activist body that engages students in campaigns to combat these issues.

Education is a human right and we oppose the neoliberalisation of higher education. Left Actionis committed to fighting for free education for all and believe this should be 
a key priority of the SRC. Books not bombs is a national campaign to end the links between universities and weapons manufacturers. Left Action will continue to support 
the campaign through the SRC and demand the universities divest from the war industry.

Importantly, as a student union, the SRC should stand in solidarity with staff and the NTEU in their struggles for wages and conditions. Their working conditions are our 
learning conditions and as such, we have a duty to oppose the neoliberal agenda of university management and demand a better working environment for academic and 
professional staff.

Poverty is a reality for most students with skyrocketing rent, insufficient welfare and the recent decision to cut penalty rates nationally. International students are especially 
affected as they are often exploited by employers, pay exorbitant study fees and do not qualify for travel concession. We will campaign for on campus affordable student 
housing and an increase of welfare payments to a livable wage, as well as concession cards for all students.

We are on stolen Aboriginal land. Left Action stands in solidarity with Indigenous struggles for land rights and self-determination. As student activists we have been 
involved in building the rallies against Invasion Day and commit to using the SRC as a platform to further this cause. Left Action opposes the policy of Liberal and Labor 
governments of imprisoning refugees in offshore detention. There is no crime in seeking asylum and we demand all refugees be brought
here. We believe the SRC should be involved in refugee rights activism and we will campaign for the university to provide scholarships for refugee students.

Fighting against oppression and for the rights of minority groups is central to the work of Left Action activists. We are dedicated to fighting for equality for women and the 
LGBTI+ community which is why we will continue to campaign for free and accessible abortion in Australia as well as gender neutral bathrooms on campus.

Climate change is one of the most pressing issues facing society. We are involved in campaigning to stop Adani and end coal mining in Australia. Left Action will also 
pressure the university to divest from fossil fuel industry.

Vote [1] for Left Action for SRC
Vote [1] for Grassroots for NUS and [2] for Switch for NUS

H: Left Action for SRC

1: LILY CAMPBELL
Arts 2

Did not provide a CV.

2: JACK MANSELL
Arts 2

Did not provide a CV.

3: MADDIE CLARK
Arts 1

Did not provide a CV.

4: EMMA FOSTER
Health Science

Did not provide a CV.
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5: SIAN MCANDREW
Arts 1

Did not provide a CV.

6: FELIX SACK
Arts 1

Did not provide a CV.

I: GRASSROOTS FOR DRUGS
Marx famously stressed the importance of a sesh with your pals; Such things as smoking, drinking, eating etc. are key to association, society and conversation. Yet the war 
on drugs, sparked by Nixon, is one of the most failed policies of the last half-century. It has cost countless lives, wasted taxpayers’ money and enriched criminal cartels. 
GRASSROOTS for Drugs encourages safe drug consumption, calling for decriminalisation in favour of harm minimisation and education, as well as legal use of marijuana 
for medical and recreational purposes. GRASSROOTS for Drugs opposes police enforcement against drug use, and denounces police as they often target marginalised 
communities, mainly Indigenous, queer, people of colour, and young people more broadly. 

The Australian Government spends over $1.5 billion every year combatting the sale and use of illicit drugs; half of which is spend on law enforcement, with less than 40% 
going towards protection, treatment and rehabilitation of users and addicts. GRASSROOTS for Drugs opposes the bipartisan support from the Labor and Liberal parties for 
these punitive, failed and discriminatory policies. 

Our campus should be free from this government-fuelled oppression, and work towards de-stigmatizing drug use, and offering services to improve the physical and mental 
wellbeing of students.

GRASSROOTS for Drugs supports: 

Free and improved mental health and drug abuse services, including free access to psychologist and psychiatrist consultations on campus.

Increased awareness of the free legal service offered by the SRC for drug-related charges.

Ensuring smoking areas are safe and well-lit;

No sniffer dogs on campus and at Redfern station;

SRC funded education directed toward safe drug use, and drug-crisis management, including free pill testing kits at the SRC.

Activism toward the decriminalization and legalization of drugs;

Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for NUS! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for Drugs!

1: CONNOR PARISSIS
Arts 

• 3rd Year BA English & Digital Cultures. MA 
Publishing.

• Former 2017 Queer Officer
• Former Mental Health Advocate for Headspace
• Freelance Writer, Photographer and Activist
• Despised by the Catholic Society, Miranda Devine, 

Andrew Bolt, and various members of the Labor and Liberal 
party. 

• Drink, smoke, snort and pop responsibily. 420 friendly.

2: NATASHA WALKER
Arts/Law 

Did not provide a CV.

3: OLIVER SERIES
Science

Computer Science major 
Music producer

END THE RORT. SCRAP THE SSAF. VOTE STUDENTS FIRST 

This year full time Students will be forced to pay $298 in Student Services and Amenities Fee (SSAF). 

The SSAF is a tax on students that was introduced by the former Labor Government. Whilst left wing activist claim to be on the side of students struggling to afford the 
basic necessities only Students First will Lobby to end this unnecessary and overly politicised tax on students. 

The tax was proposed as a means of funding the services and amenities we all use on campus. In reality it allows organisations across campus to extract funds from students 
whether they use their facilities and services or not for activism. 

The bulk of your SSAF money is split between the University of Sydney Union (USU), Sydney University Sports and Fitness (SUSF), The SRC and SUPRA (basically an SRC 
for Postgraduate students). 

The SSAF allows SUSF to charge you twice. Would you like to go to the gym at University and maybe use the pool? That will be a $60 joining Fee plus up to $45 per fortnight. 
This is in spite of the fact that $4.3 Million of your SSAF money was already given to the Sports and Fitness Organisation whether you’ve even thought about using any of 
its facilities or not. 

The USU is guilty of the same rort, they received $3.7 Million in SAFF monies yet will still charge you more than $175 for an access card just to join one of the clubs or 
societies on campus through out your degree. 

The SRC spent $18,000 of your SSAF money on sending student politicians on an interstate political Junket. Great fun if you are a left wing hack but all paid for by you. 
Flights for left wing activist have been paid for to attend political protests. The Socialist Alternative even used the SRC to deliver “solidarity” pizzas to protestors in America 
using your money. 

The SSAF money that you are forced to pay is either:

• Being coerced by ineffective and mismanaged corporatised structures like the USU and SUSF whether you use their services or not.
• Or being spent by left wing student politicians on almost anything except looking out for the interests of mainstream students.

Say NO to the misuse and waste of your money. 

END THE RORT. SCRAP THE SSAF. VOTE STUDENTS FIRST

1: KUNDAI CHIHURI
Science

Did not provide a CV.

2: ZAL COWASJI
Science

Did not provide a CV.

J: Students First - Scrap the SSAF

While it is true that many members of the SRC or members of student politics on campus broadly support women, and claim themselves to be feminists, there are few who 
actively prioritise them in considerations of all policies and decisions that happen throughout the student body. This is the pledge I am willing to make, and the one I think 
is necessary in the current political climate. 

Women attending Sydney University struggle with a huge varieties of problems, with many wholly unique to the experience of living and functioning as women in a society 
which increasingly silences, victim blames and minimises their feelings and experiences. Following the aftermath of the Red Zone Report and the increasing rates of 
domestic violence with little action from our own government, the need for a candidate that wholly supports women is stronger than ever. 

Obviously women on campus are not a homogenous group, with some experiencing far higher degrees of discrimination than others, like women of colour or non-cis 
men/non-binary folk. However, what I pledge to do as a member of the SRC (if I am elected on), is to prioritise voting for policies which advantage women and seek to 
right some of the many wrongs we continue to experience, including attempting to institute a more secure, welcoming and efficient reporting system for sexual assault 
and harassment. 

I also think it would be useful to have discussions about making training for responding to sexual assault adequately and sensitively more available for both women and 
men across campus. These do not necessarily need to be run by the university or the student body, as excellent training programs exist externally; but rather, I would like 
the programs to be advertised more frequently across campus and for them to be more accessible for university students in general.

Vote [1] SWITCH FOR WOMEN’S RIGHTS
Vote [1] SWITCH FOR NUS
Vote [1] LARA FOR PRESIDENT

K: SWITCH FOR WOMEN’S RIGHTS
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1: ELLA FINLAY 
Arts (Advanced Studies) 
  
• Equity Committee, Debating Society 2018
• Member, Women’s Collective
• Facilitator for UN Youth Australia 2018
• Top ten speaker, Australasian Debating Champion-

ships

2: EMILY KIM
Arts 

Did not provide a CV.

3: OLIVER CUMMINS
Arts 

Did not provide a CV.

4: ISABELLA MONARDO
Arts / Law

Did not provide a CV.

The first policy is opal card concession. For the appeal of opal card concession, we have collected many petitions between engineering students and international students 
from other major. As the team of SRC, we will communicate this appeal to our university and the state of government with collaborating with other student organisations. 
The second policy is establishing more Voluntary tutoring given by former high achievers in different subjects to help weak student and improve study efficiency. Establish 
service centre in PNR is our third policy which is aim to provide a better learning environment for student. In addition, we suggest that every students should vote their 
weak point in terms of weekly lecture on canvas and it is efficacious to collect the every students’ feedback which is different from discussion part. The idea of separating 
tutorial into groups with selecting a leader to track member’s feedback is our forth policy. The last policy is about academic appeal at informal level. We aim to acquire 
apprehensible guidelines for informal academic appeals for the students of faculty of Engineering and Information Technologies, and promote for fair exams and privilege 
to protect their work.

L: Panda Pi

1: WANLIN CHU
Engineering & IT

• Second Year Bachelor of Civil Engineering (Honours)
• Voluntary tutor of University of Foundation 

program
• 2018 Support the Education at PINGDING Primary 

School
• 2017  A Member of Professionals Australia
• 2016 Project intern Construction Investment Group
• 2016 A Member of TAG (Taylors Action Group)
• A Easy-going and congenial person with a sense of 

responsibility 
• Overall a person who can work well with a multi-

cultural and diverse work force

2: XIAOXI HOU
Engineering & IT

• 3rd Year Bachelor of Civil Engineering (Honours) 
and Computer Science

• 2018 -Academic Tutor of University of Sydney, 
INFO1110 Introduction to programming and 
INFO3315 Human-computer Interaction.

• 2018 - Academic Service for CIVL2700 Transport 
Systems 

• 2018-Volunteer tutor of Girls Programming Network 
and NCSS (National Computer Science School) 
challenge. 

• 2018 - Summer scholar research program (Civil 
Engineering stream) 

• 2017 - Academic mentor of INFO1103 Introduction 
to programming

• 2017 - Females Excelling in Engineering and 
Technology Program participant at Transurban

• 2016 - Summer volunteer at Engineers Without 
Boarders national office.

3: GUIPENG JIAO
Engineering & IT

• Third year Bachelor of Civil Engineering (Honours) 
and Commerce

• Recipient of Sydney Scholar’s Award
• Recipient of Dean’s Excellency Award
• WAM & HWAM of 85+, ranking top 3 in the same 

year level
• Volunteer at St Vincent De Paul
• ATAR 99+
• 2015 International Student Award

4: MINGXIAO TU
Engineering & IT

• First Year Bachelor of Biomedical Engineering 
(Honours) and Science (Dalyell Scholars)

• 2018- Volunteer at Bupa Aged Care Centre, Mosman
• 2018- Student Volunteer at National Centre of 

Indigenous Excellence, Redfern
• 2018-Maths and Chemistry Tutor at AM Academic 

Institution
• 2018- Group Winner for Fast Response Challenge by 

Cardno, St Leonards
• 2018- Mentor of School Buddy Program at Mosman 

High School
• 2018- HSC Mathematics Lecturer invited by Austop 

Education Centre 
• 2018-Scholarship Holders of Sydney Scholars Award, 

University of Sydney
• 2018- Nominated by Principal to ‰Û÷University of 

Sydney Future Leader Scheme‰Ûª 
• 2017- School Dux of Mosman High School
• 2017- Winner for Rolf Adams Memorial Award for 

Academic Excellence 
• 2017- Nominee for ‘Outstanding Academic 

Achievement’ by NSW International Education 
Department

• 2017-Chairman of the Psychology Department of 
High School League of Clubs

5: CHO SUM YIP
Engineering & IT

• Second Year Bachelor of Civil Engineering (Honours)
• 2018-Exhibitor (voluntary) at the Consumer 

Electronics Show (CES)
• 2018-Intern at Shenzhen Xenon Industrial Ltd.
• 2017- Exhibitor (voluntary) at the Consumer 

Electronics Show 
• 2017- Teacher’s Aid at Muirfield High School
• Member of Engineers Australia
• Enthusiastic, considerate. Love music, love life.

6: SIYING HE
Engineering & IT

• Second year Bachelor of Biomedical Engineering 
(Honors) major in electrical 

• 2018 Volunteer at Coop Food, USYD
• 2017-2018 Internship at Chongqing TIEMA Industry 

Group Co., LTD in China.
• 2017 Volunteer as Animal Keeper (Panda) at 

Chongqing Zoo.
• 2017 Mentor of English Club at Chongqing special 

education School.
• 2016-present Volunteer as Yangtze River water 

quality inspector.

M: Legalise It
LEGALISE IT believes there is a fundamental wrong in the continued demonisation, repression and prohibition of a plant, cannabis. Put simply it’s COOKED. The war on 
drugs was a total con from the start, with even former domestic policy chief admitting we knew we couldn’t make it illegal to be either against the war or black, but by 
getting the public to associate the hippies with marijuana and blacks with heroin. And then criminalising both heavily, we could disrupt those communities... We could 
arrest their leaders. raid their homes, break up their meetings, and vilify them night after night on the evening news. Did we know we were lying about the drugs? Of course 
we did. 

Cannabis has been proven through multiple studies, including ones carried out by the World Health Organisation, to be less harmful and addictive than currently legal 
recreational drugs including alcohol and tobacco. It’s continued prohibition only serves to enhance its negative perceptions and unfair treatment in the mainstream media 
and discourse, as well as deny Australia a lucrative new taxable commodity. Marijuana taxing in Colorado generated over $240,000,000 in 2017.

Now LEGALISE IT can’t actually make weed legal because some stuffy old codgers in Canberra, but what we can do is look out for the health and safety of both users and 
non-users on campus.

LEGALISE IT condemns the use of sniffer dogs by the NSW Police Department as an immoral pervasion of justice. We promise to oppose the disproportionate and 
continued use of drugs at Redfern station, a corridor of entry for many USYD students to the main campus, despite its abhorrently high false positive rating of 80% on 
public transport. Furthermore, LEGALISE IT opposes the presence of sniffer dogs at any USYD affiliated event of any kind and condemns the program as both inefficient 
in drug policy but also a poor farce at targeting the most vulnerable and disadvantaged of the community.

1: MARCELLO NEILSON
FASS/Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Advanced Studies 
(Politics and Inernational Relations) 

Did not provide a CV. 

2. JESSE KRAUSE
FASS

• Labor Club 2018-Present
• SUUFA 2018 - Present
• HOPSOC
• Generally eshayz

3. ALEXANDER PRIDEAUX
Law/ Bachelor of Law and Bachelor of Arts

Did not provide a CV. 

SWITCH for Diversity believes in inclusivity and equality for all students regardless of their race, ethnicity, gender identity, sexuality, age, disability, class and social-cultural 
backgrounds. 

SWITCH for Diversity recognises that diversity can be better promoted by concrete, practical proposals, and not abstract, vague talking points. 

We stand for: 

Expansion of gender neutral bathrooms to all university facilities. 
Compulsory consent education component for all university staff and students. 
Promotion of gender pronoun introductions, including in lectures, tutorials, C&S events and university meetings. 
Comprehensively examining the accessibility of all university buildings for people with disabilities. 
Encouraging all SRC staff to undertake training programs that enable them to better support minority students. 

N: SWITCH FOR DIVERSITY
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1: CATHERINE KU 
Arts (Advanced Studies) 
   
Did not provide a CV. 

2: FELICITY MACOURT
Arts/Law

Did not provide a CV.

3: ISABELLA GERARDI
Arts/Law 

Did not provide a CV.

4: CAROLINE XU
Arts / Law

Did not provide a CV.

Continued support for the existing programs that are specific to minority students (including but not limited to women, POC, queer folk, students with disabilities, 
international students and low-SES students). 

Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] SWITCH for NUS! 

Vote [1] SWITCH for Diversity!

5: VANESSA LI
Economics/Law

Did not provide a CV.

Vote [1] SHAKE UP LAW
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] JACKY HE for PRESIDENT

SHAKE UP LAW is the politically-independent ticket for ALL students in who believe in accountability. We are committed to positive action with transparency at its core: 
SIMPLE to effect, but RADICAL in impact. 

EXPAND AVAILABLE SEATING FOR QUIET EXAM STUDY

Around exams, adequate study space is sparse. SHAKE UP LAW will push to solve this by opening up unused lecture theatres and tutorial rooms for quiet individual study. 
We will work to develop a platform where vacant rooms can be displayed and located in real-time via the library website. 

ASSIGNMENT SUBMISSION AND FEEDBACK TO BE DIGITALISED 

Hard copy submission and feedback collection is extremely difficult for students who live far from campus or have demanding work commitments. To address this, we will 
negotiate with staff to make ALL written assignment feedback digitalised. After this is achieved, we will work towards ensuing ALL submissions are ONLY digital for first, 
second and third year students. This has the added benefit of reducing our law school‰Ûªs carbon footprint. 

EXPAND PASS FOR MORE LAW SUBJECTS

Peer-Assisted Study Services (PASS) is a valuable learning model, particularly for Law, where open discussions and additional problem questions benefit students of all 
abilities. Hence, we will push to expand PASS sessions to ALL law courses (LLB and JD), and increase the frequency of these sessions. 

FIX THE BUBBLERS AROUND THE NEW LAW BUILDING 

SHAKE UP LAW recognises the inconvenience of having bubblers that do not spurt water, cannot be used to quickly fill bottles and cannot operate simultaneously due to 
limited water pressure. We will work with Administration to install water-bottle taps, to increase water pressure and to mandate regular bubbler maintenance across all 
levels of New Law.
 
MINUTES MADE MORE ACCESSIBLE

Though Minutes are available for viewing on the SRC website, realistically not many people access them. SHAKE UP LAW will push to ensure all the key points raised in 
SRC meetings will be summarised and emailed to every student. They will be brief, but thorough bullet-pointed lists which let ALL students stay in the loop without the 
added time drain. 
This is the first step in our broader push to livestream meetings. Livestreaming is the best way to increase the openness and accountability of the SRC. It removes the 
potential for biased edits and cuts. It also means you can opt-in at any time to watch debates from the comfort of your phone or computer. 

We will also advocate for more timely releases of Executive minutes to break down the exclusive barrier between students and student administration. 

O: SHAKE UP LAW

INTRODUCE BI-ANNUAL SRC FISCAL REPORTS 

A walk-and-talk to any number of students on Eastern Avenue will reveal a growing consensus: students DO NOT understand where their course fees, SSA Fees and 
voluntary contributions are spent. Minimal information on WHERE and HOW funds are spent breeds cynicism about the SRCs fiscal management. 

SHAKE UP LAW will push for full-fiscal transparency, with half-yearly breakdowns of SRC spending. Simply publishing these reports online is NOT enough. In line with our 
stance regarding more accessible SRC meeting Minutes, SHAKE UP LAW will lobby to ensure that all students know where to find these reports and what the figures mean. 
They will be accurate, user-friendly & digestible expenditure summaries.  

LOBBYING FOR ANTI-CORRUPTION WATCHDOGS

SHAKE-UP LAW will lobby for the greater presence of anti-corruption watchdogs in all faculties, with clear mechanisms against corruptive behaviour. We will push for 
consistent and clear reporting to all students about matters which directly impact them (such as sudden staff changes and/or resignations). This will provide greater 
transparency between the university and the student body. It will also make students certain of the impact internal workings have on their university experience. 

UOS REVIEW REFORM

The Unit of Study (UOS) review system, as it stands, allows lecturers and tutors to uncover the names and information of students who write specific reviews about them 
when conducted though Canvas. SHAKE UP LAW will remedy this privacy concern by hiding names and personal information from the staff RECEIVING your feedback. 
We believe that this is a great step towards ensuring that you can provide your honest opinions, without fearing penalties or punishment. Honest opinion leads to tangible 
improvement, and SHAKE UP LAW wants to ensure that the subjects you study and pay for are the best they possibly can be.

AND, IMPROVING WIFI SPEED AND CONNECTIVITY 

Vote [1] SHAKE UP LAW
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] [TRUNCATED]

1: JOSIE JAKOVAC

Did not provide a CV.

2: CHARLOTTE TRENT
Business

• B Commerce and B Advanced Studies (Dalyell 
Scholars)

• Vice-Captain of Sydney Girls High School, 2017
• Gold Duke of Edinburgh Awardee
• President of the upcoming Duke of Edinburgh 

Society
• Works as a Ski instructor, Rowing Coach and Netball 

Coach 
• Plays the Flute and Bassoon
• Loves the outdoors!
• YES to beetroot on burgers

3: CHERAN KETHEESURAN
Business and Law

• B Commerce (Finance) / B Law student 
• Year 12 prefect (2017), SRC Member (2012-2016) at 

Knox Grammar School 
• Child of Sri Lankan immigrants and proud of it!
• Pianist since the ripe old age of 5
• Debating my way through life
• Sportsfan hack
• Member of numerous cool doggo Facebook groups
• Forever carrying a lead stain in my palm from being 

stabbed with a pencil in Year 1
• Fiscal Responsibility <3

4: KIM NGUYEN
Business

• B Commerce and B Advanced Studies (Dalyell 
Scholars)

• Publications Subcommittee, SUBS
• Secretary of the World Health Society, Hurlstone 

Agricultural High School 
• State grand-finalist for the ‘Plan Your Own 

Enterprise’ Competition
• Inspired by Business Scholarship recipient 
• Part-time medical receptionist 
• Believe that Crocs are the shoes of the future 
• Loves to read books and complete crosswords
• Dream car is a 1960s Volkswagen Beetle

5: ALAN BURZEVSKI 
Science

• B Science and B Advance Studies (Dalyell Scholars)
• School Captain of North Sydney Boys, 2017
• SRC Publicity Executive at North Sydney Boys (2016)
• Worked sales and digital marketing 
• Aspiring NBA all-star
• Considering a career as a Soundcloud rapper
• Believes that everybody is a good person inside, 

but some just don’t get to show it. Wants to see this 
opportunity granted to more, if not all people.
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SWITCH for SRC is a progressive ticket that is committed to student services. We are a group of students who believe that the SRC is more than a playground for baby 
politicians. Our SRC can make a real difference in the lives and struggles of everyday students, and we want to maximize its potential.

We will fight for the rights of students on campus whose needs are not currently addressed. 

SWITCH for SRC will ensure that ingrained factional interests and the student politicians that perpetuate them are kept honest. A vote for SWITCH for SRC is a vote for a 
fresh perspective. It‰Ûªs a vote for an honest, progressive and student-focused SRC.

SWITCH for SRC has experienced the valuable services the SRC provides first hand. We will attempt to increase the number of caseworkers employed by the SRC and 
expand its legal service. In particular, we would like to continue the work of dedicated activists in fighting for a specialist sexual assault lawyer. Moreover, we will work to 
increase the visibility of SRC services, so that all students are aware of its essential provisions, not just insiders and hacks. 

SWITCH for SRC wants a campus that does not tolerate racism, sexism, and queerphobia. We will fight for international student rights, including concession tickets, as well 
as more visa and immigration support. We will aim to prioritise Indigenous needs, through prioritisation of Indigenous students in the provision of SRC loans and crisis 
accommodation. We will aim to maintain, and increase support for the SRC collectives on campus, especially in face of increasingly hostility towards the most vulnerable.

We recognise the tremendous value of student activism and the SRC‰Ûªs capacity to achieve social change, and will continue to support efforts to build up external 
pressure to address injustice. We will support SRC workshops on topics like dealing with the police, landlords, rental applications, accessing Centrelink, and other subjects 
that will enhance students‰Ûª ability to limit authority. 

Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] SWITCH for NUS! 

Vote [1] SWITCH for SRC!

P: SWITCH FOR SRC

1: NINA DILLON BRITTON
Arts/Law

• General Secretary, SRC (2018)
• Sexual Harassment Officer, SRC (2017)
• Director of Student Publications, SRC (2017)
•  Intern, National Congress of First Nations (2017-8)
• Reporter, Honi Soit (2016-8)
• Winner Australian Intervarsity Debating Champion-

ships (2016)
• Sydney Chancellor’s Award Recipient (2016)
• Member, Education Action Group
• Member, Keep Ramsay Out of USyd
• Member, Women’s Collective
• I ran for Honi in first year, and friends, I would not 

recommend it
• Once called an effective administrator of the SRC by 

Honi and I think that really captures my sparkling and 
creative personality.

2: ALEV SARACOGLU
Science/Arts II 

Did not provide a CV.  

3: EMMA CROSS
Arts

Did not provide a CV.  

4: DANIEL REEDE
Arts/Laws

Did not provide a CV. 

Vote [1] SHAKE UP for FIRST YEARS
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] JACKY HE for PRESIDENT
Being a first year at a university such as USyd is an exciting time. You get to learn new things in class, meet new friends and even get to walk down Eastern Avenue seeing 
people in wonderfully coordinated colourful t-shirts asking you to vote in something you don’t really care about. Well that’s the thing, you probably should care about it. Is 
you not caring about it your fault? No, not at all. The SRC is funded with $1.8 million, a lot of that being students’ money. So, you ask, you pay fees to help this Council run, 
surely I should get some benefit? That is where SHAKE UP for FIRST YEARS is here to help:

Introduce greater access to welcoming services for first (and soon to be second) years. A look back at the minutes from a 7th February 2018 SRC meeting (very cool I know) 
shows there being arguments against a simple motion that was put ‘Welcome to New Students’ That the SRC welcomes all students commencing their studies at USYD in 
2018 and wishes them all the best for their time here. For a new student to Usyd in 2018, to see this even become a discussion instead of an easily carried motion affected my 
ability to feel like I fully belonged at the university, that is not good enough, and a SHAKE UP for FIRST YEARS will work to improve the access to better welcoming services. 

Have a larger scheme in which there can be mentoring for new students from older students, similar to the Dalyell Scholars system, which I have heard is very successful 
in helping first years integrate into university life.

Further to the previous point, a creation of student-run workshops on everything about uni: Shake Up First Years for SRC believes that there is a gap in the ‘student life 
market’ for workshops run by the SRC to help students fully integrate into university life. When we say this, we don’t necessarily mean things such as being able to get Can-
vas to work on your computer. We also mean the little things that can make student life that much better. This university is full of so many talented and welcoming people, 
and most of these people are probably happy to give up their time to make someone’s day/week/sem better; why doesn’t the SRC take advantage of this?

Greater access to SRC meeting recordings. Now you may read this point and think why would I ever want to watch 33 USyd students shouting about things for five hours? 
Well, that is a good question. The first answer we can suggest is that it is your money being spent on the SRC, if you want to be able to watch a meeting and see the way 
it is being spent, you should be able to do so! The second answer I can suggest is it is really fun to play a bingo style game with catch-phrases or people making simple 
motions into one unbelievably trivial.  

Protect your fees that go towards the SRC from being spent on irrelevant things from now until the future. In the last year, the SRC has voted to pay for solidarity pizza to 
be sent to both the West Virginian teachers protesting in the Capitol building, and the UCU university workers picket lines. If this has happened before, it is possible this 
can happen again, and again, and again. A Shake Up First Years for SRC will work to protect your fees going towards the SRC to be paying for services and activities you can 
benefit from, not people on the other side of the world. 

This is our first year at university, it is a lot about learning from the past and planning for the future. Shake Up First Years for SRC is a plan for the future based off rec-
tifying the past actions of the SRC. 

Vote [1] SHAKE UP for FIRST YEARS
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] JACKY HE for PRESIDENT

Q: SHAKE UP for FIRST YEARS

1: JACK ABADEE
Arts   
• Treasurer of Students for Liberty (SFL), gen exec on 

SlavSoc 
• Active member in SASS, ConClub, Econsoc, Polsoc 
• Bachelor of Economics (I) 
• Barker College FED Debating and Golf Team winning 

captain - I think I maybe got more than ten likes on an 
insta selfie once 

• Works in a hotel as a conierge 
• Asked two questions on Q&A 
• Can do times tables without a calculator 
• Looking for someone to go on long walks on the beach 

with, wait this is Honi not Tinder oops

2: SKYE RABI NAIDOO
Arts I 

Did not provide a CV. 

3. NICHOLAS KARASAVVIDIS
Arts/Bachelor of Arts/Advanced Studies

Did not provide a CV.

4: GEORGIA DE MESTRE
Arts III 

Did not provide a CV. 
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The Advance Internation Student will:
- Fight against racial discrimination on campus
- Fight for better Student Centre services
- Promote collaboration between USU and SRC
- Keep fighting for cocession opal cards for international students 

R: Advance International Student

1: JIAQI (ABBEY ) SHI
Arts / Law
 
• 2018 Undergraduate Fellow of Senate Election Candi-

date
• Associate Campaign Manager at Decheng for USU 

campaign
• Campaigner against the establishment of Ramsay Cen-

tre
• Campaigner for International Students for PANDA for 

the 90th SRC
• Deloitte Consulting Winter 2018 PMO
• McKinsey&Co. Summer 2017 Intern
• Grandall Law Firm Paralegal 2015-2017
• Summer School at Columbia University in the City of 

New York
• Mentor at Reiby Juvenile Center, NSW
• Rally for International Student Opal Card Petition 

Hand-Over

2: JADENE YIP
Bachelor of International and Global Studies/LLB 
 
• Paralegal (Casual) - Keith Redenbach Legal, Sydney 
• Marketing Director, Chinese Law Student Society, 
• Juvenile Justice Mentoring Scheme volunteer
• Recipient of Sydney University Scholar Chancellors 

Award 
• University of Sydney Social Science Prize 
• Quantitative Methods Prize (sole recipient) 
• Part time model

3: KEN LEUNG
BCom/LLB

• To advance is not to go into battle but to progress with 
collective effort.

• Sydney University Law Society International Sub-Com-
mittee member

• AISEC of University of Sydney Outgoing exchange 
manager (2016)

• The University of Sydney International Collective 
event coordinator (2016)

• President of University of Sydney Foundation Pro-
gramme Student Union (2015-2016)

• President of Pui Kiu College Hong Kong Student Union 
(2014-2015)

• Vice-President of Pui Kiu College Hong Kong Student 
Union (2013-2014

4: WILLIAM TAI
BCom/LLB

• Sydney University Law Society (2017 - 2018) Interna-
tional Officer 

• Singapore Students’ Society (2017 - 2018) Vice Presi-
dent (Internal) 

• Singapore Students’ Society (2016 - 2017) Treasurer 
• Sydney University Law Society (2016 - 2017) Interna-

tional sub-committee 
• Director of Partnership at Indonesian Student Associ-

ation (Australia)
• President at Indonesian Student Association (USYD)
• Dean Undergraduate Scholarship (International)
• Beta Gamma Sigma The international business honor 

society

5: TOM LEE 
Bachelor of Arts/LLB

• Sydney Arts Student Society International Student Of-
ficer

• (previously) Hong Kong Student Association Secretary
• Love playing piano - mainly classical and pop
• I ran for student council in high school, but my party 

lost :(
• I worked in a carnival and operated a roller coaster be-

fore!

6: YONGSHI (CASSEY) WU 
BCom/LLB

• Academic Achievement: Dean’s letters receiver: 
INFS1000, ACCT2012, CLAW3201 Top 3.

• Lifetime member of Beta Gamma Sigma
• Short-term Course Study in HKU
• Mentor of Dalyell Scholar Peer Mentoring Program
• Member of Volunteer team of USYD
• Team co-leader of 2016 case competition in HKU
• HDP Education Australia Senior Tutor of Accounting 

and CLAW
• Associate Partner of HCIA Group Holdings (Beijing)
• Short-term project launch study in AIA (Hong Kong)
• Paralegal (Sydney)

7: HANYANG (MICHELLE) LIL
Bachelor of Arts/LLB

• Build a more equal and friendly schooling environment
• Promote better understanding between local and in-

ternational students
• Strive to open up more formal and informal channels 

to inform international students about their right and 
interest in campus

• Raise the active participation and awareness of inter-
national students in campus affairs and activities

• Enrich international students’ campus life experience
• Care about LGBTQ+ group in international students

To defend and urge the interests of USYD students. The SRC must arise their voice if confronted with discrimination, oppression, injustice and violence. We must react as a 
team together to perform campaigns and incentivise students to engage and outcast, so that our proposition can be articulated. We also valued commitment significantly, 
due to the absence rate of SRC office bearers. Advance, as an independent group is not affiliated, supported, or manipulated by any external power. This is preliminary 
condition to align our political neutrality with operative autonomy abreast enthusiasm. The formation of the team is culturally diverse which should convey the ideas 
pervasively and it shall serve AS with efficacy. SRC as a whole; including other student organisations USU and SUPRA, must unite to form a cohesive group where we can 
defend our student’s inalienable rights and maximise benefits.

S: Advance for QMB

1: EDMOND POUILLY
Business 
 
• Telemarketing executive, Hong Kong Trade Develop-

ment Council (Sydney) Jul 2017 - Present
• Intern, API Quality Control Services (Hong Kong) Oct 

2016 - Dec 2016
• Intern, CNC Mechanik AG (Liechtenstein) Aug 2016 - 

Oct 2016
• French Tutor
• Self-employed (Hong Kong) Jan 2015 - Jan 2016

2: OSAMA HUSSAM
Enginering
  
• Vice President of the 2016-2017 Student Representa-

tive Council - Kuwait English School;
• Member of the Student Representative Council from 

2011 to 2017- Kuwait English School;
• Participated in 7 national Model United Nations con-

ferences;
• Chaired the International Labour Organisation of the 

2017 KES Model United Nations Conference;
• Played leading roles in 5 school drama productions;
• Awarded the school’s Drama prize in 2011;
• Student House Representative for 6 academic years;
• Member of the Under 13,15, and open Basketball teams;
• Founded the Kuwait English School Physics Club in 

2015;
• Member of the school’s News Broadcast Channel.

Reboot for student welfare recognises the frustration amongst the student body with the lack of action being taken on issues that matter such as whistle blowers like Jason 
Chan being removed from staff, “Anonymous” surveys asking for student feedback which aren’t actually anonymous, Socialist Alternative protesting and disrupting lectures 
rather than dealing with the real issues that affect students.
Students need an SRC that works to fix real issues that impact them, rather than one that holds STUDENT FEE funded protests in the hope of dislodging leaders than don’t 
suit their fancy. This means:

Increasing funding and resources for student support services enabling them to provide efficient and effective support to students and reduce appointment wait times.

Launching an investigation into the dismissal of Jason Chan who was removed after exposing misconduct in the School of IT.

Increasing library staff to reduce misuse of Fisher library so that students cannot leave their property on tables and chairs for extensive periods of time to stop other stu-
dents from using library resources. 

Increased financial support for International students should there be an emergency because no student should have to drop their degree due to financial constraints.

T: REBOOT for REAL STUDENT ISSUES

1: JAYESH JOSHI
Business 
 
• Liverpool Youth Council Chairperson (2017/18)
• Liverpool Youth Council Media Representative 

(2016/17)
• Macquarie University Australian Republic Club Gen-

eral Executive (2017)
• Moorebank High School Prefect (2016)
• USYD ALP Club Member 
• SUBS Member
• UNIT SIIF Talent Development Program 2018
• FMAA member

2: CONNOR CHANDLER
Pharmacy
  
Did not provide a CV. 

3: LORENA DEL VALLE WHITE MEDIA
Economics    

4: KRIYAASH CHAND
Business
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5: ANTONIO PETROU
Business 
 
• IBB scholarship recipient
• USYD (2018) 
• USYD Mentor (2018) 
• TDP SIIF UNIT (2018) 
• SUBS Member (2017)
•  UNIT Member (2017)
•  President of Interact (2016)

6: FRANK RIPEPI
Business
  
Did not provide a CV. 

7: SOPHIAN DAKASH
Health Science
  
Did not provide a CV.  
 

8: JUSTINE AMIN
Law
  
Did not provide a CV. 

“Conservatives for Real Change” :

As the Conservatives we will fight to deliver less fees and more freedom. 

We will cut fees by
- Radically reducing Student Amenities fees
- No sending money to overseas strikes and other non-Uni related activities
- Lowering wages for SRC student officers and returning the fees to the students

We will increase freedom for all students by
- Campaigning to make OLEs optional, so students have more freedom to choose the courses they want
- Supporting free speech and debate on campus

U: Conservatives for Real Change

1: WYATT BATT
Arts and Social Sciences/ Bachelor of Arts/Advanced 
Studies 

• 1st Year student studying Media and Communications
• Working as a labourer for Windrim Building Contractors
• Worked as a Public Speaking/Debating tutor

2: LACHLAN MCINTYRE
Science

• 1st Year student studying a Bachelor of Commerce/
Law

• Works as a Mathematics and English Tutor, private and 
at a school

• Rowing Coach
• Various volunteering works

3: KATHERINE VARGOCZKY
Bachelor of Science (Medical Science)  
 
• Bachelor of Science (Medical Science)
• Worked at Budapest Children’s Hospital, Semmelweis 

University, Vision Radiology, Macquarie University 
Hospital

• Works at Royal North Shore Hospital and Macquarie 
Hospital

4: SOPHIA LOPEZ
Arts/Bachelor of Arts/Advanced Studies

Did not provide a CV.

6: WILL JEFFERIES
Business/Bachelor of Commerce 

• 1st Year studying a Bachelor of Commerce
• Works for NSW Government

5: Harry Coates
Arts/Bachelor of Arts

Did not provide a CV.

7: Demitra Nikas
Law

Did not provide a CV.

V: Free Parking
University Students! There are some things that unite us all. We are all lazy! We are all poor! We all love to sleep !
Students, I have a solution for you to solve all of these problems:
FREE PARKING!
FREE PARKING will allow you to im- press all your m8s with your sick ride. You will be able to pull up to all your friends on campus, without making a dent to your bank 
account. No longer will you have to choose between walking for 3 hours to make it to that 9am Lecture on time or sleeping in ! No longer will you have to stand in a crammed 
bus for hours.
FREE PARKING supports your right to go to university in comfort, luxury and style.
FREE PARKING supports the removal of Wentworth and the Chemistry Building to replace it with two new multi-storey car parks so we can all participate in an automobile 
Utopia together.

1: MASIH SADAR SHAFAI 
FASS/BPESS

• Secretary of USYD Iranian Society
• Once verbally abused Prince Charles in Martin Place
• Volunteered in French’s Forest Vinnies 2015

2: CIAN GALEA 
Bachelor of Law 

Did not provide a CV.

We live in a world dominated by distributive injustice and oppression along many axes of intersecting inequity. A world whose history is marked by the plunder and vio-
lence of the powerful, be they the white settler, the male, or the capitalist. Where the facts that constrain our future have been written in blood-dimmed ink to reflect the 
whims of the dominant. GRASSROOTS for Equity will resist this system, whether it manifests in the indifference of parliament house, the avarice of the stock exchange, or 
the shadows of academia.

We will fight to expand and promote SRC services. The SRC provides crucial resources to students, particularly those experiencing serious financial instability. While in 
support of existing measures, we recognise the limitations imposed by a funding regime that prioritises sport over support. GRASSROOTS for Equity hopes to address this 
egregious misallocation and, in the process, increase outlay for crucial services like financial advice, legal consultation, and - most importantly - bursaries. Beyond this, 
we want the SRC to run workshops that educate students and the community about interactions with police, campus security, and transit officers, as well as employment 
and tenancy rights.

We will advocate for low socioeconomic students, agitating for more affordable housing, including a cap on rent prices. We will seek to expand the provision of equity 
scholarships, lobbying university management to prioritise disadvantage over aptitude in all cases. We will take care to make university life more accessible for all, particu-
larly those who travel long distances or strike a balance with other commitments. GRASSROOTS for Equity will push for greater employment opportunities both within 
and without the university, fighting against age discrimination in wages and conditions.

We will ensure that the voices of international students are heard loud and clear. University management, and indeed many students, treat international students in a 
deplorable manner, a fact compounded by their historical exclusion from ‰Û÷student advocacy’. GRASSROOTS for Equity will push university management to improve 
conditions for international students, particularly through more fairer fees, more affordable, safer living spaces, increased mental health outreach programs, and greater 
language support. 

We will mobilise to secure and expand resources for Collectives, ensuring that the rights and safety of the oppressed are protected on campus. We will amplify their voices, 
continuing the fight against pervasive structures and norms that undermine their student experience. 

GRASSROOTS for Equity will ramp up pressure on management to combat sexual assault on campus, support efforts to make spaces - particularly bathrooms - safer for 
trans- and non-binary students, and aggressively confront racism, sexism, ableism, and queerphobia. We will utilise the Collectives as part of a broader activist network, 
with special emphasis on direct action.

We recognise that the SRC gathers on stolen land. We acknowledge our own complicity in the historical and ongoing oppression of Indigenous people, and note that we 
continue to benefit from this genocidal, illegitimate colonial regime. GRASSROOTS for Equity will always prioritise Indigenous voices and will increase support for In-
digenous collectives on campus, prioritise Indigenous students in SRC bursary allocations, and give Indigenous students precedence in applications for SRC emergency 
accommodation.

Importantly, however, we recognise that the fight neither begins nor ends on campus. With the SRC, or without it, we will set to the task of dismantling the system by 
whatever means necessary.

GRASSROOTS for Equity wants a university that celebrates diversity while providing all students with the resources, space, and safety they need to achieve their idea of a 
good life.

Vote [1] LARA for President! 
Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for NUS! 
Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for Equity!

W: GRASSROOTS FOR EQUITY

3: ALEX HARDING
FASS/BPESS

• Was there when Masih verbally abused Prince Charles 
in Martin Place 015

CANDIDATE HAS WITHDRAWN 
FROM ELECTION
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GRASSROOTS Against Ramsay strongly oppose the establishment of the proposed Bachelor of Arts in Western Civilisation at the University of Sydney, as well as any other 
collaboration between the University and the Ramsay Centre of Western Civilisation.

The Ramsay Centre is a private body with $3 billion to establish a ‘Western Civilisation’ arts degree at major universities, funded by a bequest from private health magnate 
and top Liberal Party donor Paul Ramsay.

The Ramsay Centre aims to give academic respectability to racist ideas under the guise of celebrating ‘Western Civilisation’ and its supposed supremacy. Board members 
of the Ramsay Centre include hard right former Liberal Prime Ministers, John Howard and Tony Abbott. Speaking to the course content of the proposed Ramsay Centre, 
Abbott affirmed the Centre’s conservative and Eurocentric vision, emphasising “it’s not just about Western Civilisation but in favour of it”.

Structural discrimination will be introduced to the humanities with enormous resources, including $25,000 scholarships and small tutorial sizes, given to students who 
study ‘Western Civilisation’ but not to students that study areas they deem inferior; those Abbott decries as pervaded by Asian, Indigenous and sustainability perspectives.

University staff have expressed well founded concerns regarding academic independence. Ramsay Centre CEO Simon Haines has said they will review all course content, 
not hire teachers who have criticised Western civilisation and will withdraw funding if they think the course isn’t sufficiently pro-West.

Universities should be a place to challenge dominant ideas, institutions and systems - not a place where billionaires can buy influence over curriculum, staffing and peda-
gogy in order to pedal racism disguised as appreciation for ‘Western Culture’

The University is selling control over its curriculum to the highest bidder and turning a blind eye to academic freedom and integrity to do so. 

GRASSROOTS Against Ramsay are strongly opposed to the University entering into any arrangement with the Ramsay Centre for Western Civilisation are working with the 
education activists and the NTEU to achieve this. 

Vote [1] LARA for President! 
Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for NUS! 
Vote [1] GRASSROOTS Against Ramsay!

X: GRASSROOTS AGAINST RAMSAY

1: LIAM DONOHOE
Arts

• Honi Soit Editor, 2018
• Manager, Switch for Imogen / SRC 2017
• Manager, Maya Eswaran for USU 2018
• SRC Councillor, 2017 + 2018
• SRC General Executive, 2017
• Reporter, Honi Soit, 2016-2017
• Mediocre Debater, 2008-2017
• Cultural Marxist, 1997
• Member, Education Action Group, 2018
• Member, Keep Ramsay Out of USYD, 2018
• I’m in some clubs, 2016-2018
• Leader, Central Committee, 2025
• Exiled, 2026

2: WILLIAM TANDANY
Arts

• DogSoc
• INGS Soc
• Cool guy

3: FRED SEE
Arts/Commerce 

Did not provide a CV.

4: KEVIN XIAO
Medical Science

Did not provide a CV.

1: SWAPNIK SANAGAVARAPU 
Arts/Advanced Studies 

• Member Education Action Group, 2018
• Member Keep Ramsay out of USYD, 2018
• Honi Soit Reporter, 2018
• Member Autonomous Collective Against Racism, 2018
• Generic left wing Arts student, 2018
• Did debating for like a week, 2018
• Made my dp stupol related for over a month, 2018
• Claimed to have read Marx without doing so, 

2016-Present”

2: KEDAR MADDALI
Arts/Advanced Studies 

• Radical Centrist, 2013-14
• Wannabe Anarchist, 2014-16
• Read too much Marx, 2016-Present
• Slightly above average chess player, 2007-17
• Shit debater, 2013-16

3: CONNIE OU 
Design/Advanced Studies

• Wage Slave, 2014-Present
• Gap semester in Europe, 2018
• Youth Parliament, 2016

4: VIVIENNE GUO 
Arts/Advanced Studies 

• Member Parramatta Amnesty, 2018
• Member Women’s Collective, 2018
• Confused about my sexuality, 2012-Present
• Passionately hate coriander, 2000-Present
• Big dick energy, 2000-Present

1 in 3 Young Australians (18-24) will experience mental health issues, with only 1 in 4 receiving treatment. The student population deserves accessible treatment and a voice 
to speak out against the stigma, and the SRC has the largest capacity to facilitate this.

1 Suicide occurs every 3 hours, yet mental health only receives 9% of federal health funding. Malcolm Turnbull’s government has cut funding to Mental Health services by 
$140 million; and Headspace has been told that their funding for early psychosis centres will lose 70% of their funding. The Liberals consider Mental Health a “first term 
priority” with no indication for support in the future, and GRASSROOTS for Mental Health denounces both Malcolm Turnbull and the current Health Minister. 

GRASSROOTS for Mental Health will lobby for full implementation of Simple Extensions. We will push for Simple Extensions to be extended to 3-5 working days across 
all departments. We’ll conduct a review into the University’s Special Consideration policies, to ensure there’s uniformity between faculties, and spotlight recognition of 
individuals’ circumstances.

GRASSROOTS for Mental Health will fight for full university funding of CAPS (Counselling and Psychological Services), meaning that more services can be provided at a 
higher capacity and we will advocate for CAPS create drop in appointments.

GRASSROOTS for Mental Health is passionate about removing the stigma around mental health. We will advocate for a variety of Awareness Programs with different or-
ganisations such as Headspace, the Black Dog Institute, BeyondBlue and the Butterfly Foundation.

GRASSROOTS for Mental Health will always put the Liberals last. The recently elected Turnbull government presents a clear threat to the rights of students, pensioners, 
workers, refugees, queer Australians and immigrants. At all turns we must oppose Liberals in our SRC and in the broader Australian community.

Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for NUS! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for Mental Health!

1: PASINDU SIRINIWASA
Science (Adv. Mathematics) 

• Member Education Action Group 2018
• Member Keep Ramsay out of USYD 2018
• Communist, 2017-
• Involved in Groots USU campaign 2018
• Member of Grassroots 2018-
• Running a seminar at Rad Ed Wk 2018
• Wrote for Autonomous Collective Against Racism Honi 

2018
• Member of Campus Refugee Action Coalition 2018
• Attended several rallys and protests

2: AAYUSH BHATTACHARYA
Science (Adv. Mathematics)

• Tutor, 2016-2017
• President of Usyd Go society
• Communist after reading Why Socialism? by Albert 

Einstein
• Member of USYD Metal Society
• Member of Sydney Uni Mathematics Society
• Member of Sydney Uni Anime Society
• Member of WASABI

Y: GRASSROOTS FOR MENTAL HEALTH 

3: ANOUKI FERNANDO
Education (Primary)

• Tutor, 2016-present
• Passionate about education
• Joined EdSoc, 2017
• Progressive
• Supports Teachers Strikes

4: WILLLIAM ZHENG
Commerce/Law 

• Member of SULS
• Member of SUBS
• Member of Chopsticks
• Tutor,2017-
• Intern at City Legal Solicitors, 2017-
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Young people are often paid well below the legal rate for casual work. Youth unemployment is at its bleakest in 17 years. It recently hit 20.4% for people aged 15-19, and 15-
24s experience roughly double the national rate at 14%. Even students who do have jobs are faced with shoddy conditions and crappy pay.

Information on our rights as young people at work, often casual work, is hard to access and barely seems relevant given that employers usually don’t keep to it at all. But 
when an employer pays you under the legal rate, they are stealing from you every hour you are at work - this is wage theft.

If elected to SRC, GRASSROOTS against Wage Theft will continue to advocate for the following:

Improve students’ awareness and knowledge of their rights in the workplace. Is your break paid? It varies according to industry, but if you are working for a period over 4 
hours, you must be given a break and sometimes it’s paid. Does your work set you shifts under 3 hours in length? The minimum length of a shift is usually 3 hours, and if 
you work for less you must be paid for the minimum.

Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for NUS! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS Against Wage Theft!

Z: GRASSROOTS AGAINST WAGE THEFT

1: ELLIE WILSON
Arts/Advanced Studies (Media and Communications)
 
• Member of SASS
• Member of SUBS
• Member, Headspace Youth Advisory Committee for 

the Parramatta Region
• Criminally underpaid by her boss

2: ALEX CHANCE
Arts/Advanced Studies (Media and Communications)

Did not provide a CV.

3: VARUN KUMAR
Arts    

Did not provide a CV.

4: KATE REID
Arts/Advanced Studies (Media and Communications)

Did not provide a CV.

5: THOMAS FLYNN
Arts

Did not provide a CV.    

ACCESSIBLE STUDENT HOUSING FOR REGIONAL STUDENTS
If the University of Sydney is serious about on-campus housing accessibility for students from rural and regional locations, then it should commit to setting aside a man-
dated percentage of student housing for those who come from rural and regional locations at a capped price that is locked in for the foreseeable future. The process for 
applying for student housing is vague at best and it seems to be arbitrary. Let’s make the housing application process more transparent and allow students to apply for 
dedicated housing options set aside for rural and regional students.     

THE END OF SATURDAY EXAMS
No-one wants to sit an exam on a Saturday. Not only are they the enemy of all students, whether regional or local or international, they’re also really inconvenient and 
another unnecessary task making university even more difficult for rural and regional students. Many regional students travel more than two hours each day just to get to 
uni, so it’s beyond reasonable to expect students to travel to uni on the weekend for exams when they’ll end up spending more time travelling than completing the exam. 
Say no to Saturday exams. 

A RURAL AND REGIONAL STUDENTS OFFICE BEARER ON THE SRC
Almost all sects of society are represented in the Students’ Representative Council through the many office-bearing positions. One group that isn’t represented however, 
are rural and regional students and that is why the SRC needs a rural and regional students officer bearer in the SRC. This initiative is essential for the representation of 
rural and regional students and the ability of the SRC to advocate the University and the Government on behalf of rural and regional students. 

HOUSING SCHOLARSHIPS FOR RURAL AND REGIONAL STUDENTS
The University of Sydney has a got a problem with extremes when it comes to scholarships; they’re currently only offered to the highest achieving students (which, for 
the most part, has nothing to do with equity and more about securing talent) and to those from the most socio-economically disadvantaged areas (and that’s great). The 
problem though is that there’s no scholarships dedicated to assisting rural and regional students bear the cost of USYD housing when moving to the city. This is why the 
University of Sydney should form USYD housing scholarships for rural and regional students. 

So from the 18th to the 20th of September, vote for REBOOT because we deserve better!

Vote [1] REBOOT for REGIONAL STUDENTS
Vote [1] REBOOT your NUS
Vote [1] Adriana Malavisi for President

AA: REBOOT for REGIONAL STUDENTS

1: ROBERT MARTIN
Design/Advanced Studies

• SUBS Social Media & Marketing Portfolio (2018) 
• SUUNS Member (2018)
• SASS Member (2018)
• SHADES Member (2018)
• ALP Club Member (2018)

2: SEAN YOUNG
Business

• SRC Student Welfare Officer (2017/18)
• SHADES General Executive (2018)
• SUBS Member (2018)

3: AILEEN HOU
Business

• SUBS Sub Committee Member (2018)
• FMAA Member (2018)
• Book Society Sponsorship Officer (2018)
• BUSS1000 Student Rep (2018)
• China Future of Business Study Tour (2018)

4: CAROL LIN
Business

• SULS Publication Contributor (2018)
• SULS Member (2018)
• SASS Subcommittee Member (2018)
• Network of Women Member (2018)
• CHOCSOC Member (2018)
• Women in Economics and Business Member (2018)
• Gaius Gracchus Member (2018)
• TEASOC Member (2018)
• Global Exchange Society Member (2018)
• FrenchSOC Member (2018)

5: AMY CARSWELL
Business

• SUBS Member (2018)
• FMAA Member (2018)

6: COLE SCOTT-CURWOOD
Business

• SUBS Member (2018)
• SUABE Member (2018)
• SUEUA Member (2018)
• SWAE Member (2018)
• EWB Affiliation (2018)
• AIAA Affiliation (2018)
• Engineers Australia Affiliation (2018)

7: JENNY NGUYEN
Business

• SUBS Member (2018)
• FMAA Member (2018)

8: DENI HOXHA
Business

• SUBS External Relations Portfolio SubCommittee 
(2018)

• FMAA Member (2018)

Vote [1] SHAKE UP for WOMEN
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] JACKY HE for PRESIDENT

SHAKE UP for WOMEN are committed to being your independent, open minded, economically efficient and feminist thinking voice on the SRC. We believe that the SRC is 
the place for you to have your say and we’re here to make sure that it happens. We need to increase female participation in leadership. This starts now.  We will listen to YOU 
and your needs when it comes to creating an environment on campus on which women feel embraced, supported and able to thrive. One of the major reasons entrenching 
issues of gender inequality in the workplace is the existence of a Female-Foes culture, where women are predisposed to compare, undercut and undermine each other. 
Essentially it occurs when women don’t have one another’s’ backs. Have our backs, vote [1] SHAKE UP for WOMEN and we’ll have yours! 
 
1. Providing greater access to essential female items, through supporting subsidised sanitary items for women on campus. Where the government continues to accompany 
tampons, pads and female sanitary items with hefty GST, we aim to minimise the way that USyd students are affected by these insensitive policies by allowing economic 
and convenient access to female sanitary products on ALL USyd affiliated campuses.

2. Subsidised access to journalism with a Women’s focus - how this has an influential role in shaping the female conscience of USYD, keeping students well- informed on 
women’s issues, empowered and confident to take on leadership positions. We believe in promoting a space for social remedy from existing structures of gendered stere-
otypes, misogyny and misandry that have been traditionally fostered in educational and workplace institutions. Being well-informed is the first step. 

3. Women of USyd online platform which forges a female-empowerment connection to USyd students and alumnae.  

4. Leadership opportunities: Providing engaging and career-advancing leadership seminars. This is incredibly important to us as we only twenty-two percent of women 
are in ministerial and parliamentary roles worldwide.

5. Mentoring: Providing first year students, who are women, with an alumnae or a woman in the last year of her degree, to allow women to feel more comfortable in the, 
what can be, hectic and daunting environment at USyd, especially during first semester. 

AB: SHAKE UP for WOMEN
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6. Community Service: Coordinate visits to domestic violence victims and Women and children in homeless shelters.

7. #METOO movement at USyd - interviewing one of the speakers from the IQ2 town hall debate on the #MeToo movement as a way to promote this platform - humanise 
the female experience at USyd by fostering a climate of transparency around patronising behaviours from tutors, peers, lecturers, trials and tribulations unique to female 
students.

8. Provide access to a ‘Station Squad’ of females who are able to find safe ways of commuting together to and from campus.

9. Mental Health & Abortion Clinic Awareness - de-stigmatisation of two key issues affecting females of all ages. Non-invasive information packs that we can provide. Also 
awareness boosting promo posters etc. 

10. Partnering with SHAKE UP for MENTAL HEALTH to make specific mental health resources accessible for women i.e. sexual health counsellors, clinics, information on 
contraception. 

11. USyd Female Entrepreneurship stories - platform for existing, graduated female entrepreneurs to generate/foster an environment for #GirlBoss techniques for study, 
networking, defying patriarchal overtones of business. 

12. Providing chick flick moonlight cinema events to foster and embrace the USyd sisterhood. 

13. Silent Disco dedicated to the one and only ABBA in O week to allow women from all walks of life to meet and dance the night away to the classics. 

14. Free Zumba, aerobics, group workouts and walk’n’talk sessions. The Department of Health recommends that young women accumulate 150 to 300 minutes of moderate 
intensity physical activity or 75 to 150 minutes of vigorous intensity physical activity. Why not combine studying, sport and socialising in a FUN and EFFICIENT way to make 
sure we keep healthy. As Elle Woods puts it ‰ÛÏExercise gives you endorphins; endorphins make you happy and happy people just don’t shoot their husbands!

Vote [1] SHAKE UP for WOMEN
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] JACKY HE for PRESIDENT

1: GABI STRICKER-PHELPS
Commerce and Law

• School Captain of Ascham High School, 2016-2017
• Member of Year 11 Student Representative Council, 

2015-2016
• Marie Bashir Peace Award for promoting harmony and 

diversity in the community, 2017
• Gold, Silver and Bronze Duke of Edinburgh, 2014-2018
• Sydney University Law Society Interfaculty Sport, 2018
• Sydney University Dalyell Scholar, 2018
• Women’s College Affiliate, 2018
• Lions Youth Public Speaking Competition, 2017
• 1st team for Hockey and Touch Football and CIS Cross 

Country Team, 2015-2017
• Work Experience at Australian Women’s Weekly, 2015
• Volunteer at Soup Kitchen (Our Big Kitchen), Easy 

PC courses for the elderly at Holdsworth Community 
Centre, 2015-2018

• Zumba enthusiast - 24/7
• Gemini and gluten free - 24/7
• Elle Woods inspired - 24/7

2: CHARLOTTE PLASHIK 
Education/Arts

• Women’s College Affiliate, 2018
• Acapella Group (Daltones), 2017
• Drama Committee, 2017
• Winner of Inter-House Team Debating, 2017
• Tree planting committee, 2016-2017
• Service Learning Tour to Cambodia, 2016
• Gets easily annoyed by loud sneezing
• Mother of a 15 year old dog

4: MADDIE KING
Commerce

• Prefect at the McDonald Performing Arts College, 2017
• House Captain, 2017
• Face of the Sydney University Sports and Fitness 

Semester 2 Campaign, 2018
• Events Subcommittee for Sydney University Business 

Society, 2018
• Orthodontics Assistant with no interest in teeth or 

dentistry of any kind
• Regular extra on Channel 7’s hit TV soap ‘Home and 

Away’
• Back-up dancer for Jessica Mauboy’s TV show ‘The 

Secret Daughter’
• Cares all about her Instagram aesthetic
• Mother of 4 (cats)
• Loves coffee
• Thinks Apple AirPods are the best invention since 

sliced bread

3: OLIVIA-JAMES MCKEOWN
Commerce

• Dux of Stella Maris College, 2017
• Prefect, 2017
• Captain of the Debating Team, 2017
• Leader of Social Justice Club ‘Make A Difference’, 2017
• Sydney University Dalyell Scholar, 2018
• Social Media Sub-Committee ‘Network of Women’, 

2018
• President’s Assistant ‘Network of Women’, 2018
• Social Media Sub-Committee ‘Sydney University 

Business Society’, 2018
• Student Ambassador, The Women’s College, 2018
• Started a small blog at the end of 2017, hit up my 

miniscule following and periodical posting if you’re 
keen on seeing a suppressed creative in action

• Large Soy Latte addict & prominent denier of the myth 
that Soy is bad

• Spiritually attached to the ABS
• Passionately commutes to and from classes to Town 

Hall Gong Cha for Bubble Tea

AC: FREE PARKING NOW 
Implement free parking 

1: LIAM RANKINE
Arts

• Dealt with expensive uni parking (2016-)

GRASSROOTS for Climate Action sees our university as a force for shaping a sustainable and environmentally conscious future. That means a university that goes beyond 
marketing greenwash to deliver on practical and effective environmental measures, a university that has lead the way on fossil fuel divestment and a university that uses 
its clout to advance environmental causes.

We hope to seize the potential embedded in the university as a hotbed for dissent, critique and innovation, becoming a part of the global effort to find solutions to the 
present ecological crisis rather than another contributor.

We will fight for the following:

1. Fund environmental activism: Climate change is an unbelievably horrific phenomenon that constitutes nothing less than an existential threat to life on Earth. It necessi-
tates an activist response, and it needs an SRC that wants to put money towards fighting the corporate forces that are propelling climate change!

2. Fund activism on social issues in Sydney: Sydney is a deeply unequal city that is very difficult to live in for those that aren’t born into privilege. This demands a response 
and demands solidarity with those in our city that are unjustly punished simply as a function of their class and identity.

3. Support the environmental activism: Groups on campus like the Sydney Enviro Collective are dedicated to fighting the systematic and extreme degradation and exploita-
tion of the natural environment. Our relationship to the environment is overpoweringly toxic and constitutes its continuous and extreme destruction. The environmental 
activist movement is a form of necessary resistance to this phenomenon which must be supported.

4. Divest from fossil fuels: Sydney University can help prevent catastrophic climate change by divesting, not only doing their bit to weaken the fossil fuel companies them-
selves but also making a statement that encourages others to follow suit. Climate change is simply not a distant issue: it constitutes a total threat to everything we have 
ever known, other than death.

5. Support an activist, unionised campus: Sydney University is lucky to still offer students the autonomy they still have. Our privileges to have as much say as we do over our 
campus needs to be defended, not just for our own sake but for New South Wales generally, as the student union movement is an important part of the union movement 
as a whole.

GRASSROOTS for Climate Action represents experience in USYD’s environment movement, through the environment collective, organising for the community garden and 
campaigning for divestment with Fossil Free USYD.

Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for NUS! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for Climate Action for an environmentally and socially conscious voice on council!

AD: GRASSROOTS FOR CLIMATE ACTION

1: SETH DIAS
Design in Architecture II

• SRC Welfare Officer, 2018
• SRC Councillor, 2018
• SRC Environment Officer, 2017
• Member Education Action Group 2018
• Member Keep Ramsay out of USYD

2: JAMES SHERRIFF
INGS

• Honi Soit reporter, 2018
• Member, Environment Collective

2: JAMES MONARO
Science IV

• Honi Soit reporter, 2018
• Member, Environment Collective
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Students take drugs, and it’s time that we had an SRC that gave them the resources to do so as safely and responsibly as possible. REBOOT for Drug Reform are an experi-
enced, passionate team who want to bring the SRC to the forefront of harm minimisation practises, and the fight for drug legalisation. 

We’ll lobby the USU for PILL-TESTING KITS AT ALL UNIVERSITY PARTIES, so that you can get your groove on without having to worry about what’s in those caps. REBOOT 
for Drug Reform will push for harm minimisation to be a priority among all of USYD’s student organisations, and work closely with the USU board to achieve this.

We’ll get PILL-TESTING KITS SOLD AT COST BY THE SRC, so that no matter where you’re going, you can have peace of mind. Selling pill-testing kits at cost will keep them 
affordable for students, and affordable for the SRC.

We’ll PUT INFORMATION ABOUT SAFE PARTYING AND HARM MINIMISATION IN THE COUNTER-COURSE GUIDE, so that incoming first-years know exactly how they can 
access the SRC’s resources for harm minimisation, and what they should do to make sure they’ll be safe at all those O-Week parties.

We’ll FIGHT FOR DRUG LAW REFORM, working with other organisations such as the National Union of Students and Students for Sensible Drug Policy to make sure that 
the SRC is at the front of the fight to end the war on drugs.

So from the 18th to the 20th of September, vote for REBOOT because we deserve better!

Vote [1] REBOOT for DRUG REFORM
Vote [1] REBOOT your NUS
Vote [1] Adriana Malavisi for President

AE: REBOOT for Drug Reform

1: FELIX FABER 
Arts

• Vice-President (External), EDSOC (2018)
• General Executive, Writing Society (2018)
• Member, Students for Sensible Drug Policy (2018)
• Member, Education Action Group (2018)

2: JAMES SHERRIFF
Arts

Did not provide a CV. 

3: DECLAN DRAKE
Law

Did not provide a CV. 

GRASSROOTS for Queer Power acknowledges that all queer/LGBTI+ activism takes place on stolen land and that we must acknowledge the plight of Indigenous queers and 
first nations LGBTI+ in any of the work we do on campus and in the greater political environment of Australia. Always was, always will be, Aboriginal land. 

GRASSROOTS for Queer Power supports Safe Schools and condemns the Liberal government for defunding this important program. The primary and secondary queer 
students of today are the university students of tomorrow and they deserve respect and safety in their learning environments to ensure safety in the future. The SRC can 
do more to show solidarity with the hard fight to protect Safe Schools.

GRASSROOTS for Queer Power supports gender neutral bathrooms in ALL buildings of the University. 

GRASSROOTS for Queer Power wants to see mandatory queer sensitivity training amongst our staff including pronoun sensitivity, engagement with queer theory in a 
respectful manner and ensuring the safety of queer students on campus. 

GRASSROOTS for Queer Power acknowledges the win of marriage equality as a step forward for our community but the work isn’t over! Queer Power recognises that the 
law still oppresses queer people and the fight for full legal recognition for Queer identities is still going and must not be forgotten.

GRASSROOTS for Queer Power condemns USYD management for its inability to take action against the rape and sexual assault crisis on our campus. According to the 
AHRC report on sexual assault on campus released earlier this year, 1 in 4 queer students were sexually assaulted on campus. GRASSROOTS for Queer Power will consist-
ently fight for better reporting systems for rape on campus for queer students. 

Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for NUS! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for Queer Power!

AF: GRASSROOTS FOR QUEER POWER

1: AMELIA POWELL
Arts/Advanced Studies

• Member, Queer Action Collective, 2018
• Member, Education Action Group, 2018

2: HAYDEN MOON
Arts III

Did not provide a CV. 

3. ALEX ERDO 
Science/Arts IV

Did not provide a CV. 

Vote [1] SHAKE UP SRC
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] JACKY HE for PRESIDENT

Hey there! We’re SHAKE UP and we’re here to represent and serve you.

Right now, the SRC is a body that in no way, shape or form represents, advocates or fights for the everyday USyd student. 

Often the butt of campus jokes, the SRC would rather virtue signal and embark on forays into foreign affairs than engage with you.

We think the SRC should be your representative body. The SRC should be where you can voice your concerns and be confident that something will be done, where you can 
be sure that your money is being used to enhance your welfare and where those elected are 100% committed to the everyday student.

You can help make this happen. Let’s make the SRC about accountability, transparency and service again. 

The SHAKE UP Team is experienced, principled and committed. We are ready to genuinely serve our campus. 

Let’s SHAKE UP the SRC. 

TRANSPARENCY + STOPPING THE WASTE
The SRC has sent money to strikers in far removed countries and has paid for the legal fees of activists charged with trespass. What does have to do with student welfare 
at USYD? What gives the SRC the right to spend student money with such recklessness on causes far removed from our campus?

We will bring accountability to the SRC. Special sessions of Council should be held where students can ask members of Council about specific items of spending. Students 
have a right to know and to challenge that their money is going towards certain causes and is funding certain protests and should be able to scrutinise such spending. 

Office holders should be publishing regular, detailed reports about their activities and how they are using students funds to increase transparency. 

The bottom line is: your money should be used to improve your campus life. 

Let’s SHAKE UP the way the SRC spends your money.

LISTENING TO YOU
There is a disconnect between what the SRC is actually doing and what students need. Students feel as though the SRC doesn‰Ûªt listen and doesn‰Ûªt care. Why 
should they be interested in an SRC like that ?

Consultations are key to an SRC that works for you. We are committed to holding regular consultations in high traffic areas such as Eastern Avenue where you can let us 
know, face to face with your elected Councillors, what you care about.

SHAKE UP is committed to opening up new and expanding existing channels of communication with the SRC to help bring the SRC‰Ûªs activities more into line with 
real, everyday student issues. 

Let’s SHAKE UP the way the SRC connects with campus. 

STUDENT LIBERTY
All students should be able to express themselves freely on campus. The SRC should help ensure and guard free political, religious and ethnocultural and individual expres-
sion in order to foster a vibrant campus where critical thought and discussion are practised without fear. 

Let’s SHAKE UP the SRC’s advocacy for fundamental rights. 

Vote [1] SHAKE UP SRC
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] JACKY HE for PRESIDENT

AG: SHAKE UP SRC
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1: CHANUM TORRES
Arts

• SRC Councillor, 2017-
• Director of Student Publications, 2017-
• Treasurer - Economics Society, 2018; Conservative 

Club, 2018
• Contributor and Writer @ The Sydney Tory, 2017-
• Active member of SASS, Evangelical Union, SFL, 

PolSoc
• FASS First Year Mentor, 2018
• Pizza connoisseur @ Courtyard, 2017-
• Unibros Regular, 2017-

2: NICHOLAS RIGBY
Arts

• Sydney Arts Students Society (SASS) First Year 
Officer, 2018

• Arts/Advanced Studies (Politics & Political Economy)
• Hoping for employment with an arts degree, 2018-
• Mathematical competence of a Year 11 General Maths 

student, 2018-
• Proud graduate of the 13G’s Rugby, 2012-

3: LAURA GLASE
Arts

• Involved in:
• Conservative Club
• SASS 
• Econsoc 
• Polsoc
• FMAA

We all know that the University of Sydney is one of the most privileged and elite universities in Australia, with the lowest number of low-SES student within any Go8 
university. It is not surprising then that working class students struggle within these halls. These barriers are distinctly economic - transport costs, textbook costs, rents 
all contribute. The absence of state support for working class students to relocate for higher education, the exorbitant and unaffordable accommodation costs near top 
ranking Universities, and the looming threat of university fee deregulation have pigeon-holed low SES students into higher education providers that might not have been 
their first choice. Non-GO8 Universities obviously provide a fantastic educational experience for their students and are obviously excellent choices for some, but the fact 
that the best resourced universities in the country take in so few students with less money to their name is a problem.

GRASSROOTS for Low-SES Support believes that the deregulation of University fees advocated by the Abbott and Turnbull Governments remain a looming threat and that 
the student movement must remain vigilant. Fee deregulation is a political choice and can be opposed with political activism - to this end, GRASSROOTS believes that 
education activism must continue to be funded and prioritised by the SRC.

GRASSROOTS for Low-SES Support acknowledges that high rents are a huge barrier for working class students in the inner city. The SRC is unlikely to achieve legislated 
rent controls, alas, but can continue to provide support to STUCCO, the low-rent student housing cooperative affiliated to the University of Sydney. The SRC can continue 
to lobby University of Sydney management to set aside cheap rooms for low-SES students in all developments in the area.

GRASSROOTS for Low-SES Support calls for all textbooks and readers to be available in the 2-hour loan section and fully available online 

GRASSROOTS for Low-SES Support  will push for more scholarships and bursaries for low-SES students. 

GRASSROOTS for Low-SES Support will fight to keep simple extensions in all faculties and will work to fix the broken special considerations system so that it work for 
students. 

GRASSROOTS for Low-SES Support will protect and expand the SRC Caseworker service. 

GRASSROOTS for Low-SES Support will always put the Liberals last. The recently elected Turnbull government presents a clear threat to the rights of students, pensioners, 
workers, refugees, the queer community and immigrants. At all turns we must oppose Liberals in our SRC and in the broader Australian community.

Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for NUS! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for Equity!

AH: GRASSROOTS FOR LOW SES SUPPORT

1: RAY PROUT
Bachelor of Social Work

• SRC Queer Officer, 2018
• Member, Education Action Group, 2016-18
• Member, Queer Action Collective 2016-18
• Member, Women’s Collective 2016-18
• Member Keep Ramsay out of USYD

2: DAENA ROHR
Social Work

• Member, Women’s Collective
• Member, Queer Action Collective
• Member, Education Action Group
• Member Keep Ramsay out of USYD

3: JEMIMAH COOPER
Arts/Law

• Member, Women’s Collective
• Member, Queer Action Collective
• Member, Education Action Group
• Contributor, Sydney Morning Herald
• Contributor, Overland 
• Editor, Overpass 
• Editor, Demos
• Member Keep Ramsay out of USYD

4: STEFF LEINASARS
Arts/Nursing

Did not provide a CV. 

Australian society is deeply racist and our campuses reflect this. Left Action are a diverse group of staunch anti-racist activists. We campaign tirelessly against all forms of 
racism, in Australia and overseas. This includes protests and rallies, public forums, awareness campaigns and engaging one-on-one with students. We‰Ûªre running in 
the SRC elections to make sure that the SRC fights all year round against discrimination and bigotry, on campus and off. 

Thousands of refugees are currently detained in the Australian government‰Ûªs offshore concentration camps on Manus and Nauru, where they are routinely denied 
food, shelter and healthcare. This is a brutal practice supported by both major political parties. 

Police today continue the legacy of genocide against Aboriginal people, with abhorrent rates of brutality and murder in custody. Today, there are more Aboriginal children 
stolen from their families than in the Stolen Generation, allowing the dispossession, separation and injustice to continue. Left Action members have consistently attended 
Invasion Day protests in Sydney, the most recent of which stretched for over 500 metres and was the largest rally of its kind. Left Action have also been instrumental in 
organising and promoting the recent Stop Black Deaths in Custody rally against the sickening rates of murder in custody and in solidarity with the family of the victims. 
Left Action are strongly committed to ending the genocidal project of the Australian state and will always stand with Aboriginal people against racism.

The rampant Islamophobia of politicians and the press is inescapable and devastating for Muslim communities. It manifests in the regular vandalisation of mosques, attacks 
on muslims on the street and in our universities - especially muslim women - and overall higher rates of poverty, unemployment and social marginalisation. This has to stop. 
We have been and will continue to be active in countering these bigoted narratives and building a union that takes solidarity with Arab and Muslim communities seriously.

The rising popularity of extremist figures like Pauline Hanson and Blair Cottrell show the urgent need to fight racism and the far right. Trump‰Ûªs recent invitation 
from Turnbull to visit Australia in November clearly reveals this right-wing shift. In response, Left Action members have been critical in the organising and building of 
the upcoming protest against his visit and have enthusiastically joined the United Against Trump alliance. Similarly, Left Action also organised protests against alt-right 
figurehead Milo Yiannopoulos when he was on tour in Australia last year. The growing far-right across the world is not something to be ignored, but to be confronted. Left 
Action have been and will continue to be at the forefront of the struggle against the far-right and racism.

OUR POLICIES
- Abolish Australia Day, a celebration of genocide and colonialism. 
- Justice for all Indigenous victims of police brutality.
- Close down the concentration camps on Manus and Nauru and bring the refugees to Australia!
- Establish a scholarship for refugee students to study at USyd.
- Fight for a campus free from Islamophobia and bigotry.

AJ: Left Action Against Racism

1: VINIL KUMAR
Arts 4

Did not provide a CV.

2: KIM MURPHY
Arts 3

Did not provide a CV.

3: GINA ELIAS
Arts 1

Did not provide a CV.

4: ANGUS MCGARVEY
Arts 1

Did not provide a CV.
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REBOOT for WOMEN

Work with Women’s Collective and SRC Women’s Officers to advocate for a councillor or social worker specifically for victims for sexual harassment. Given the recent 
reports released regarding the abominable levels of sexual harassment on campus, the University needs to act to ensure that all students have access to appropriate sup-
port when dealing with issues of sexual harassment. This support should be provided by a trained professional who is equipped with the necessary skills and compassion 
training to respond to reports of and work with survivors of sexual assault and harassment.      

So from the 18th to the 20th of September, vote for REBOOT because we deserve better!

Vote [1] REBOOT for WOMEN
Vote [1] REBOOT your NUS
Vote [1] Adriana Malavisi for President

AJ: REBOOT for WOMEN

1: NICOLA HAGGERTY MAYERS
Arts

• Sexual Harassment Officer, University of Sydney SRC 
• Secretary, MAHsoc - Mental Awareness & Health 

Society 
• Fundamental canine lover. 
• Member, Politics Society. 
• Events and Communications Officer, 
• Sydney University ALP Club (2017). 
• Member, Youth Vinnies (2017). 
• Contributor, Wom*ns Collective. 
• Robust meme lover and promoter of the gymnasium

2: NIAMH CALLINAN
Arts III

Did not provide a CV. 

3: CLAUDIA GULBRANSEN-DIAZ
Arts

• Honorary Treasurer, University of Sydney Union 
(2018-)

• Wom*n’s Portfolio Holder (2017-2018)
• Women’s College Resident (2016-2017)
• SRC Councillor (2017)
• SRC General Executive (2017)

4: NATALIA GULBRANSEN-DIAZ
Architecture

• Women’s College Resident (2016-)

The fundamental rights of the Palestinian people has been denied for decades. Today, some 11 million Palestinians remain stateless, and those that remain in the occupied 
territories have their basic freedoms violated on a regular basis. 

We have a moral and political imperative to speak out against human rights violations in occupied Palestine. Important battles in the South African anti-apartheid move-
ment were fought and won on university campuses around the world. 

For more than 100 years, Palestinians have remained sumoud (steadfast); they have never given up their dream of independence, nor have they given up on their homeland. 
They have shown time and time again that they will not buckle, no matter how strong their occupier.

They will always find the strength to resist, to demand dignity and human rights, to assert that their lives are important and to continue their just struggle for national 
liberation.

And for the rest of us: it is our job to stand in solidarity with them. Now more than ever, it is our job to demand our governments and universities cut ties with the apartheid 
state of Israel.

GRASSROOTS for Palestine supports: 

(1) The SRC to join and  build the Palestinian-led, global boycott, divestment and sanctions (BDS) movement as a key tool to ensure Israel is held to account for its violations 
of international law in Gaza and against Palestinians everywhere, including by pressuring universities to divest from companies profiting from Israel‰Ûªs occupation and 
war crimes.
(2) The SRC to take a more active role in the Palestine solidarity movement, such as calling on the University to establish collaborative relationships with Palestinian uni-
versities. 
(3) Campaigning against corporate criminals, such as military company Elbit Systems, security firm G4S and key Israeli military supplier HP, that enable Israeli violations 
of international law.
(4) Supporting staff and students threatened with disciplinary action by the University for their involvement in a pro-Palestine protests.
(5) Stand in solidarity with struggles of all indigenous peoples of the world, including the Indigenous peoples of Australia and advocate for their empowerment. 
(6) Oppose racism in all forms, and work collaboratively with campus groups to combat anti-Arab, Islamophobic prejudice. 

Long live Palestine! 

AK: GRASSROOTS FOR PALESTINE

1: IMOGEN GRANT
Arts/Economics  

• President of the Students’ Representative Council, 
2018

• Co-Wom*n’s Officer of the Students’ Representative 
Council - 2017

• Councillor of the 89th Students’ Representative 
Council - 2017

• Undergraduate Student Representative to the Aca-
demic Board 2017-2018

• Co-Convenor of the University of Sydney Greens on 
Campus 2017

• Reclaim the Night Organising Collective - 2017
• fEMPOWER volunteer, 2016-2017
• Growing Strong Editor 2016-17
• Growing Strong Contributor 2015-2017
• General Editor of ARNA 2016
• Presenter of disORIENT Radio on Surg FM 2016
• Wom*n’s Honi Editor 2016
• Vice President of the Arabic Language and Cultures 

Society 2016
• Wom*n’s Officer of the University of Sydney Greens 

on Campus 2016
• Honi Soit Reporter 2015-2016

2: ASSALA SAYARA
Social Work

Assala Sayara is a Palestinian youth and social justice re-
sister, activist and influencer. Currently studying social 
work at Sydney uni, her dream is not just to focus on cre-
ating change on an individual level, but to perpetuate this 
change to the broader structural level.

3: LAYLA MKHAYBER
Arts

• Millenial Muslims
• Featured in ABC Girls Change The World Documen-

tary
• Student activist for Protests against Islamophobia
• Sydney Writer’s Festival 2017
• Member, Women’s Collective
• Member, Students for Palestine
• Member, Education Action Group

Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] SWITCH for NUS! 

Vote [1] SWITCH for Diversity!

To defend and advance the collective interests of USYD students. The SRC acts as the voice for all students confronted with discrimination, oppression, injustice and vio-
lence. We will endeavour to work together as a team to run campaigns effectively and incentivise students to engage with our propositions. We also highly value commit-
ment, due to the increasing instances of absenteeism of SRC office bearers. Advance, as an independent group is not affiliated, supported, or manipulated by any external 
power. This is a preliminary condition, ensuring we align our political neutrality with operative autonomy abreast enthusiasm. The formation of the team is culturally di-
verse enabling us to convey ideas holistically, which thereby helps in serving AS with efficacy. SRC as a whole; including other student organisations USU and SUPRA, must 
unite to form a cohesive group where we can defend our student’s inalienable rights and maximise benefits.

AL: Advance for Solidarity
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1: CHIA-SHUO (ALEXANDER) YANG
Arts 
 
• “**2012** Military Police: Stationed in Department of 

Defense/ Presidential palace (Taiwan) Main duty: se-
curity checking and personal protection. 

• **2014** Taiwan Fund for Children and Families: fund-
raising for homeless children. 

• **2015** Taiwan Young Kids institution- teaching ru-
ral elementary students English and basic math. 

• **2015-2016** Resident Assistant- (Campus Living Vil-
lages) Building a residential community through pro-
gramming, acting as a para- counselor for students, 
being a familiar first resource for students with aca-
demic or institutional questions, and enforcing resi-
dence policies.

• **2016** University of Wisconsin- Madison
• Exchange Program 2017. (One semester) Economics & 

politics
• **2016** University of Sydney Alumni association: As-

sistant
• **2017** (Funin Interprise) Successfully attracted 

more than 20 hundred people in one day to participate 
our event and along with 40% increase in revenue; 
during the period of Chinese/Lunar New Year. In addi-
tion, within three months, I had initialised six different 
companies to collaborate us to either holding events 
or increase our brand awareness.

• **2017-until now** A journalist on campus: University 
of Sydney. We created a social media platform on We-
Chat to provide different pieces of information regard-
ing student’s rights so they could know what to protect 
themselves whether in the workplace or within uni-
versity based on what they have entitled.

• **2017** University of Wisconsin- Madison (Interna-
tional house house fellow) supporting students who 
needs help in our dormitory.

• **2018** USU Student Broad election- Campaign 
manager for Decheng Sun  

• **2018** Opal concessions campaign for International 
students (International collective)”

2: DECHENG (CLEMENT) SUN
Law & Arts

• **2012-2014** Deputy Head of Entertainment and Art, 
Union of Guiyang No.1 High School 

• **2014** Champion of Chinese National Secondary 
Student Leadership Competition

• **2016** Exchange program with scholarship: King’s 
College, University of London

• **2017** Barrister Assistant: Guizhou Qianshan Law 
Firm

• **2018** Board Director, Holder of Ethnocultural 
Portfolio, Director of Student Publication: University 
of Sydney Union

3: QINGFAN (FLORA) ZHAO
Law & Arts
 
• Peer Mentoring Program Arts Faculty Mentor
• Paralegal in Shan Dong Infinitop Law Firm 
• Part time IELTS teacher 
• Tutor for Taylors College 
• Volunteering teaching in Yunnan 2016  
• Juvenile Justice Mentoring Program 2018

4: ANTONY KYALO
Business

• Pitched and launched an online food delivery start-up 
business (FEASY) on campus. In the team of four, I was 
assigned the role of Operations Director due to my un-
derstanding of how different segments of a business 
work 

• [|Jul 2016 - Present| Started paper trading in small to 
mid-cap Equities and Forex with the main focus being 
technical analysis and the use of indicators.

• |LANCASTER UNIVERSITY ISC (UK): Oct 2017 - Jun 
2018| Represented International Students in the Lan-
caster University International Study Centre as the 
Lead Student Representative.

• Green Lancaster Food Waste Program. |LANCASTER 
UNIVERSITY (UK): Nov 2017 - Jun 2018|

• The Mater Heart Run for disadvantaged heart disease 
patients. |KENYA: May 2012|

5: YINGFEN (BENNY) SHEN
Business
 
• Member of Harvard Summit for Young Leaders in 

China
• 2016 Shanghai ‘Student of the Year’ (22 out of 66374)
• 2018.1.21 Guest Speaker of Pre-arrival Orientation 

Shanghai by Centre in China of The University of Syd-
ney

• 2017  ‘Outstanding Contribution to Communi-
ty’awarded by Queen Mary Building, Students’ Accom-
modation within the University of Sydney

• 2017 Contribution to Arts 2017 Inspired by Nature Ex-
hibition-2nd Prize awarded by Queen Mary Building, 
Students’ Accommodation within the University of 
Sydney

• 2017.10 Finalist of USU and Verge Gallery’s Exposure: 
‘Frame Your Campus’ Photography Competition

• 2014, 2015 ‘Outstanding Student Leader’
• 2017.9.5-14 RUNNER-UP of International Undergradu-

ate Management Competition
• 2013.5 Six-District High School Student Summit and 

Student Society Fair- MC
• 2015.8 Shanghai-Taipei High School Students’Sports 

Festival- MC & Athlete Representative
• 2014.11 3rd National Middle School Students Aerobics 

and Cheerleading Games- 1st Prize
• 2014.9-2016.6    President of Student Union& Director 

of Public Relation Department    (Shanghai Yan‰Ûªan 
High School)

• Designer and Director of School Uniform Bear
• Designer and Director of School Postcards
• Designer and Director of School Tote Bag

6: NATHANIEL FAU
Engineering

• **2017** Samoa Observer- Academic excellence re-
warded

• **2016** Volunteer at Samoan Community Service 
Center (Youth and Child Developments)

7: JANET YIN
Business
 
• 07/2016 - Until now at University of Sydney Union 

(Volunteer) 
•  07/2016  - 11/2016University of Sydney Union ISL (So-

cial Event Ambassador) 
•  03/2017  - Until Now (Bobbie Tuition) Economic Tutor 

(USYD Course  - ECON and ECMT)
• 10/2017  - Until Now (MADSOC Performance
• Coordinator) at University of SydneyMovement and 

Dancing Society
• 04/2017  - 06/2017 HSC Econ Tutor (School Tutoring 

Program) University of Sydney Union
• Vteam

8: DANIEL FUSI-MALOHI
Science
 
• **2017**Macquarie bank : Tiwi island project/ indige-

nous community
• **2016**Macquarie bank**: Rugby camp at St Joseph 

College Hunters Hill 
• **2017**(Rugby referee) at Palmer’s Glass Gladesville

Vote [1] SHAKE UP BUSINESS
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] JACKY HE for PRESIDENT

SHAKE UP BUSINESS wants to shake up the SRC for your benefit. For too long, Commerce and Economics students have not had enough of a say in the running of their 
campus. We believe that the SRC is a great avenue to do this. If elected, we will be your voice on campus and will do our best to SHAKE UP SRC for the better. We will be a 
voice to fix up BUSS1000 and BUSS2000!

MORE CLASSES AT ABS

SHAKE UP BUSINESS is committed to improving university life for students and that means holding more tutorials and lectures at one of the best buildings on campus. We 
will work with the University to limit those long walks from Redfern station to the other side of campus just because some Arts subject got allocated a seminar room at ABS. 

END FRIVOLOUS SRC SPENDING ON NON-STUDENTS

For a supposedly representative council, the SRC in recent years has wasted your student fees on such causes as buying pizzas for people on strike in Oklahoma and Ken-
tucky (seriously). Your money should be spent on making your student experience better. We want to SHAKE UP the SRC and return it to its original role as a representative 
of students, for students.

AM: SHAKE UP BUSINESS
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1: SEAMUS KIRK
Business

• Debating Coach at Fort Street High School
• Gold Duke of Edinburgh Award
• Rugby League Referee
• St John’s Cadet
• HopSoc’s biggest fan
• Maccas aficionado

2: NELSON DE MESTRE
Business and Arts

• Working part-time at a Law Firm since leaving high 
school 

• Believer in Australian Exceptionalism
• P.A.S.S. Enthusiast 
• Honi Soit Nerd

FURTHER SUBSIDISE TEXTBOOKS FOR COMMERCE AND ECONOMICS STUDENTS

SHAKE UP BUSINESS would use the money saved from a reformed SRC to further subsidise textbooks for Commerce and Economics students. Some textbook prices are 
unacceptable, particularly considering that many are eBooks. Instead of wasting your student fees we intend to effectively nreturn the money to you in any way possible.

SECURE THE LONG-TERM FINANCIAL VIABILITY OF THE COUNCIL

As business students we understand the importance of long term financial planning using investments. The recent SRC budget set aside no new money to be invested in 
reserves despite the Council relying on the $45,000 it earned from money previously invested. Instead the General Secretaries chose to increase funding to the National 
Union of Students. SHAKE UP for SRC hopes that any extra funding it receives is directed towards student services so that you can get sufficient funding for the rest of 
your degree.

Vote [1] SHAKE UP BUSINESS
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] JACKY HE for PRESIDENT

3: MATEO RIVERA
Arts

• VP Education, USyd Economics & Econometrics 
Society

• USyd FASS Mentor
• Senior Resident, International House 
• EO Officer, Member for Manly
• Operations Associate, Wrappli Ltd.
• Talkshow co-host, The Southpaw Freakshow
• Likes 18 hour days
• Always Hungry

4: EDWARD KHOURY
Business

• Clerk at Benjamin and Khoury Solicitors and Attorneys 
• 1st year representative for the Young Australian 

Lebanese Association 
• TGS debating captain
• Cuo in TGS cadet unit
• Member of the Sydney University Choir

REBOOT FOR ACCESSIBILITY TO THE SRC
The SRC has great student services that should be accessible and known to everyone. SRC services should not be known to only those involved in SRC ‰ÛÒ services like 
tax help, casework, the SRC legal team, international student help and academic progression assistance should be general knowledge to all students on campus. To achieve 
this, we will make Welfare Week a feature of every semester, Reboot the SRC Facebook page to fill it with service information and be active in ensuring all students are able 
to access the services that they deserve.

REBOOT FOR STAFF RESPONSE TO STUDENT CRISIS
It can be very difficult to reach out and confide in someone when you are facing severe crisis as a student. Feeling alone and misunderstood is not uncommon among stu-
dents facing difficult times in their lives both on and off campus. It is important that the SRC advocates for the training of staff to give them the tools they need to assist 
students who have confided financial hardship, harassment or other kinds of distress. It is also important to advocate for the accessibility of professional help on campus 
for the staff to be able to direct students towards in times of need. 

REBOOT FOR LOW SES AND WORKING STUDENTS
Managing a part-time job and university study is incredibly difficult, putting huge pressure on those from regional and/or low SES backgrounds. Students go without the 
necessities to put themselves through university - and this is just not good enough. As a representative who has personal experience with financial difficulty, I will fight 
for low SES and working students by advocating for easier special consideration for those facing financial hardship, campaigning for on-campus housing accessibility and 
establishing a point of contact in the SRC for students facing homelessness.

AN: REBOOT your STUDENT WELFARE

1: AMY BROOKE NEWLAND 
Arts

• ALP Club Women’S Officer (2018-)
• USYD Taekwondo Club Social Director (2017)
• USYD Taekwondo Coach (2017)
• University Games Representative (Taekwondo) (2016)
• SASS Member
• Arabic Language and Cultures Society Member

2: TOM MANOUSARIDIS
Law

• SRC Councillor (2017-)
• SRC General Executive (2017-) 

MAHSoc Treasurer (2018-)
• SHADES Treasurer (2018-)
• ALP Club Events and Communcations Director (2018-)
• Law Revue Crew (2018)
• SULS Member (2017-)
• SASS Member (2017-)
• SUDS Member (2017-)
• SHADES General Executive (2017-18)
• SULS Competitions Subcommittee: Torts Moot Convenor (2018).

3: ADAM JAMES BOIDIN
Law

• Delegate, National Union of Students Conference, 2017.
• General Executive, Student Representative Council, 

2017.
• Councillor, SRC, 2017. 
• Vice-President, Sydney University ALP Club, 2017. 
• Events and Communications Director, Sydney 

University ALP Club. 
• Member, Sydney University Law Society, 2015-present.
• Member, SASS, 2015-present. 
• SRC Member, QuAC, 2016-2017

4: INDIA LEE
Arts

• ALP Club Member (ANU)
• ALP Club Member (USYD)

5: HUU MINH KHOA NGUYEN
Arts

• USYD Taekwondo Club Member (2016-)
• Vietnamese Students Association Member (2016-)
• Sydney Uni Muay Thai Club Member (2018-)

6: SOPHIE WOODBRIDGE
Arts

Did not provide a CV.  

7: ANTONIO FERLIN
Education

• USYD Taekwondo Club Member (2016-)
• Vietnamese Students Association Member 2018-)
• Indonesian Students Society Member (2016-)

8: VIVIAN TRUONG
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

GRASSROOTS for Treaty is dedicated to representing and fighting for the rights of Indigenous students on campus and within our community. This country always was 
and always will be Aboriginal land and it is important we have an Indigenous voice within the SRC. My name is Akala Newman and I am a proud Wiradjuri women raised on 
Darug land. I am passionate about the welfare of my people, the land and all living things.

GRASSROOTS for Treaty will: 

COMMIT to displaying values of equality, respect and recognition for and of all students, regardless of age, gender, race, sexual preference, ability, faith, and background. 
We’re here for independent, proactive students who believe there’s a need for an SRC with student welfare and inclusion at the fore.

PROVIDE a strong Indigenous presence on campus by supporting the Indigenous Collective, recognising the importance of continuing bonding and kinship in Indigenous 
cultures, especially when students are away from country and mob.

FIGHT for a campus that is honest about the history of this country and will continue the campaign to de-colonise this University starting with renaming the Wentworth 
building, named after a colonial racist figure.

GRASSROOTS for Treaty were the team responsible for ensuring that the Indigenous flag was flown on campus all year run and will commit to lobbying the University for 
more public Indigenous art on campus.

GRASSROOTS for Treaty will work with the National Centre for Cultural Competency to ensure all students have cultural competency training and have access to resources 
for them to learn about the rich Indigenous history of this country.

Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for NUS! 

Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for Treaty!

AO: GRASSROOTS FOR TREATY

1: AKALA NEWMAN
Arts

• SRC Indigenous Officer, 2018
• SUDS Member, 2017  
• Hazlewood Jr. High Cast Memeber, 2017
• NSW Public School Dance Company with Bangarra, 

2014

2: RACHEL DURMUSH
Arts/Law

Did not provide a CV.
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3: GEORGIA DURMUSH
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

4: SOPHIE PEPPERNELL 
Arts

• Member SUDS
• Mentor AIME
• Indigenous Studies major

5: NATALIE LEUNG
Science/Law

• Member SUDS
• Mentor AIME

- Support Concession Opal Cards for International Students

- Petition System
Easier method of bring issues to the attention of the SRC Students are able to propose an issue that the SRC should answer to. Once the issue has enough interest from the 
student body, the President or someone else who’s better suited to answer will need to answer in a timely manner 

- Reduce the divide between domestic and international students 
Introduce entrepreneurship programs where domestic and international students can equally undertake groupwork throughout the semester to develop better groupwork 
and career skills-> not limited to just one degree 

- Introduce and expand on support/mentoring programs for international students in terms of academic interests Develop Korean-English Language exchange programs 
in which Korean students are able to practice their English in a relaxed, non-academic atmosphere, but also allow English speaking students to learn Korean

- Easier accessibility to information provided by the SRC for Korean students 
The SRC creates publications including the Counter course/Orientation Week hand book. The counter course hand book is currently available in English and in Chinese, 
we will advocate for a Korean translated version.  Then move onto translating other publications as well as Support Services such as the legal services which are currently 
only offered in English

- Implement the Kakao app to distribute news/services ‰ÛÒ similar to Wechat operating system (which is currently implemented)

- Ensure cleaner amenities are maintained across campus for students (cleaner bathrooms in Fisher-> more often) 

- Career Hub International student section on Career Hub 
Filtering jobs specifically for international students Seminar for companies to exhibit their opportunities for students International companies so that international stu-
dents when they graduate and go back to their own countries can make networks as well as gain jobs from their respective company if they have their own branch in the 
country. 
Visa information for International Students (helping students with getting PR’s) 
We will start with part time jobs first if internships are too high up

Raise awareness of the racist underpinnings of Australia’s foundation and the general political climate which subtly endorses covert systemic racism. Race is something 
that isn’t spoken about or acknowledged within Australian society and needs to be addressed. Furthermore, the general Australian population must become aware of the 
every-day struggles that BAME (Black Asian Minority Ethnic) members of society face. This cannot continue to be unaddressed and hidden. 

Tony Abbott: “Not merely about western civilisation but in favour of it.”
Protest the Ramsay Centre due to its preface of western civilisation without acknowledgment of the depth, complexity and value/force of other cultures. The Ramsay 
Centre’s lack of academic autonomy provides further reason to put a stop to the project and divert the funding into other means, such as Indigenous Studies which has 
historically been underfunded. 

Mandatory racial awareness training for university staff so as to equip staff with the knowledge of the everyday struggle of BAME students to ensure staff members do not 
make insensitive comments and to help challenge unconscious bias. The current university Cultural Competence training is voluntary and should be made mandatory as 
race is obviously a prevalent issue within such a diverse society. 

To lobby the university to ban any group/organisation/individual which publicly hold racist views from receiving a platform from the university and not allow it take place 
on University premises due to the harm this can do to BAME students and staff. One should understand the necessity for free speech and I wouldn’t stop anyone from 
shouting their perspective or speaking their mind in the public forum however I believe that the university should be a safe space within which BAME students and staff 
are secure in the knowledge that racist rhetoric will not be condoned or advertised.

So from the 18th to the 20th of September, vote for REBOOT because we deserve better!

Vote [1] REBOOT for ANTI-RACISM
Vote [1] REBOOT your NUS
Vote [1] Adriana Malavisi for President

AP: Baekho for SRC AQ: REBOOT for ANTI-RACISM

2: TINA LEE 
Bachelor of Medical Science / Diploma of Language (Japa-
nese) 

• Member of the Science Faculty, Faculty Board, Science 
Life Committee and Academic Board

• Currently working at CET on campus
• Executive of seven societies, including KCAS Presi-

dent, Medical Science Society Treasurer and SURCS 
Treasurer

• USU Volunteer- involved in the Leadership & Ambas-
sador Program, Events & Festivals Program

• Volunteer Art and Music Coordinator for Verge Festi-
val 2017

• Volunteer International Festival Committee for Inter-
national Festival 2018

• Involved in Host Team for SYDMUN 2017
• Nominee for Volunteer of the Year 2017
• Involved in the MATES Abroad Program (2018)

4: JAMES JOO HWAN JIN 
Medicine, Health/Arts & Social Sciences

• 2018 - Vivid Sydney, Team Leader, Botanic Garden, 
CBD, and the Rocks

• 2018 - University Sydney Union Volunteer Ambassador 
program, The University of Sydney Tour

• 2018 - University Sydney Union Volunteer, “Welcome 
Sydney Program” Oweek 

• 2018 - Committee Director at Sydney University Stu-
dents Model United Nation (SUSMUN), Sydney Univer-
sity United Nations Society (SUUNS)

• 2018 - Student Mentor at University of Sydney, Science 
Faculty 

• 2017 - Facilitator at UN Youth events

1: DANIEL LEE
Primary Education

• Academic Board - Student Member- 2018 to present
• Science Faculty and Faculty Board - Student Repre-

sentative - 2018 to present
• Student Appeals Panel Student Member - 2018 to pres-

ent
• USU VTeam Volunteer - Welcome to Sydney Program 

& OWeek - 2017 to present
• USU Chocolate Society - Event Manager - 2018 to 

present
• USYD Update - Post Production Team Member - 2017 

to present
• FASS Student Mentor - 2018 to present

3: DIA KIM
Business
  
• Founder & President of the private international ex-

change student society, Kbridge
• Admission counsellor at Cho educational institution
• Current candidate for the “Like-lion” bencher program
• Tutor at the Cho educational institution
• Protege at Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, BISA 

mentoring program
• Volunteering at The save the children fund

1. KADI BURNS 
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

2. ADAM URSINO 
Law

Did not provide a CV.

3. SAMAH KHAN 
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

4. RUBY WEILEY 
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

5. OLIVIA ALLUM
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

6. JASMINE TAN 
Conservatorium of Music

Did not provide a CV.

7: LAMYA RAHMAN
Law IV

Did not provide a CV.
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6. LAWSON WRIGLEY
Arts
  
Did not provide a CV.

5. MARIE HARROWELL 
Arts
  
Did not provide a CV.

As students that are passionate about mental health, the REBOOT for Mental Health team members are committed to creating a university environment that accommo-
dates to those that suffer from mental health. We’ve served on the Mental Awareness and Health Society, and been actively involved in initiatives that promote wellbeing 
and increased access to services on campus. Our experiences have given us insights into the needs of those struggling with mental health, and these insights have shaped 
our policies. 

We will REBOOT for INCREASED FUNDING FOR UNIVERSITY COUNSELLING AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES, ensuring that all students have quick and guaranteed 
access to mental health professionals when needed. Across the nation, over 98 percent of university students recently reported that mental health issues impacted their 
studies, yet only 27 percent of respondents utilised their on-campus counselling services. It is essential that we increase the amount of counselling sessions available under 
the university’s counselling and psychological services, given the shortcomings of the current 6-session system. 
We will also work with the university to ensure that the CAPS scheme is involved with external organisations to help build a relationship between students and their coun-
sellors, to ensure a more streamlined referral process. 

REBOOT for the DE-STIGMATISATION OF MENTAL ILLNESS. Our team will ensure the SRC works with mental health organisations such as beyondblue and Headspace, 
as well as relevant societies on campus, to promote events and campaigns that provide students with the tools needed to recognise they may be struggling, and provide 
comprehensive lists of immediate and accessible resources. 

We’ll REBOOT for INCREASED MENTAL HEALTH AWARENESS AMONG UNIVERSITY STAFF, ensuring that the university implement mandatory academic training for 
staff so they’re aware of how to deal with these issues, and treat them with more sensitivity. Shocking statistics surrounding youth rates of mental illness and feelings of 
inferiority reveal the difficulty of meeting the antiquated expectation of the  “full-time student”. For students that come from disadvantaged backgrounds, need to work 
to meet costs of living, and those that are marginalised by mainstream learning expectations; they can suffer from unhealthy levels of mental stress. Our team will fight 
alongside the SRC to engage with the relevant academic and administrative staff to recognise when a student may be struggling with their unrealistic workload, and adjust 
accordingly. 

REBOOT for a MORE UNDERSTANDING AND HUMANE SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS SYSTEM. Currently, students are extremely uninformed about how to approach sit-
uations where special considerations may be necessary. When steps are taken, they are often met with bureaucratic hostility that further excludes Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islanders, LGBTI+ identifying individuals and those from disadvantaged backgrounds. The REBOOT team will advocate strongly for a reformed special considerations 
system that works for students, and addresses the deeply personal reasons behind a person’s inability to complete a certain steps in the process. 

So from the 18th to the 20th of September, vote for REBOOT because we deserve better!

Vote [1] REBOOT for DRUG REFORM
Vote [1] REBOOT your NUS
Vote [1] Adriana Malavisi for President

Working for Prospects and Interests. Present and Immerse.

All students deserve a fair and equal education free from economic constraints.
Socioeconomic status should never be a determining factor in the level of education you are able to receive. As one of the most influential student unions in the country, it 
is essential that the USYD SRC supports and advocates for policies which will alleviate the economic burden of higher education off of students.

GRASSROOTS for Free Education is opposed to the deregulation of University fees and detrimental restructures, both neoliberal aspiration of the Liberal Government and 
University management respectively. GRASSROOTS for Free Education instead advocates for the abolition of university fees, and an increase in funding for universities to 
maintain high academic standards and deliver meaningful degrees.  

GRASSROOTS for Free Education understands that it is not just the price of students degrees which cause economic stress, but also the basic costs of being a student. 
GRASSROOTS for Free Education supports a rise in Centrelink payments for students, access to affordable housing, concession opal cards for international students and 
an increase in support for the upfront fees of study such as buying textbooks.

GRASSROOTS for Free Education prioritises investment in education over investment in arms companies, and supports the national “Disarm universities” campaign.  
GRASSROOTS for Free Education prioritises real and meaningful degrees with job prospects which benefit the world collectively, instead of aiding in war and terror.

GRASSROOTS for Free Education supports the “Keep Ramsay Out of USYD” campaign. Universities should be a place to challenge dominant ideas, institutions and systems 
- not a place where billionaires can buy influence over curriculum, staffing and pedagogy in order to pedal racism disguised as appreciation for “Western Culture”.
 
GRASSROOTS for Free Education opposes the neoliberal university. We are seeing class sizes swelling alongside student fees, academic workloads and vice-chancellor 
salaries. GRASSROOTS will work with the National Tertiary Education Union to fight back attacks on our education, and to foster collective, collaborative and inclusive 
research and education.
 
GRASSROOTS for Free Education will always put the Liberals last. The Turnbull government presents a clear threat to the rights of students, pensioners, workers, refugees, 
the queer community and immigrants. At all turns we must oppose Liberals in our SRC and in the broader Australian community.
 
It is important to have a voice in your SRC that represents the real needs of students in the border context of the world.
 
Vote [1] LARA for President!
Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for NUS!
Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for Free Education!

AR: REBOOT for Mental Health

AS: Independent Run

AT: GRASSROOTS FOR FREE EDUCATION

1: NICK FORBUTT 
Arts

• president of the mental health and awareness society 
(2018)

• student representative for the government and inter-
national relations department (2018)

• surg Host (2018)
• queer officer of SASS (2017-2018)
• honi reporter 2018
• USG for SYDMUN 2018
• president of the mental health and awareness society 

(2018)
• student representative for the government and inter-

national relations department (2018)
• surg Host (2018)
• queer officer of SASS (2017-2018)
• honi reporter 2018
• USG for SYDMUN 2018

2: ISABELLE PYTKA 
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

3: LAWRENCE NETTLETON 
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

4: KELSEY HARPER
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

1. JUSTIN SHAW 
Bachelor of Arts

• Treasurer of a Residents Association at a University 
Residential College. (UOW)

• SRC General Rep at UOW

1: JAZZLYN BREEN 
Social work/Arts

• SRC Queer Officer, 2018
• Member, Education Action Group, 2017-2018
• Member, Women’s Collective, 2017-2018
• Member, Campus Refugee Action Collective, 2017-2018
• Member, Enviromental Collective, 2017-2018
• Co-editor in chief of Queer Honi, 2018
• Condemned for Queer Honi being too political, 2018
• SRC councillor, 2018
• Honi Soit Reporter, 2018
• Regretted attending NUS education conference, Adelaide, 2018
• Enjoyed attending ASEN training camp, 2018
• Panelist, rad sex and consent week 2018 
• Attended Students of Sustainability conference, 2017
• Put through the USYD misconduct system for being too political on cam-

pus, 2018
• Was vegan for a whole year before giving up [truncated]

2: ELISE ANDERSON 
Law/Arts

Did not provide a CV.

3: DECLAN MARTENS 
Social work

Did not provide a CV.

4: DUKE DINH
Science

Did not provide a CV.
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1: JAMES ARDOUIN 
Arts

• Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Advances Studies (Fi-
nance, Economics) II

• Accounts Officer in Total Construction
• Drews fr. 2017
• Experienced with charity fundraising and community 

service 
• Dream job: Working in a developing nations Central 

Bank 
• Drink of choice: Rumbos
• Experienced the best day of my life at Defqon 1
• Relationship status: I only love my Signature Craftsmen

3: ALBERT BAIN 
Arts and Social Science   

• House Captain, Cranbrook School
• Volunteering with City2Surf and Snowy Hydro South 

care Helicopter 
• Petersham Rugby Colts
• University of Sydney’s mixed netball team
• History dealing with local councils and Development 

applications 
• Raised in the country, grew up in Canberra, lives in 

Sydney.

5: ZIGGY HARRIS 
Music

• Born and raised in Armidale, NSW. 
• Has played the violin for thirteen years, currently 

studying for Lmusa. 
• Studying Music Education at Sydney Conservatorium 

of Music. 
• Captain of Theatre, Prefect and OG of The Armidale 

School (you’ve probs never heard of it).
• Member of Sydney University Symphony Orchestra. 
• Cheese is gross and over-romanticised, #sorrynot-

sorry.
• Son of two amazing mothers. 
• Has a shitzu named ‘Big Jim’.
• Did I mention I go to The Con?
• Gives good hugs.

7: TOM O’NEIL 
Buisness

Did not provide a CV.

4: ELIZA  MCKENDRY 
Liberal Arts and Science    

• Women’s College Resident (2018-) 
• First Year majoring in Nutrition and Metabolism 
• From Queensland, will tell you I’m from Queensland 
• Sals. 
• Ralph’s Order: regular skinny latte 
• Often found in Bosch distracting people
• “what’s on tonight?”

6: ANGUS BARTON 
Arts and Social Sciences
   
• I’m an avid hobby filmmaker, was shortlisted for 

Tropfest JR a few years ago and helped to organise my 
high school’s film festival

• I have completed Duke of Edinburgh Bronze and Silver 
and am currently completing Gold.

• I have done multiple stints of volunteering, including 
volunteering in rural Kenya for 3 weeks where I helped 
to restructure the charity on the ground and create 
a profitable farm to support dozens of orphans and 
sponsored children.

• I’m active within both the university and college 
community, involving myself in clubs and events. 

• I’ve refereed Rugby Union, so am very comfortable 
dealing with 8-year olds rioting (thanks for the offer in 
advance, but no, I don’t need some glasses)

• Greatest Achievement of my life: being accepted into 
the Bachelor of Arts program 

• For sport, I set my Uber eats pickup location 200m 
away from my location, that way I must jog to it

• Interesting Fact About Myself: My Great Great 
Grandfather was the first Prime Minister of Australia, 
one of the first three Justices of the High Court and the 
first ever International Cricket Umpire to have a riot 
on his hands. It is my goal in life to be a better referee/
umpire than him.

2: ANNABEL DE MESTRE 
Arts   

• Women’s College Resident (2018-) 
• International Relations and Socio-Legal Major 
• Regular attendee of Sals and the Grouse (2017-)  
• SASS Member (2018)
• PolSoc Member (2018) 
• Ralph’s order: 3/4 Cappuccino  
• Genuinely believes Moana was the greatest disney film 

ever made. Period.

Vote [1] COLLEGES for SRC

COLLEGES FOR SRC
GIVING THE INTERCOL COMMUNITY A VOICE

-FIGHTING TO KEEP COLLEGES OPEN

Never in the history of the Residential Colleges at University of Sydney, has the Intercol Community faced such a hostile opposition, aggressively advocating for the de-
struction of our Colleges. Instead of supporting the positive process that has been implemented after the release of the Broderick Report, which aims to create a more 
inclusive, healthier and safer community for all the Colleges; the current majority in the SRC has chosen to side with those who believe that our way of life should be 
destroyed. Unlike those that choose to advocate for the end to our community, we want your SRC to be supporting further communication between the University and 
the Colleges in order to not only preserve the immensely positive contribution the Colleges provide to our lives but also support further communication between the 
University and the Colleges.

-STANDING WITH OUR REGIONAL STUDENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES #thankafarmer

It’s frankly disgusting the SRC has taken no action at all to support the thousands of families in this State that have been effected by the recent droughts. Rather than dis-
cussing constructive ways that they could raise money for our farmers or ways to supports the students of affected families that are at this university, the SRC chose to 
pay for the fines for overseas protestors trespassing against Adani. Recognising that there must be something done to support the farmers of this State, we would run a 
university-wide fund raiser for the struggling families that are the backbone of New South Wales. An SRC that genuinely supports the Students it claims to represent, would 
do everything it can to assist the families of students that are directly affected by the recent droughts.

-PROMOTING TRANSPARANCY

We support livestreaming of SRC Council meetings, so that all can see how their representatives are actioning on the issues they campaigned for. SRC Council and Execu-
tive minutes haven’t been published publicly for months, which is extremely poor considering this issue was one of the main promises of various brands in last years elec-
tion. All SRC financial and administrative information should be freely accessible, because at the end of the day students deserve to know how their money is being spent.

-PROMOTING INCLUSIVENESS
 
The numbers show student participation in stupol is falling, even as the university enrolments rise. This is a direct result from organisations such as the SRC not engaging 
adequately normal students, but rather focusing on pointless issues. It is no wonder the SRC receives so little funding as currently it really has not advocated for direct 
improvements in the experience of students on campus for some time. A vote for us, it a vote for the forgotten people of this University, it’s a vote for those who see cam-
paigners and walk the other way. Students don’t want to be pushed political agendas, students don’t want to be handed a flyer and told to vote for someone who clearly isn’t 
going to make a difference to their experience while on campus. Students want accessible services like degree guidance, special consideration advisors and better access 
to mental health services and career counsellors.

Vote [1] COLLEGES for SRC

“Years of corporate servility have taken an alarming toll on the University’s Vice Chancellor, Michael Spence. It has been observed by many of Mr Spence’s close friends 
that since taking on the role in 2008 he has developed a worrying obsession with coal and other fossil fuel products to the detriment of his work and the university at large. 

It has been reported by many students and staff who have walked past Mr Spence’s office that he regularly eats large pieces of coal as a substitute for normal meals. Mr 
Spence’s culinary penchant for petrified biomatter has even required that USU outlets to stock small quantities of pseudo-coal products to ensure that the USU does not 
see it’s share of SSAF funding cut by the university. Perhaps most worryingly, during last year’s enterprise bargaining negotiations with staff, Mr Spence did away with his 
usual call for the blood of overworked academics, instead demanding that workforce spending was diminished to facilitate an increase in the university’s spending on fossil 
fuels. 

Campus security officers close to this ticket have suggested that ongoing construction projects across the Camperdown campus are disguising a much more sinister 
ambition. They allege that the true purpose of these projects is to expose a black coal seam running between the Carslaw and Bosch buildings. The theory appears to be 
corroborated by late-night Fisher dwellers who regularly see Spence operating excavation equipment at supposed ‘building sites’ between 3am and 5am. Despite mounting 
pressure from student activists, the university continues to invest heavily in fossil fuel companies. 

FUCK COAL is committed to getting Mr Spence the help he needs to kick his addiction to fossil fuels. Only FUCK COAL will ensure that our Vice-Chancellor gets the best 
care money can buy. Mr Spence only earns 1.25 million dollars a year (this part is actually true) and can’t afford for the university to fully divest from Fossil Fuels while his 
addiction remains untreated. 

No lucid person could support the degree restructuring, casualisation, staff-cuts, or Ramsay Centre project which have all been proposed or taken place under Spence.
FUCK COAL will ensure that the Vice-Chancellor gets back on his feet and repeals the plainly delusional policies he has been responsible for implementing since he began 
to chase the black dragon.

Together we can remove this horrible poison from our university and save our Vice-Chancellor. Together we can FUCK COAL.  

VOTE [1] LARA SONNENSCHEIN FOR PRESIDENT
VOTE [1] SWITCH FOR FUCK COAL

AU: COLLEGES FOR SRC

AV: Switch for FUCK COAL

1: ZAC GILLIES-PALMER 
Economics
 
• 2018 SRC Environment Office
• 2017-2018 Labor Club Secretary
• 2018-2019 Labor Club Secretary

3: NINA QIU
Science

Did not provide a CV.

2: MURALI CHINNAPPA 
Arts

Did not provide a CV.
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What’s the Deal with the SRC? It’s not even Representative! What if Jerry Seinfeld ran the SRC? We don’t know, but it’d be much funnier and effective than the current sad 
state of things!

We want to fight for the voices of students who are interested in an SRC that isn’t one big show about nothing. Students, like who aren’t wasting their time on protests and 
fighting some imaginary threat, but are going to class, working and trying to do their best. We will fight for you, the Jerry, George, Elaine and Kramer’s of Sydney University.
We’d like to see: 
- SRC Meetings live streamed.
- The SRC Budget being published online every month – it’s YOUR SSAF money being spent, YOU should know where it goes!
- Spend SSAF money spent on mental health not protests!
- An end to any and all participation in the anti-Semitic BDS campaigns on campus –USyd SRC has shamefully been involved in these campaigns and should never again 
dedicate a single cent to this disgusting attack upon the Jewish people.
- Support for free speech on campus –students who don’t conform to leftist views have been shouted down, silenced and at times physically attacked, this is unacceptable.
- Disaffiliation from the National Union of Students.

It’s time to stop the rorts and figure out what’s the deal with the SRC!

AW: What’s the deal with the SRC?

1: DIMITRY PALMER
Law

• Vice-President, NSW Young Liberals (2017 - Present);
• Member, USU Clubs and Societies Committee (2016);
• Treasurer, Sydney University Liberal Club (2015-2016);
• Member, SOPHIA;
• Ben Shapiro 2020 Supporter;
• Top 3 Funniest Guys I Know - Lachlan Finch (BNOC 

2018).

1: COLBY WIGODER
Education

Did not provide a CV.

Vote [1] SHAKE UP for INTERFAITH

Policy Statement

SHAKE UP for INTERFAITH is determined to ensure the comfort and security of individuals of all faiths on campus. In doing so, the ticket represents the dignity and 
ethical responsibility of Sydney University students to accept diversity of cultures. The past few years have seen a significant rise in actions against many religious groups, 
including a 9% rise in Antisemitism featuring the distribution of Holocaust denial leaflets and attacks against Christian groups on campus for the conviction of their 
beliefs and the methods in which they see fit to operate as religious student societies.  This compromises the security and comfort of all faiths on campus and the Student 
Representative Council must wholeheartedly condemn these acts. Whilst interfaith relations are a constant area of improvement, the SRC as a body has not done enough 
to act as advocates for religious freedoms and facilities. These will be a firm focus of the SHAKE UP for INTERFAITH ticket.

Policies:
Strict Stance On Acts of Hate: With the reaffirmation of Section 20D against racial vilification, the SRC must commit to a proper response on matters of religious 
discrimination. Callous acts such as the protest of chaplaincy efforts and promotion of violent hate crimes on this year’s Women’s Honi Soit edition must be condemned. 
Strongly worded letters must be written by the Interfaith Officers representing the Student Representative Council condemning acts of hate against all faiths, to be passed 
on to the appropriate authority and followed up in due course. We applaud the passing of the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) Working Definition of 
Antisemitism by the SRC this year, despite significant opposition, and hope to work to fight antisemitism alongside all other forms of religious discrimination proactively 
and with great zeal.
Enough about Israel: Time and time again, radical groups use their positions of privilege and power to endorse the BDS (Boycott Divest Sanction) movement, currently 
one of the greatest threats to the Middle East’s only democracy. It is absurd that a country which is widely defined as such, protects the rights of religious minorities and 
is a staunch ally of Australia should be constantly persecuted by campus bodies. The vilification and demonization of Jewish students who maintain a connection to their 
indigenous homeland and the only Jewish state in the world is an unacceptable status quo. The obsessions with criticism of Israel by radical groups detracts immensely 
from the true purpose of the SRC; to represent and advocate for students at this university. Whilst criticism of Israel is naturally allowed, it is time that radical groups get 
over their obsession with criticising a state half a world away and start representing and advocating for students at this university. As a ticket, we will always seek an open 
and productive dialogue, even in matters of foreign policy where the SRC has limited purview, and seek to refocus the SRC back into student affairs.
Religious Freedom and Rights of Expression: In the last three years we have seen numerous faith groups persecuted and degraded by individuals within the student 
government due to the conviction of their faith and beliefs. It should be within the powers of various religious groups on campus to regulate themselves as they see fit in 
order to serve their beliefs. We wish to represent the interests of students of all faiths, ensuring their voices are heard within our student government. 
Interfaith Week: This year saw a successful and vibrant Interfaith Week facilitated by the USU. The ticket will promote and maintain this effort, in which religious/religious 
related societies may convene and display their various beliefs and cultures. Through this we aim to foster a festive atmosphere in which interfaith cooperation can 
practically take place whilst benefiting the general student population through, games, food, educational lectures and fun. The aim of this week is not to convert students or 
create a more religious campus, but rather to demonstrate the varying demographics/beliefs within USYD’s religious student population, whilst creating religious harmony 
between different groups which otherwise would not regularly have contact.

Vote [1] SHAKE UP for INTERFAITH”

AX: SHAKE UP for INTERFAITH

AY: Science Students for SRC

1: MAX KATZEN
Pharmacy

Did not provide a CV.

Science just became one of the largest and most diverse faculties at USYD - and yet the voices of Science students on campus are regularly ignored or never even
heard at all. We want to change this.

Vote [1] For Science Students For SRC on 18 th - 20 th September & we promise to fight for your rights, by implementing the following:

Science Students For SRC will work with the Faculty of Science and its students to ensure feedback is heard and changes implemented to improve upon the recent Faculty 
changes & merger.

Science Students For SRC will continue to fight for the needs and rights of all students registered with Disability Services and those facing Special Consideration issues, 
making sure every student is treated fairly and with respect.

Science Students For SRC will continue to work within the SRC and with University staff to investigate the lack of lecture recordings/lecture slide uploads in a wide range 
of subjects, and to secure accessible learning for all students.

Science Students For SRC will work with students within the Faculty of Science and across the University who may be facing hardship or disadvantage within their
studies (such as International Students, Indigenous Students, Rural Students, Students from Low SES Backgrounds & Students with Disabilities) to ensure that their needs 
are met and the impact of their circumstances is minimised wherever possible.

Science Students For SRC will create a focus group including at least 1 representative from each Science-affiliated Society, 1 SRC Councillor Studying within the Faculty 
of Science and 1 Faculty Representative for the discussion of student issues, social events, student safety on campus, outreach opportunities and other issues relevant to 
Science Students at USYD. The issues discussed at these meetings will then be brought to relevant bodies such as Faculty Committees and SRC Council.

1: Fan (Cherry) Hu
Education

-Science (Financial Mathematics and Statistics) 
-Property Manager and Real Estate Agent
-Chinese song fanatic
-Web drama actress
-Attempts to do a full time degree with 5h a week

1: Sarah Cutter-Russell
Science

- SRC Councillor & Director of Student Publications (2017 - 
Present)
- Science Society (SciSoc) President (2016 - Present)
- Science Society (SciSoc) IT Officer (2015 - 2016)
- Science Revue Co-Head of Wellbeing Team (Present)
- Science Revue Photographer and Back Stage Crew (2016)
- Science Student Mentor (2017)
- Awarded USU Life Membership (2017) 
- Division of Natural Sciences Undergraduate Committee Student Representative 
(2016 -2017)
- SOLES Teaching Committee Student Representative (2016)
- Biology Society Treasurer (2016)
- Bridge Club Secretary (2016)
- Pastafarian Society Vice President (2016)
- Honi Soit Art Contributor (2016)
- AIME Mentor (2016)
- V Team Volunteer (2016 - Present)
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Opening the doors to everyone to flourish in their educational pursuits should be the fundamental responsibility of every educational institution. We will aim to promote 
gender equality in education and workplace, especially in the STEM though providing: 
1. PASS sessions for all STEM students
2. Skills training / workshops
3. Weekly educational tours to large corporations

Prevent Campus Sexual Assault/Harassment and Build Up a Safer University
Sexual assault and harassment have been a national concern, causing great physical and mental harms to victims. Based on the report of Australian Human Rights 
Commission, 51% of university students were sexually harassed in 2016, and 48% of the incidents occurred at university. A survey conducted by the University of Sydney 
suggested that nearly one in four of students had experienced a sexual harassment incident during their time as a student.
The values of respect and integrity are foundational to our University community. The university should be wholly committed to keep our students and staff safe by taking 
effective actions:
1. Organize educational seminars to help students to define and prevent sexual harassment
2. Set up the Committee for Sexual Harassment Complain  
3. Provide private legal and psychological health service for victims   
4. Allocate more Campus Security Buses travelling between Camperdown, Newtown, Redfern and Central  

Improve Transparency of Student Services and Amenities Fee (SSAF)
The Student Service and Amenities Fee was introduced by the government to help universities fund services for students, such as sporting and recreational activities, child 
care, accommodation and legal services. 
Every student in USYD receives the SSAF Fee Statement each semester, though no one really knows where all the money is going.
Our research shows that 12% of total SSAF fee was allocated to SRC, which was $1,734,913. However, no further details about SRC spending are provided publicly. 
To prevent mis-use of allocated funds, we will improve transparency of SSAF fee by:
1. Provide SRC annual report online to make each fund transparent
2. Conduct / external audit to ensure the accuracy of the annual report
3. Set up strict procedures for reimbursement and question unusual spending 

Total words: 596 words for a 7- member group

Vote [1] SWITCH for a Green Campus for an environmentally and socially conscious voice on council. 

SWITCH for a Green Campus acknowledges the important role we all play in helping to conserve the environment and fight against climate change but also acknowledges 
that the fight for the environment must go beyond individuals which is why SWITCH for a Green Campus is dedicated to promoting divestment from fossil fuels. 

A green campus is about more than sustabinability on campus and must fight for a University that isn’t funded by the mining industry. 

SWITCH for a Green Campus will ensure that environmental activism is fully funded and the work of the environmental collective is promoted throughout campus. 

SWITCH for a Green campus will work with the Fossil Free campaign both on campus and across the country to work towards full divestment. 

SWITCH for a Green campus will promote the community garden and food co-op so more students can engage with them.

We will also work to ensure more green policies are implemented across campus to minimise waste and be more sustainable.
 
Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] SWITCH for NUS! 

Vote [1] SWITCH for a Green Campus!

1: PRUDENCE WILKINS-WHEAT
Arts

• Reporter Honi Soit - 2018
• Volunteer for the Widespread Outreach Program, 

which involves tutoring high-school students from 
low socio-economic backgrounds

• 2017 Dean’s List of Excellence in Academic Performance 
from the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences

• Cast, Law Revue - 2018
• Commonwealth Parliamentary Distinguished Merit Award and the Australian 

Defence Force (Long Tan) Award
• Proud owner of three succulents.

2: COCO FROHLICH
Arts/Laws

Did not submit a CV. 
1: ZIFAN XU
Law and Commerce

• Bachelor of Law and Bachelor of Commerce 
(Accounting and Information system)

• Placed 3rd out of 240 students in INFO2011; placed 1st 
out of 56 students in INFO 1000

• Certified Practicing Accountant (CPA) Associates 
membership

• 2015: Achieved 5% top students (92/100) at Taylors College
• 2015: Tutor at Ausmative Education (Mathematics and Physics)
• 2016: Diploma of Interpreting (Mandarin and English), Para-professional 

Interpreter accredited by NAATI
• 2016: Mentor in Business School Mentoring Program at the University of 

Sydney
• 2016: Treasurer in the Food-coop university society
• 2017: Awarded the 1st runner-up in the International Business Case 

Competition at the University of Hong Kong
• 2017: Paralegal at the MCA LEGAL Law firm
• 2017: Internship at the AXA Insurance Hong Kong Office
• 2017: Volunteered at the Justice Action (a community-based organisation of 

criminal Justice and mental health activists)
• 2018: Team leader of a 9-member team to participate the Sydney Genesis 

Startup Incubator Program, Co-Founder of Travelns: https://www.travelns.
org/

• 2018: Received the Tsinghua University Summer Program Grant & University 
of Sydney Vice Chancellor’s Global Mobility Scholarship to undertake an 
exchange program Financial Leaders of Tomorrow

• 2018: Undertook a course of Entrepreneurial Ecosystem at the Sydney School 
of Entrepreneurship with the SSE Mobility Scholarship

2: SHIQI (SHIKKI) WANG
Law and Commerce

• 2015: Achieved an ATAR of 99.7 in HSC (Top 0.3% in 
the NSW)

• 2016: placed equal 3rd of 233 students with a 
Distinction mark in INFO2001

• 2016: Member of Sydney University Law Society
• 2017: Member of University of Sydney Union
• 2017: Practical Legal Training (PLT) at the Austleg & Co
• 2017: English Teacher at the Global Education (China)
• 2017: scored a Distinction outcome 80% of the Criminal Law Research 

University Project
• 2018: Course Advisor/Tutor at the Top Marks Education
• 2018: Practical Legal Training (PLT) at the AHL Legal
• 2018: Taxation Internship at the Aura Group”

AZ: SWITCH FOR A GREEN CAMPUS

3: LOUISE PRESS
International and Global Studies/Laws

Did not submit a CV. 

4: THOMASIN MCCAUIG
Arts

Did not submit a CV. 

5: RILEY TREISMAN
Arts (Languages)

Did not submit a CV. 

6: EDITH WATT
Arts

Did not submit a CV. 
7: HANNAH ROUX
Arts

Did not submit a CV. 

Panda for Female Leadership Policy

Enterprise Women and Empower Women Through Entrepreneurial Education 
According to research conducted by the Australian Centre for Entrepreneurship, around 40% of the female population identify opportunities for new start-ups and believe 
they have the necessary skills to start a business. However, only 7.8% of the total female population in Australia are involved in setting up or founding their own business.
Female entrepreneurship is a key driver of a country’s prosperity, we believe that the university bears the onus to empower female students through accessible and 
inspiring entrepreneurial education:
1. Incorporate USYD into the NSW entrepreneurial ecosystem
2. Offer internship/program opportunities in successful start-ups and innovation hubs
3. Set up seed funds for female entrepreneurs 
4. Organize international Bootcamp to different destinations, such as China and US 

Promote Gender Equality in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM)
According to USYD Women, Work & Leadership Research Group, women comprise just 11.5% of STEM managers and just 5.7% of engineers, which contributes to the gender 
pay gap. The shortage of women engineers begins in education where poor careers advice and unacceptable stereotypes about STEM jobs, means STEM degrees attract 
the lowest proportion of female applicants. The Universities Admissions Centre’s data also reveal that only 2% of female applicants are accepted by engineering faculty, and 
about 1% of them accepted by Technology faculty in 2017 semester 1. 

BA: Panda for Female Leadership
3: XIAOMAN ZHU
Law and Commerce

• Bachelor of Law and Bachelor of Commerce 
(International Business)

• 2012: Finished 4 Years High school in USA
• 2013: Member of National Honour Society
• 2014: Secretary of Lititz Christian School Student 

Committee
• 2015: Captain of Lititz Christian School Ping-Pong team
• 2016: Internship at Inner Mongolia Baogang Branch, China Construction Bank 
• 2016: Volunteer at Rare Earth Industry International Forum
• 2016: Volunteer at 26th National Book Trading Expo”

4: XIAORONG (JUDY) LIU
Law and Commerce

• Bachelor of Law and Bachelor of Commerce 
(Accounting)

• 2016: Sales Assistant at the GPH International Pty Ltd
• 2017: Clerk Assistant at the Sylvia Legal
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BC: REBOOT for COLLEGES
BB: Advance against Racism
To defend and advance the collective interests of USYD students. The SRC acts as the voice for all students confronted with discrimination, oppression, injustice and 
violence. We will endeavour to work together as a team to run campaigns effectively and incentivise students to engage with our propositions. We also highly value 
commitment, due to the increasing instances of absenteeism of SRC office bearers. Advance, as an independent group is not affiliated, supported, or manipulated by 
any external power. This is a preliminary condition, ensuring we align our political neutrality with operative autonomy abreast enthusiasm. The formation of the team is 
culturally diverse enabling us to convey ideas holistically, which thereby helps in serving Advance with efficacy. SRC as a whole; including other student organisations USU 
and SUPRA, must unite to form a cohesive group where we can defend our student’s inalienable rights and maximise benefits.

REBOOT for EMERGENCY POINTS. 
We want to make this campus a place where all students can feel safe at any time of day and night. To introduce a greater degree of security for any student around campus, 
regardless of the time of day. Emergency points will be placed around the university in case of any trouble.

REBOOT for COLLEGE/STUDENT ACCOMMODATION SHUTTLE BUS
The long walk from college to the other corners of University can be quite dangerous at night. To promote safety for college students, REBOOT will make sure the university 
shuttle bus will go to all colleges and usyd accommodation to accommodate for on-campus student needs.

REBOOT for WELL LIT WALKS HOME
To ensure safety and comfort of students, the long dark walks home from University to college/USYD accommodation can be dangerous and unsettling at night. To 
promote comfort and safety, REBOOT will fight for better lit walkways.

So from the 18th to the 20th of September, vote for REBOOT because we deserve better!

Vote [1] REBOOT for COLLEGES
Vote [1] REBOOT your NUS
Vote [1] Adriana Malavisi for President

5: XIAOZE (GRACE) ZHOU
Law and Arts

• Bachelor of Law and Bachelor of Arts (International 
Relations)

• Languages: English, Chinese, Japanese
• Interests in international Relations, Asian Studies, 

American Studies, Media Studies, Commercial Law 
and Human Rights Law

6: JIAMIN (PRISCILLA) GAO
Arts
• Bachelor of Arts (Philosophy and Film Studies)
• 2015: Global Citizen Program 3.0 run by AIESEC
• 2015: Translator in U.S. High School Presidential EXPO
• 2016: President of EPT club in Shandong Experimental 

High School 
• 2017: Translator in EOA company in five countries
• Overall an open-minded and adventurous person

7: YUEMENG (ALISON) ZHANG
Commerce

• Bachelor of Commerce (Marketing)
• 2015: CDEN-GUET The Best Speaker of South China 

Debate Tournament
• 2016: Received offer from University of California 

Santa Cruz with the Dean’s award of $20,000 dollars 
• 2017: Student publicity ambassador for Australia 

summer program
• 2017: Internship at the First Media Australia

8: SHUTING KONG
Business III

Did not provide a CV.

2: XIAOYU (ANGELA) ZHANG
Education and Social Work

• EDUCATION
• Bachelor of Education (Secondary: Mathematics) and Bachelor of Science The 

University of Sydney Major: Mathematics and Chemistry.
• Equipped with some knowledge of education and teaching.
• The University of Sydney Foundation Program
• Taylors College
• Received a final GPA of 8.9 with English grade 8.0 .
• WORK EXPERIENCE
• H&T Realty Property consultant March 2015 -Present
• Conducting research and analysis of the property market and maintaining up-to 

date knowledge of government policies
• Assisting investors and buyers to take appropriate decisions regarding property 

purchase
• Development of communication skills and sociability
• Expansion of personal network
• EIC Education Sydney
• Intern
• Being the intern in the department of marketing Responsible for communicat-

ing with students
• Assisting in organisation of activities and events
• Ausmotive Education Tutor
• July 2016 -December 2016
• April 2016 - November 2016
• Worked one-on-one with students of Taylors College in subjects including 

chemistry and maths - Identified, selected, and modified resources to meet 
students’ diverse needs.[truncated]

3: KAIXIN (CONNIE) HUANG
Arts and Social Sciences

• My name is Connie and I am now a commerce student. I am energetic and en-
thusiastic to improve university environment for all students. Also, I have been 
in Australia for more than 5 years and I believe I am capable to bridge a connec-
tion between local students and international students. 

• Paralegal in Vstar Lawyers for 6 months
• Education: Bachelor of Commerce 2nd Year) University of Sydney, Australia Ma-

jor: Accounting, International Business”

1: DANIEL HU
Arts/Law 

• Education: 
• First year student, currently studying Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Laws 

(majoring in Sociology) at the University of Sydney
• Achieved High Distinction WAM in first semester of studies
• Ranked 1st for SCLG1001 (Introduction to Sociology)
• Awarded the David Stuart Hicks Scholarship by the University of Sydney Law 

School on the basis of academic merit
• Awarded the Fee Chin Chong Scholarship by David Lee, the chief executive of 

DWL Financial Services
• Personal Attributes:
• Highly passionate about leadership and community service 
• Good communication and teamwork skills: Honest, straightforward, and will 

complement the other team members in order to achieve maximum efficiency.
• Strong time management skills and meeting deadlines
• Employment History
• Paralegal at Colin Biggers & Paisley Law Firm (January 2018- present)
• Responsibilities include:
• Legal research (precedents, practice notes, case law summaries, liabilities 

covered by insurance policies, school liability cases, journals, commentaries, 
readings)

• Preparing library documents for several practice groups including insurance, 
employment & safety, intellectual property, corporate, dispute resolution, 
planning and property

• Filing and archiving legal documents
• Working with librarian to assist any research needs of lawyers within the firm
• Working in office services (delivering documents to the Supreme Court, 

preparation of files for lawyers
• Student Ambassador at University of Sydney (February 2018- present) 

[truncated]
3: HONGLI (OLIVIA) WANG
Arts

• My name is Olivia and I’m currently a third year student major in Economics. 
I come from Chongqing China, a special city with all the spicy food. I have 
worked in Chatime and Sharetea for two years because I personally just 
love milk teas. Also I had internship in Chongqing Newspaper Office from 
December 2017 to March 2018.

4: LUOYU (HAYLEY) ZHANG
Business
• Volunteering Internship 
• Huaxi securities  (Beijing) [Since Dec 2017 to Feb 2018]
• Understanding of products and activities of securities company
• Introduction of public funds and private equity funds
• Recommending key financial products to clients
• Providing counselling service of key financial products
• Evaluation of product with high sales
• proficient in Microsoft excel/word/ppt function.
• Beijing Foreign Enterprise Human Resources Service Co.  [Since Noc 2016 to 

Jan 2017]
• Preliminary understanding of HR management
• Maintaining HR database and fines
• Creating and distributing labor contract
• Translation of Chinese to English and vice versa in meetings occasionally
• Teaching English in Chiang Mai, Thailand. [July 2017]
• Organizations: World without Borders (WWB)

5: YU (IRYNA) ZHANG
Science

• teaching assistant in New Oriental
• sales of bottle shop in china (intern)
• Receptionist of LJ Hooker

6: BETTINA CHAN
Science

Did not provide a CV.

1. GRACE SEARLE
Nursing/Arts

• SASS
• SUSLAS
• Sydney University Italian Society 
• SUBSKI

2. ELLIE BROWN
Health Science

Did not provide a CV.

3. WILLIAM AVERY
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

4. CAILIN FELDMAN
Science

Did not provide a CV.

5. MADDY LOCKHART 
Vet Science

Did not provide a CV.

6. DENALI HUTT
Science

Did not provide a CV.

7. TOM ALCHIN
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

8. THOMAS HARRINGTON
Science

Did not provide a CV.
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1: CATHERINE PRIESTLY
Engineering

• Engineering (4th Year)
• President of Life Choice Sydney

BD: STUDENTS FIRST for WELLBEING
1: LARA SONNENSCHEIN
INGS

• SRC Education Officer, 2018
• Editor, Counter Course Handbook, 2018
• Student Representative, Political Economy, 2018 
• Honi Soit reporter, 2018
• Women’s Officer Political Economy Society, 2017-18
• Founder and national organiser, Disarm Universities
• Organiser, Keep Ramsay Out of USyd
• Organiser and speaker, Radical Education Week 

2018
• NSW Education Organising Group Member, 2017-18
• National Day of Action, 2014-18
• Activist work featured in The Australian, Junkee and 

ABC
• Education Action Group, 2017-18
• Women’s Collective, 2017-18
• Queer Action Collective, 2017-18
• Environment Collective, 2017-18 [truncated]

2: MONICA JONES
Arts/Law

• Treasurer, Australian China Youth Association
• Contributor, Queer Honi 2017
• Member, Women’s Collective 2016-2018
• Member, Education Action Group 2016-2018
• Member, Queer Action Collective 2016-2018

3: GEORGIA MANTLE
Arts/Social Work

• Arts Representative Academic Board, 2017
• General Secretary, 2016
• Indigenous Officer, 2015-16
• Editor in Chief, Indigenous Honi 2016
• Editor, Women’s Honi 2016
• Wentworth Must Fall campaign founder
• Failed presidential candidate, 2016
• Member, Women’s Collective 2015-2018
• Member, Education Action Group 2015-2018
• Member, Queer Action Collective 2015-2018

4: AIDEN MAGRO
Arts

• Social Justice Officer 2018
• Community Action Against Homophobia Organiser
• Editor, Queer Honi 2017
• Member, Education Action Group 2016-2018
• Member, Queer Action Collective 2016-2018

VOTE 1 STUDENTS FIRST FOR WELLBEING!
IMPROVE QUALITY OF WELLBEING FOR STUDENTS ACROSS CAMPUS!
• More funding for mental health services across the University.
• Financial support for crisis pregnancy services for students at Sydney University.
• Investing in better counselling services, for students facing difficult circumstances. 
A Students First SRC is focused on delivering you the services you need and ensuring that changes that will improve student experience and wellbeing is a priority for the 
SRC.
IMPROVE WELLBEING! VOTE STUDENTS FIRST FOR WELLBEING!

BE: GRASSROOTS FOR SRC
GRASSROOTS is a team of experienced activists and proven student advocates. We believe that our student union should be about progressive politics, not party politics. 
We want a fighting SRC, which stands against racism, sexism, queerphobia and cuts to higher education. We are at the picket lines, we hit the streets, and we get results.

THE FIGHT FOR FREE EDUCATION 
GRASSROOTS is committed to ensuring that you get the best out of your educational experience at USyd. We will continue the fight against education cuts to to the tertiary 
sector and for free education. 
We are opposed to the Ramsay Centre which wants to introduce a Bachelor of Western Civilisation degree at USyd. Universities should not be places where billionaires can 
buy influence over curriculum, staffing and pedagogy in order to peddle racism disguised as appreciation for ‘Western culture’.
We believe that research at universities should be done for the public good, and oppose the USyd’s increased militarisation. The University currently invests millions of 
dollars in the world’s largest arms manufacturers, and engages in weapons research which contributes to death and destruction. 
We know that Special Considerations and Disability Services fail far too many students. We will advocate for a system that aids students when they need support, rather 
than one that is punitive and cruel. And we have achieved results: we saved simple extensions, extended them across all faculties, and we will continue to work to ensure 
all students have equitable access. 

THE FIGHT AGAINST RAPE ON CAMPUS 
Sexual assault and harassment is a fundamental abuse of a person’s bodily autonomy, and can greatly impact a student’s mental health and their ability to fully participate 
in campus life. Universities have a very clear moral and legal duty to provide a safe and non-discriminatory environment for students. Part of that is both preventing sexual 
assault from happening, as well as providing quality, trauma-informed services and pathways for reporting incidents of sexual assault. GRASSROOTS has been at the 
forefront of this campaign, and we will continue the fight for student and survivor rights.

INCLUSIVE PARTICIPATION IN YOUR SRC
GRASSROOTS wants the SRC to be an inclusive and democratic decision-making body, and will make sure that students are included in the processes that affect their 
university experience. We will achieve this by having student collectives and officer-bearers more involved in the interactions between management and students, in 
forums such as Academic Board meetings, student welfare and housing, Indigenous strategies and services, and international representation. 

SUPPORTING AND FACILITATING STUDENT ADVOCACY 
GRASSROOTS will ensure that our SRC is an activist space, which caters for and supports every student. We are committed to creating a university that is inclusive for all 
people by ensuring that autonomous collectives are fully funded and supported in their campaigns and activities. Collectives are at the heart of advocacy for marginalised 
groups of students, and have led crucial campaigns on sexual assault, queer rights, Indigenous politics, and disability support services.

A SUSTAINABLE CAMPUS 
GRASSROOTS believes that real action on climate change is the biggest challenge of our generation, and that students can be a big part of the solution. We want a green 
campus that endeavors to divest from fossil fuels, and which seizes the potential embedded in the university as a hotbed for dissent, critique and innovation, becoming a 
part of the global effort to find solutions to the present ecological crisis rather than another contributor.

GRASSROOTS commits to: 
Continuing to proposed cuts to higher education and campaign for a free education.
Fighting to end sexual violence in university communities through advocating for university reform and expanding the SRC legal service.
Fully funding autonomous activist collectives so they can continue their vital work.
Facilitating greater Office Bearer participation in meetings with the University management and on committees.
Collaborating with international student communities to ensure adequate representation of issues affecting them.
Fixing the stipend system so that all collectives’ office-bearers are remunerated and can focus on their vital activist work.
Opposing the Liberal government, its agenda, and all it stands for. We are committed to organising and fighting against it. 
A green campus that endeavors to divest from fossil fuels.
Fighting against The Ramsay Centre for Western Civilisation.
Opposing the neoliberal university and working with the NTEU to fight back attacks on our education.

Vote [1] LARA for PRESIDENT for a dedicated, left-wing President!
Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for NUS for a left-wing national union! 
Vote [1] GRASSROOTS for SRC for an activist, accessible and effective SRC!

5. CLAIRE POLLAK
Arts

• Member, Greens on Campus

7. SARAH LI
Music

• Events manager - COMA, 2017-2018

6. DAVID SHAKES
Engineering/Science

• SRC Councillor, 2014
• SRC Queer Officer, 2014
• SRC Education Officer, 2015

8. RACHEL TAYLOR 
Science

• Member, Animal Welfare Society

BF: REBOOT for STUDENT WELLBEING
Liam Thomas

University students in Australia are a high risk group when it comes to issues of wellbeing and mental health. A national study found that 98% of Australian university 
students report having had their studies impacted by mental health
concerns, whilst only 27% have utilised on-campus support services. 

More needs to be done to support students, and we believe that our student unionhas an important role in facilitating healthy student wellbeing.

REBOOT for MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
When it comes to student support, USyd has been ranked as the worst performer out of all the Go8 Universities. 

The University has been consistently failing students when it comes to mental health services and this needs to be addressed, immediately. We will fight to ensure that 
more funding is spent on rectifying the dismal state of USyd’s mental health services, with a focus on increased staff training in identifying students who are struggling
mentally but afraid to ask for help, as well as increasing the budget for CAPS(Counselling and Psychological Services) so that students are no longer limited to the shockingly 
low 6 sessions per year. 

Furthermore, we will ensure that these mental health services are clearly advertised and promoted across the University so that all students are aware of the help available 
to them.
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1. LIAM THOMAS
Arts

• SHADES Publicity Officer (2018-)
• ALP Club Membership (2017-)
• SASS Member (2017-)
• MAHSOC Member (2018-
• QUAC Member (2018-)

2. EWAN UNCLES
Arts

• ALP Club General Executive (2018-), 
• SULS Member (2018-), 
• ECOSOC Member (2018-), 
• Sydney University Politics Society Member 

(2018-), 
• SASS Member (2018-), 
• First Year Torts Moot (2018-)

4. HAMISH BROWN
Arts/Law

• SASS Member (2017-), 
• MAHSOC General Executive (2018-), 
• SUEUA Member (2017-), 
• SUCE Member (2017-)”

5. MICHAEL LI
VetSci

• SASS Member (2017-),
• MAHSOC General Executive (2018-)”
• SUCE Member (2017-)

6. INDIGO BENNETT
Education

• International Youth Fellowship Society (2017-)
• Sydney Uni Taekwondo Club (2017-)

7. JASPER YEGHIAIAN-ALVANDI
Commerce

• FINSOC Member (2018-)

8. SAKETH DARBHAMULLA
Science

• SCISOC (2018-)
• PHYSOC (2018-)
• FOODSOC (2018-)
• MATHSOC (2018-)
• SUUFA (2018-)
• ALP (2018-)

Education is a process not a commodity. 

The Liberal Government and university management reject this basic truth. They advance the slow trend toward the corporatization of the University and the neoliberalisation 
of learning. No price tag should be placed on education. We need an activist SRC that is going to passionately fight against attacks on higher education. 

SWITCH  for Fair Education stands for -- 

INCREASING EDUCATIONAL QUALITY 

We need smaller class sizes and the retention of course diversity for the University to actually live up to its promise of a world-class education!

PROVIDING LOW-SES STUDENT SUPPORT 

Encourage the university to provide more specific scholarships, mentoring and assistance towards low SES students in order for a more fair and equal education. Especially 
housing & exchange scholarships for low-SES students.

OPPOSING FEE DEREGULATION & HELP CAPS

This is the main cause a SWITCH SRC will tirelessly fight for. It is our responsibility as students to protect those who will be excluded from higher education by these 
reforms. Education is not just the province of the rich.

OPPOSING THE RAMSAY CENTRE FOR WESTERN CIVILISATION 

University staff have expressed well founded concerns regarding academic independence. Ramsay Centre CEO Simon Haines has said they will review all course content, 
not hire teachers who have criticised Western civilisation and will withdraw funding if they think the course isn’t sufficiently pro-West.

Universities should be a place to challenge dominant ideas, institutions and systems - not a place where billionaires can buy influence over curriculum, staffing and 
pedagogy in order to pedal racism disguised as appreciation for Western Culture.

Vote [1] LARA for President! 
Vote [1] SWITCH for NUS! 
Vote [1] SWITCH for Fair Education!

1: EMMA HARBRIDGE 
Arts

• Artist, Honi Soit

3. SIMONE CHEUANGHANE
INGS

• Did not provide a CV.

2: CAITLYN COMAN-SARGENT 
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

BG: SWITCH FOR FAIR EDUCATION
REBOOT for AN ON-CAMPUS HEADSPACE

We will push for the establishment of an on-campus partnership between the University of Sydney and Headspace. As it currently stands the University has a research 
partnership in place with Headspace. However, other universities
around Australia, such as the University of Canberra, have Headspace services located on-campus. Establishing a Headspace facility on the main-campus would provide 
much needed, and easily accessible, support for students suffering from longer-term mental health issues that currently cannot be addressed by CAPS. The establishment 
of a Headspace facility on-
campus would also alleviate the burden on CAPS as the sole University mental health service, so that students are not forced to wait days or weeks to see a professional.

REBOOT for PEER SUPPORT
Whilst professionals play a vital role in assisting students with mental health concerns, it is also crucial to foster a positive and mutually supportive community here at 
USyd. Many universities implement peer support programs as key components to upholding student wellbeing, something desperately missing at our University. We will 
implement a program whereby students can volunteer to offer peer support. They will receive basic training in listening, communication and how to recognise mental 
health concerns,
and refer students to professional services. However, peer support will not just be aimed at students dealing with mental health concerns, but also at those students simply 
feeling a bit lost or lonely at University, and who need someone to talk to. We believe a program such as this would encourage a sense of community, and an environment 
where all students feel they have
someone to turn to.

REBOOT for THERAPY DOGS
Life at university, especially during the exam period, can often become incredibly stressful and overwhelming. It is at this time of semester that
services such as CAPS completely book out with students struggling to cope. One of the most successful and easily accessible programs that has been run to address this 
is therapy dogs. Currently the therapy dogs program, run
primarily by SASS, occurs only once or twice a semester. We will ensure that the therapy dogs program is run far more frequently, especially during exams, so that students 
walking down Eastern Avenue can pat some friendly dogs,
relax, and get advice about how to deal with exams and the stresses of
university life.

So from the 18th to the 20th of September, vote to REBOOT your SRC - because we deserve better!

Vote [1] REBOOT for STUDENT WELLBEING
Vote [1] REBOOT your NUS
Vote [1] Adriana Malavisi for President

3. NICHOLAS PEPPERCORN
Arts/Law

• SULS Member (2018-), 
• ECOSOC Member (2018-), 
• ALP Club Member (2018-), 
• TEASOC Member (2018-)

BH: Students First for Free Speech 
STOP CAMPUS FROM BECOMING A SAFE SPACE. VOTE STUDENTS FIRST.
Whether it’s a society being lambasted for posting a meme on its Facebook page, the attempt to shut down the screening of a documentary or the violent protests of 
leftwing activist against conservative points of view, Free Speech on campus is under threat! Only Students First will stand up against the Left’s attempts to shut down 
expression of views. 

In order to think one must risk being offensive.
 
Campus must not become a safe space. 

We believe that the whole point of coming to university is to have your views challenged in the market place of ideas.
The attempt by the left to censor your access to opposing points of view represents a fundamental shift away from a studying environment that is meant to subject your 
world view to opposing information, ideas and ideology. We cannot let university become a left wing echo chamber. 

Only Students First will stand up against the cry bullies and defend what is the most fundamental element to a free Society. 

STOP CAMPUS FROM BECOMING A SAFE SPACE. VOTE STUDENTS FIRST.
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1: BAILEY BROOM
Business 
  
• First year Commerce student
• School Captain (2017)
• Loves pineapple on pizza (1999-)
• Maths Tutor (2016-)
• Sydney University Catholic Society Member (2018-)
• LifeChoice Member (2018-)
• Sydney University Liberal Club Member (2018-)
• Appreciator of Innovative and Agile Memes

2: JOSHUA DE LORE
Arts/Law

• Bachelor of Economics / Bachelor of Laws I
• Private Tutoring (2016-)
• Works at Bunnings 
• Former Captain

Left Action is a coalition of student activists committed to fighting for free, public education.

Education is a human right, not a privilege. Left Action believes that universities should be free, public institutions, not beholden to corporate interests. Decades of budget 
cuts and attacks have gutted universities, and eroded the quality and diversity of courses. Education should be free and fully funded publicly; universities should be not 
forced to look to the big end of town to make up for cuts. The corporatisation of our education has seen our universities become havens for weapons manufacturers 
and racist billionaires, rather than arenas of debate and critical thought. Our candidates will continue to campaign through the SRC to keep corporate greed out of our 
education.

Recently, as part of the national Books Not Bombs campaign, Left Action activists have been campaigning for Sydney University to cut all ties with the arms industry. This 
has seen us take on the racist Ramsay Centre, which wants to buy influence in the university, to dictate the curriculum and peddle Western propaganda under the guise of 
reinvigorating the arts the same arts from which VC Michael Spence recently ripped funding.  We will continue to fight through the SRC to keep the sort of Euro-centric 
bias the Ramsey centre represents off our campus. 

As a student union the SRC has a duty to support staff struggles to defend their conditions which ultimately affect our education. Left Action will continue to support 
university staff and NTEU in their fight against management attacks on their working conditions. 

Vote [1] Left Action for Free Education for SRC
Vote [1] Grassroots for NUS and [2] Switch for NUS

BI: Left Action for Free Education

1. MADDIE POWELL
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

3: SARA SPARKES
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

5: MANSI KAMBLE
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

2: SOPHIE HASLAM
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

4. ELEANOR MORLEY
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

Sydney University’s treatment of women has been absolutely appalling and I think we can all agree on that. I do not want to repeat the statistics that have increased year 
by year regarding sexual assault on campus, because we all know the numbers, but where is the change? In February 2018 the Red Zone Report was released, entailing the 
myriad of sexual assault cases that have happened on campus, and the constant fear women face while at university. 

It saddens me that I have to repeat what has already been demanded by women before me, but the University of Sydney is yet to follow through. We are constantly 
disappointed by the University of Sydney, but that will not quieten us: we want mandatory consent training for ALL new students, the abolishment of the colleges, proper 
survivor consultations and much more. We do not want women to feel alienated for expressing themselves through what they wear, or scared because they are alone at 
night. THIS IS NOT OKAY. 

If elected to the SRC I will continue my fight for womens rights and work closely with Women’s Officers and other passionate individuals to campaign against sexual assault 
on campus. As Women’s Officer of two societies, I would like to develop a network of women who can empower, encourage and assist each other in their university lives, 
and create and safe and comfortable environment for women to express themselves. 

Gloria Steinem says, “”Feminism is about making life fairer for women everywhere”” and that includes University campuses. Unfortunately, Sydney University fails to follow 
this. We deserve equality NOW. 

Vote [1] Lara Sonneschein for president 
Vote [1] Switch for Feminism

BJ: SWITCH FOR FEMINISM

1: NATALIE MISSIRIS
Bachelor of Secondary Education (Arts and Social 
Sciences)/Bachelor of Arts

• Women’s Officer for Sydney University Labor    
Club 

• Women’s Officer for Sydney University Education and 
Social Work Society 

• Member of Sydney University Women’s Collecive
• Member of SUDS
• Member of Arts and Social Sciences Society 
• Usyd Womns Revue 

2: ELENI TSIONIS
arts and social sciences

• member of Sydney University Labor club

The student representative council, should be just that; representative. Unfortunately for the majority of students it is anything but. Influenced by the far left on campus 
whose extreme views and ideology are put ahead of the greater good of this great university and its students. Instead of efficiently running the expanses of money they 
are granted, more focus is put into undermining conservatives just because they are conservatives. This kind of generalisation and prejudice has no place in governing us 
as students. This kind of unreserved hatred belongs in a different era. We are here to learn.

If elected, I will endeavor to represent those who are too often ignored and left behind by this university in the echo chamber that is the SRC. Less of your fees should be 
going to the SRC, currently they fund a ridiculous menagerie of officer positions. Many of which impact little to no people and are there simply to help the SRC in their aim 
to be the most “progressive” and tolerant organisation possible. There’s no pragmatism and reality in the allocation of the funds to the SRC. We need to be thinking about 
issues that actually impact most of us. Think, the ridiculous OLE system. Think, transport for international students. $1.8 Million of your fees don’t do anything to help 
solve things that actually impact you.

If we allow the SRC to continue on this course it will only go further away from reality. It’s time to make the Wright decision and side with me, William Wright, the campus 
Conservatives, and my highly capable ticket. Your University experience is in your hands.  

BK: CONSERVATIVES FOR REALITY

3: AMY PFEFFERMAN
arts and social sciences

• member of Sydney University Labor Club 
• Publications Officer of Sydney University Labor Club

1: WILLIAM WRIGHT
Bachelor of Arts

Did not provide a CV.

2: ABBY DONALDSON
Bachelor of Arts

• BArts
• First Year Officer, Sydney University Liberal Club
• Secretarial Work (2017)

3: LACHIE MUIR
Bachelor of Commerce/Law

Did not provide a CV.

4: BEN HINES
Bachelor of Commerce/Laws

Did not provide a CV.
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5: COSETTE DE LORENZO
Bachelor of Arts

• SRC Women’s Officer, 2018
• 2017 SRC Autonomous Collective Against Racism OB
• EIC of Growing Strong 2018 
• EIC of Women’s Honi Soit 2018 
• Editor of ACAR Honi Soit 2016 & 17 
• Pro Life Famous 2018 
• Prolific internet shit talker 
• BSOC ( Big Scandal on Campus)

7: JACK O’BRIEN
Bachelor of Commerce

Did not provide a CV.

BL: REBOOT FOR STUDENT HOUSING

6: THERESE HAVA
Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Arts

Did not provide a CV.

REBOOT FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING FOR REGIONAL AND LOW SES STUDENTS:

Regional and low-socio economic students are too often priced out of the on/near campus housing market, and need urgent support from the University. Residential 
locations such as the Darlington Terraces do provide reasonably affordable student accommodation ($210/wk approx.), however places in these locations are extremely 
limited. Private alternatives, such as UniLodge and the Residential Colleges are financially inaccessible for many regional and low SES students, and do not operate in 
the direct interests of all students. We will fight to ensure that the University prioritising the expansion of affordable housing options on/near campus, to increase the 
accessibility of the University of Sydney to non-Sydney metro and low SES students.

REBOOT FOR ACCESSIBILITY AND SAFETY:

Reboot will ensure that the free shuttle service is more effectively promoted as a means to improve the welfare of our students and staff. The free campus bus is incredibly 
important in enhancing the accessibility of all University of Sydney campuses. Moreover, the Camperdown/Darlington to Redfern station route provides a safer alternative 
to walking outside of daylight hours. Unfortunately, the service is underutilised by students, primarily due to a lack of information regarding bus routes and timetables. We 
will distribute timetable and route posters in libraries and buildings on campus to connect students and staff with this essential service.

REBOOT FOR EXAM TIMETABLES:

Students rely on the release of the end of semester timetable in order to plan their accommodation and arrangements to return home. Currently, exam details are not 
finalised until very late in the semester, despite course numbers being finalised after the census date. Most other universities publish their exam schedules during mid-
semester break, which gives their students certainty regarding their accommodation and travel circumstances. Sydney University students deserve this clarity too, so 
Reboot will fight to ensure that international and regional students no longer have to choose between sitting an exam and rebooking travel arrangements home, by 
mandating that final exam timetables be released as soon as possible after census.

Vote [1] REBOOT for STUDENT HOUSING
Vote [1] REBOOT your NUS
Vote [1] Adriana Malavisi for President

1: THOMAS CONDON
Arts

• Degree: Bachelor of Arts (maj. Gov’t & IR, Political 
Economy)

• SASS Member (2017-)
• SASS Sponsorships Director (2018)
• SUUNS Members (2017)
• PokerSoc Member (2017-)
• ALP Club Member (2018-

2: BRANDON HALE
Arts

• Degree: Bachelor of Arts (maj. Gov’t & IR,) Second year

3: MEARA O’BRIEN
Law

• “Degree: LLB II/Bachelor of Arts (maj. Gov’t & IR, an-
thropology)

• SASS Member (2017 - ) 
• SULS Member (2017 - ) 
• SULS Women’s Committee (2017)
• SUDS Member (2017 - )
• SURG Member (2017 - )
• USYD WOCO Member (2017 - )

4: JOSEPHINE SPRINGSTEEN
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

6: ALEXANDAR RISTEVSKI
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

5: THOMAS GAO
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

7: YANYAN CHEN
Arts

• Degree: Bachelor of Arts (Media and Communications. 
Maj. Digital Cultures and Marketing)

• SASS Member (2017-)
• SASS Operations Director (2018)
• Tea Society Member (2017)
• Handball Society Member (2017)
• FABSOC Member (2017)

8: BRYN WATERS
Arts

• Degree: Bachelor of Arts (maj. History, International 
Relations)

“SWITCH against racism stands against racism on campus and within our student community. We are standing for a university campus that celebrates diversity and 
cultural difference. 

With over half of all Australians being born overseas or having a parent born overseas, we think the University needs to recognise the intersectional struggles faced by its 
students. Every student deserves to feel safe on campus and not be victimized by racism and xenophobia with reports that 1 in 5 Australians experienced racist abuse in 
the past 12 months, even higher for those of a linguistically diverse background, Indigenous background or Muslim-Australians, and institutional barriers faced by people 
of colour it is more important than ever that the Student Union prioritise fighting racism in all its forms. 

SWITCH against racism also recognise the unique experience of recent migrants and refugees who come to study at USYD we want to ensure all SRC resources are available 
in a wide range of languages. We also want to work with the Univeristy to create and promote a scholarship program for refugee students 

SWITCH against racism will work to ensure that our campus is free of racist and xenophobic graffiti so all students can feel safe and welcomed.  

SWITCH against racism will work with the student body to promote awareness of cultural diversity and actively campaign against racism.   

SWITCH against racism will promote recognition for the unique issues faced by LGBTIQA+ people of colour and those of a low socioeconomic status, through increased 
support and funding for ACAR and the Wom*n of Colour Collective.

Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] SWITCH for NUS! 

Vote [1] SWITCH Against Racism!”

BM: SWITCH AGAINST RACISM

1: MAYA ESWARAN
Arts/Law

• Member of Executive, SRC (2018)
• Councillor, SRC (2018)
• Student Board Director, USU (2018)
• Member Education Action Group 2018
• Member Keep Ramsay out of USYD
• Couldn’t think of something funny to end of this CV

2: NICOLE LEONG
Arts/Law II

Did not provide a CV.

3: TOM DERRICK
Advanced Science

Did not provide a CV.

4: JOSHUA WONG
Science/Arts

Did not provide a CV.
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BN: REBOOT FOR LAW
REBOOT LIBRARY SEATS

Regulate their use to ensure parity for all students and petition for more library spaces. This is a constant struggle for USYD students, who are often forced from studying 
at the campus because of a complete lack of seat and desk space. Perhaps most frustrating of all are the seats that are ‘occupied’ with belongings, but not actually used for 
days on end. If elected, we would advocate for better regulation of the seats’ usage, to ensure parity for all students. We would also petition for a new library space to be 
constructed or adapted into new buildings, to accommodate for increased usage. We would also explore the potential restrictiction of access to libraries for non-USYD 
students during STUVAC week, so as to prioritise usage in such a crucial, and stressful time. Uni is hard enough, why should it be made harder?

 REBOOT A CAMPUS WITH LIFE

More opportunities for music and the arts, live music at venues across the uni and accessible rehearsal spaces. At the moment, the university is dead at the times that it 
should be alive. We have beautiful facilities, wouldn’t it be great if campus was a 24hr place with live music at USU outlets (like courtyard) and better access to rehearsal 
spaces so that we can support our musicians? I imagine a uni where it is bustling and full after the sun goes down, making the most of the beautiful campus we have and 
encouraging musicians to share their work.

 REBOOT CHOICE - MAKE OLE’S OPTIONAL

For students who have degrees which are filled to the brim, OLE’s are an unwelcome adition. Rather than being able to choose subjects one enjoys, the compulsory nature of 
the OLE’s forces people to sacrifice subjects they would be interested in for small, 2 credit point units which add little to the degree. Furthermore, the fact that the units are 
so small requires people to take at least 3 at a time, which increases the number of due dates, stress, and often leads to a greater workload than a normal 6 credit point unit.

 REBOOT ECONOMIC SUPPORT SERVICES

Petitioning the government to reverse funding cuts and ensure affordable housing for students. The media has recently brought to public attention the dire situation facing 
students, with high costs of living, funding cuts to universities, and a lack of government response. The role of the SRC is to advocate for students, and as this is perhaps 
one of the most pressing issues affecting all students, it is paramount that action be taken.

 So from the 18th to the 20th of September, vote for REBOOT because students deserve better!

Vote [1] REBOOT for LAW
Vote [1] REBOOT for NUS
Vote [1] Adriana Malavisi for President

1: SEAN PERRY
Law

• Music and Singing director of the Law Revue 2018
• First Year Moot 2018-
• Dalyell Scholar and Global Citizenship Award
• Active member of: SULS, ALP Club

2: CONNOR WHERRETT
Economics/Law

• General Executive, SHADES 2017-
• Vice President, University of Sydney Republic Society 

2017-
• Treasurer, Sydney University ALP Club 2017-
• President, University of Sydney Economics and Econo-

metrics Society 2017
• Socials Director, Sydney Arts Students Society 2016-17
• General Executive, The Sydney University Musical 

Theatre Ensemble - MUSE 2016-17
• General Executive, Sydney University ALP Club 2016-17
• Member, Sydney University Law Society 2016-
• Member, Sydney University Dramatic Society 2017-
• Member, Sydney University Law Revue Society 2016-17

3: NATHANIEL GLEESON
Arts/Law

• Recipient of the Sydney Scholars Award Scholarship
• Future Leaders’ Scheme participant
• Co-founded the Dalyell Scholars Society
• Faculty-elected student Representative of the Fac-

ulty of Arts and Social Sciences Dalyell Scholars (term: 
2018-19).

• Student Representative of the Department of Histori-
cal and Philosophical Enquiry (term: 2018-2019)

• Active member of the Dalyell Scholars Society, Drama 
Society, Law Society, Writing Society, and Fine Arts So-
ciety

• Participant in the Global Citizenship Award

4: SANJEEV DESAI
Arts

• Degree - Arts (Music Major) / Law 
• Societies: Jazz Society (Participation: Big Band) ALP 

Club (Participation: Meetings/Debates) SULS (Partic-
ipation: Interfaculty Fun Run, First Year Mooting Com-
petition) Law Revue 2018 (Participation: Band)5: SHENEE KUAN

Law/Arts

Did not provide a CV. 
6: JUNG WOO (JOHN)
Law/Arts

Did not provide a CV. 

8: JACARANDA LUO
Ecomomics 

Did not provide a CV.

7: THOMAS GAO
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

REBOOT for Accessibility fights for the needs of students who have difficulty accessing the full breadth of opportunities present at The University of Sydney. Growing 
social awareness around the needs of student carers, students with disabilities and students whose second language is English have shown the University to be ignorant 
of the needs of these students. From the defunding of student services to the wheelchair inaccessibility of some lecture halls; there needs to be a REBOOT to the attitudes 
and policies of the SRC and the University to most effectively provide for students with additional accessibility needs. REBOOT will fight for the needs of these students 
on the SRC and all across campus.

We will REBOOT the PUSH FOR MORE AREAS ON USYD CAMPUS TO BE WHEELCHAIR ACCESIBLE, TARGETING LECTURE THEATRES. Wheelchair accessibility on Usyd 
campus is incredibly spotty, with some students relying solely on lecture recordings to access the same content that other students can in person. Clearly, this limits the 
ability for students to engage with the full breadth of content offered in their courses. This needs to be changed and REBOOT will push for the SRC to place wheelchair 
access at the forefront of their goals as a council.

We will REBOOT the PROTECTION OF STUDENTS SERVICES FUNDING THAT PROVIDE SUPPORT TO ESL STUDENTS and STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES. With the 
recent cuts to student services at the University, ALL students have been negatively impacted by lack of support for first year students and especially ESL students and 
students with disabilities who rely on student services and provide programs to them. By taking protective stances on student services, REBOOT will fight for the university 
to no longer cut an already underfunded and vital element of the University’s support services.

We will REBOOT the PUSH FOR LECTURE RECORDINGS FOR CARERS AND STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES WHO CANNOT ATTEND LECTURES IN PERSON. Lecture 
recordings are incredibly vital for student carers who at any moment may be needed by the person they care for. By ensuring that lecture recordings are providing adequate 
levels of content to carers and students with disabilities, if these students cannot in any way physically attend a lecture, they can engage with quality course content.

We will REBOOT the PUSH FOR MORE UNIVERSITY SERVICES TO BE TARGETED AT THE NEEDS OF ESL STUDENTS. With little support for students whose second 
language is English, many students find difficulty to even pass certain classes. Though there are writing and English courses currently provided by the University, REBOOT 
will fight for University services and funding to reflect the growing ESL student population.

So from the 18th to the 20th of September, vote for REBOOT because we deserve better!

Vote [1] REBOOT for DRUG REFORM
Vote [1] REBOOT your NUS
Vote [1] Adriana Malavisi for President

BO: REBOOT FOR ACCESSIBILITY

1: HEKTOR VINEBURG
Arts

• Presenter, SURG FM (2018)
• Member, Political Economy Society (2018)
• Member, Work & Organisational Studies Society (2018)
• Proxy, SRC (2018)
• Member, Education Action Group (2018)

2: REBECCAH MILLER 
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

3: REBECCA HOWARTH
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

4: XIAOYUAN (PETER) PANG
Business

Did not provide a CV.

5: SAM NORMAN
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

6: KEESHA FIELD
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

7: WILLIAM EDWARDS
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

8: JACOB COOREY
Arts

Did not provide a CV.
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BP: REBOOT FOR ACCESSIBILITY
I have no idea wtf the SRC is. Please elect me so I can find out.

1: HAL FOWKES
Bachelor of Arts I

Did not provide a CV.

BQ: REBOOT FOR INTERFAITH
“REBOOT AGAINST RELIGIOUS DISCRIMINATION
We will work with religious societies, chaplains and the university to promote a culture of openness which will allow students to feel comfortable coming forward with 
complaints of possible religious discrimination and for these complaints to be handled with discretion and integrity by the university. We aim to increase the broader 
awareness of the importance of each and every religious minority being able to freely express their identity on campus. We will ensure that all discriminated ethno-
religious minorities will be given access to ethnic safe spaces as per the university’s description of the Ethnocultural Space.

REBOOT for RELIGIOUS HOLIDAYS
Students who belong to religious minorities can face great difficulties in gaining special consideration for religious holidays. We want to help students better engage with 
the special consideration process which is often confusing and to address the apathy many students have faced by lecturers and tutors in regards to the holidays of religious 
minorities which they may not understand or appreciate their significance. The NSW Dates of Religious Significance should be made available to all lecturers and tutors. 

REBOOT for INTERFAITH AND MULTICULTURAL DIALOGUE
The University can and should do more to promote interfaith and multicultural dialogue. We aim to engage with all university religious and ethno-cultural societies 
to ensure greater understanding, appreciation and importantly safety for our university’s diverse students. In doing so the threat faced by many religious and ethnic 
minorities on campus can be addressed in the scale and harmonious voice it deserves. As a group comprised largely of minorities we know that representation is important 
in effectively combating discrimination and bigotry. 

So from the 18th to the 20th of September, vote for REBOOT because students deserve better!

Vote [1] REBOOT for INTERFAITH 
Vote [1] REBOOT for NUS
Vote [1] Adriana Malavisi for President

1: EITAN HARRIS
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

2: IBRAHIM TAHA
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

3: LIAM O’CALLOGHAN
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

4: JULIA SUSSMAN
Veterinary Science

Did not provide a CV.

5: JANINE JOSEPH
Arts/Education

Did not provide a CV.

6: ILAN HARRIS
Science

Did not provide a CV.

BR: SWITCH FOR WORKERS’ RIGHTS
“SWITCH for Workers Rights will fight to ensure all student workers know their rights at work! 

Young people at Sydney University know well the difficulty of surviving in a world that increasingly marginalises their interests and rights. Workers are treated as disposable 
at their workplaces as casualisation of the workforce continues. Wage theft is shockingly common as bosses take advantage of workers and under pay their workers -- a 
big problem for vulnerable student workers who may not have the support and bargaining power they need.

As councillor I will: 
Campaign for awareness about your rights at work, working with unions and promoting the SRC’s Legal Service to help students who’ve been treated unfairly by their 
employers. I will ensure that students have access to information and resources about their labour rights to help navigate the workplace. 

Fight to protect our unions: working with the University staff union (the NTEU) and other student organisations to support staff on campus, because staff deserve to be 
treated justly and unfair conditions for them affect the education of all students.

Promote support services available to low SES students on campus to fight the endemic youth poverty on an individual level. 

Campaign for affordable housing and services to help minimise the cost of living which can be so difficult for disadvantaged students -- especially students who are from 
outside of Sydney. 

Run campaigns to support raising the NewStart allowance and penalty rates to help ensure all students have a sufficient quality of life and safety net.

VOTE [1] SWITCH FOR WORKERS’ RIGHTS
VOTE [1] SWITCH FOR NUS
VOTE [1] LARA FOR PREZ

1: ELINOR STEPHENSON
Economics (Advanced Studies)

• - FASS student representative and partnership pro-
gram rep for dept. of Italian Studies (2018)

• - UNYA Aotearoa Leadership Tour
• - Australian Centre for Leadership For Women IWD 

panellist 2017
• - Victorian Women’s Centre Rosie Writer

2: MAX VISHNEY
Arts

Did not provide a CV.

3: ARIN TORNYI-AYDIN
Economics (Advanced Studies)

Did not provide a CV.

4: WILSON HUANG
Science/Advanced Studies (Advanced)

Did not provide a CV.

Hi, welcome to Chillis! We’re back at it again in Krispy Kreme for our final SRC election to talk about the real issues -- Vine.

Our platform is simple, vote [1] BRING BACK VINE!!!1! to get serious about bringing back VINE.

While you’re here, you should also vote [1] Adriana for President, she loves Vine!

In loving memory of Vine (2012-2017), may it rest in peace.

BS: BRING BACK VINE!!!1!

1: DYLAN WILLIAMS 
Arts
   
• i love the src bitch, i aint ever gonna stop loving the 

src.. bitch 
• 19, never f***ing learnt how to read 
• could have dropped my croissant 
• still a piece of garbage

2: ISABELLA BROOK 
ARTS 

• wOw
• has a basketball game tomorrowwww  
• thicker than a bowl of oatmeal 
• can i please get a waffle ?

BT: Panda Lois
1. Peer Assisted Study Session for Engineering & Science Faculty PASS provides students with access to the experience of a Peer Facilitator, who has previously been 
successful in the unit of study, additional resources, practice in exam style questions and the opportunity to meet like-minded students. It involves weekly hour-long 
sessions where you work in groups of 10 to 16 students to answer specially prepared activities and problem questions, based around a unit of study you’re enrolled in. 
Regular participation is likely to improve student’s academic performance. PASS has already implemented successfully in the School of Business and Law, so it should make 
available to other faculties as well. This policy will be achieved through cooperation with the current PASS department in the business school, learning experience from 
them and promote the program to other faculties.            

2. More frequent campus free shuttle bus during peak hours   As the majority of our student travel to campus by train, more frequent free shuttle bus during the peak hour 
decreases student’s waiting time if they miss the bus, also it allows more students to enjoy the shuttle bus so they can get home more safely. This policy aims at increase 
the number of free shuttle bus from from camperdown campus to Redfern station during peak hours ,which means free shuttle bus will run every 15 minutes instead of 
every 20 minutes.  This policy can be achieved by cooperate with USU office to conduct a survey from both student and the driver to investigate which time period the 
peak getting home hours for students. After that, we can sort out the schedule for drives, so that there will be more buses during the peak hours.  
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3. Enrich vending machine by providing tasty packed meal 24/7.  As there are few food courts in campus which opened in a limited time with limited varieties. Enrich 
vending machine by providing tasty packed meals all around the world 24/7 can not only make it more convenience to study at library but also enrich students’ nutrition 
intake. To achieve that, we will ask for permission to buy boxed vending machines which are already sold in the market. On the equipment, heating and refrigeration 
systems are added, and the two-channel control is implemented to ensure consumers in 1 minute. Then we can match most popular restaurants with machines to provide 
fresh and tasty packed meal every day.    

4. School Opal Card Policy  The transport cost is part of the main cost of the international student daily expense, reducing transport cost can reduce their financial 
pressure. This policy promote the international student can hold the “school opal card •grey opal card• which is as the same as the local student. As part of USYD student, 
we believe international student should have the same right as the local student. This policy could provide 50% discount on every trips and reduce the financial cost for 
international student. It could be conducted by communicate with NSW transport department and USYD international student center.   

5. SYDNEY PAY - Print more, study more  SydPay is the system which connects to the student card and allows students to pay for printing, architecture design modelling 
and fabrication lab. This policy offers student with free print amount after they top up a certain amount to SydPay. For example, we will grant extra 5 dollars once 
student top up a hundred dollars. This policy intents to generate more savings for student in terms of their academic expenditure, particularly in printing. Since printing 
expenditure takes up a big proportion of  students’ academic expense, reduce the expenditure for printing will very likely increase student’s motivation to learn. We will 
achieve the policy by suggesting the university’s IT Department to create a new code in the printing system, so that every time a certain amount is topped up, the free 
dollars will be added to the account.   

6. one card for all   As there are many complains to “cash only” store from our students, an easier payment method that also allows student to save more money should be 
introduced. Our “card” policy allows student to use one single card in many different senecios, which eliminates the complicated “get cash out” process, at the same time 
generate more savings for them. For example, by depositing a certain amount of cash into the “card”, we allow student to get 10% discounts. More importantly, students 
can use this card to buy food in all [truncated]

1: JINGXIAN WU 
Arts and Social Science
 
• Second Year Bachelor of Economics
• 2018 - Theater Usher at Tedx 2018
• 2017 - Fundraiser at Seven Bridge walk 2017
• 2017 - Participated PwC 2017 insight Academy  
• 2017 - Member of debating team and event commit-

tee at Chinese Mandarin debating society 
• 2017 - Debater in 2017 Youth Leadership Campaign 

presented by Australian
• Chinese Workers Association
• 2017 - Chairman in NSW Chinese debating champi-

onship
• 2017 - Received International Student Awards for 

Outstanding School Service presented by NSW De-
partment of Education

• 2015 - Volunteer at Hurstville City Council for a year 
• 2015 - 3rd in NSW Secondary School Girls Table Ten-

nis Championships
• 2014 - 1st in NSW Secondary School Girls Table Ten-

nis Championships
• 2014 & 2015 - Fundraiser at Daffodil Day & Pink Rib-

bon Day
• 2014 & 2015 - Zone Member at International Game 

Day at Hurstville City Library

2: XIAOYU JIN 
Arts and Social Science 

• Second Year Bachelor of Economics
• 2018- Data analyst intern for Everbright Investment 

Banking
• 2018-Second Prize of overseas student innovation 

contest
• 2018- Membership Chinese Mandarin debating soci-

ety
• 2017- Founder of OLYEU JEWELLERY brand, in 

charge of marketing department
• 2017- membership of ACISC
• 2017-Account assistant of Teeaky company.
• 2017-AP&AR intern of Vicky Accounting Firm.
• 2015-Volunteer for fishermen organisation in Mexico.
• 2014- Volunteer for “stop for homeless” in America.

3: XUEYAO SONG 
Business School
 
• Second Year Bachelor of Commerce
• 2018 Internship at Industrial and Commercial Bank of 

China Limited
• 2017 Member of committee at Chinese Mandarin de-

bating society 
• 2015 Performance at London Spring Festival
• 2014 Scholarship in London International Academy
• 2013 Representative at Montessori Model United Na-

tion

4: DINGSONG ZHENG 
Business School 

• Second Year Bachelor of Commerce 
• 2018 - Committee member of Event Department in 

the Mandarin Debating Society 
• 2017 - Volunteer in the Compass Project Fund Raising 

Activity 
• 2015 - Facilitator of St-Francis Methodist School Stu-

dent Council Camp 
• 2015 - Member of the Student Council in St-Francis 

Methodist School

5: ZIWEI LIN 
Business School 

• Second Year Bachelor of Commerce
• 2017 Intern at Industrial and Commercial Bank of 

China
• 2017 Intern at Hua Xi Securities
• 2017 Member of debating team at Chinese mandarin 

debating society 
• 2016 Intern at GF Securities
• 2016 Intern at Taikang life

6: YUCHEN LIU 
Business School

• Second Year Bachelor of Commerce
• 2018 - Marketing manager of Mandarin Debating So-

ciety
• 2018 - Sales Manager of Trademax Ltd
• 2017 - Marketing internship at ECN-Trade Ltd
• 2017 - Volunteer at University of Sydney Alumnus 

Spring Festival
• 2016 - President of volunteering society

BU: SWITCH FOR STUDENT WELFARE
SWITCH for Student Welfare is committed to supporting the health and wellbeing of every student at the University of Sydney. 

SWITCH for Student Welfare is dedicated to improving the lives of students both on and off campus in a variety of key areas. These include improvements to academic 
support, mental health support, accessibility for students with physical disabilities, access to guidance with administration processes, and improved support for low SES 
students. However, rather than putting forward vague and potentially hollow statements, SWITCH for Student Welfare’s plan of attack for each area is outlined below.  

ACADEMIC SUPPORT If elected to the student representative council, SWITCH for Student Welfare will be a voice for students in need of academic support. 

SWITCH for Student Welfare is committed to -- 

Improving the process of gaining simple extensions for students faced with adverse circumstances, advocating for their further integration into faculties which currently 
do not offer them, and  streamlining the application process to remove stress from students already in tough situations. 

Improving the accessibility of expensive text books and readers via either two hour loans in Fisher library of free access to materials online.  

MENTAL HEALTH SUPPORT - SWITCH for Student Welfare is committed to 
Improving accessibility of free mental health support for students. 
The employment of a councillor specifically to help victims of sexual assault.  

IMPROVED ACCESSIBILITY ON CAMPUS 
SWITCH For student welfare will push for an accessible campus, addressing frequently overlooked areas of concern such as doorway size and floor type in terms of 
accessibility for wheelchair users. 

GUIDANCE WITH ADMINISTRATION PROCESSES 
SWITCH for Student Welfare will push to provide advice and guidance for students in regards to filling out legal forms and applications such as Centrelink and applying 
for a tax file number.
Improving the accessibility of legal casework services, through employing full time staff who speak languages other than English. 

SUPPORT FOR LOW SES STUDENTS
Access to textbooks free of charge, online or via library loan. 
Help with finding affordable housing, through the creation of a housing database which is advertised to students. 
Help with finding and applying for jobs, again through a database advertised to students as well as providing resume help and advice. 

SWITCH will be a real voice for students in the SRC, committed to improving the welfare of all students, and especially committed to improving the lives of those most 
affected by adverse conditions. 

Vote [1] LARA for President! 

Vote [1] SWITCH for NUS! 

Vote [1] SWITCH for Student Welfare for an SRC run by student, for students!

1: KELLI ZHAO 
Arts (Economics)

• 2015-2017 Debating Team at North Sydney Girls High 
School 

• 2015-2017 Model United Nations

2: ARIELLE HSU 
Science

Did not provide CV.

3: KIERAN TSO
Commerce I

Did not provide CV.

5: JERRY LI 
Commerce/Law

Did not provide CV.

7: RONSON CHAU
Commerce/Law  

Did not provide CV.  

4: ANNIE LI
Commerce

Did not provide CV.

6: CALVIN KWONG 
Arts/Law

Did not provide CV.
  
8: ERNEST PAK HAI MO 
Commerce I

Did not provide CV.
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“SWITCH for Accessibility want to fight for a campus that is accessible for all!

Recent years have shown clearer than ever before that our University is chronically inaccessible and actively discriminates against students with disabilities. The Universities 
special consideration system and disability services continues to fail students who are most in need of help and support. 

SWITCH for Accessibility will continue to fight for a more compassionate and humane special consideration system that actually supports students in times of need. 

SWITCH for Accessibility will fight for a better disability support service that actually supports students with disabilities through better collaboration and more face to face 
meetings between students and support staff. 

 We need an SRC and president who will fight against the status quo

I will fight for the rights of disadvantaged students and be the voice of disabled students through:
Advocating for a complete review of the special consideration system through the relevant committees and board
Creating a better dialogue between staff and students. Bridging the communication gap between faculty administration and students by being an active member of liaison 
committees and the faculty board

Liaising with and ensuring the funding of the disability and careers collective
Pushing for a more accessible campus with more wheelchair access to all lecture theatres and classrooms so no student is unable to attend their class
Ensuring disabled students who can not attend field trips are properly compensated and have the same learning opportunities as able-bodied students
Running seminars for staff members on how to be better equipped to handle the problems facing students and avoiding unnecessary administrative burdens on both parties
Encouraging awareness of the complexities of the student experience- not everyone experiences university in the same manner, but every single student should be 
entitled to receiving support.
Ensuring that all students are aware of disability services and the support available to them so no students misses out on the support they are entitled to

1. Opal Card Concession for international students: I will be pushing more strongly on Opal Card Concession through collaboration with Student Representatives Councils 
from various universities, more petitions held at various spots around the university and the direct communication with the state government through the name of SRC. 
Combined with the hundreds of previous petitions and collaboration with other student bodies

2. More electronic textbook copies and cheaper textbook prices: Textbook prices have soared to a level that is unacceptably high. I will subsidise fund into providing more 
electronic copies of textbooks which can be accessed by our students freely online. Further, we would fund and reach a negotiation with Co-op Book Store to give every 
student 20% off the original textbook prices.

3. SafeWalk: Many students would study at fisher library until very late at night. On their way back home, we want to ensure that they get to train stations safely through 
SafeWalk, which is an initiative that involves having an SRC-officer leading groups of students to their various destinations. 

4. More employers available on International Student Career Fairs: Invite employers from medical facilities, financial institutions, law firms, engineering companies to 
provide students at the University of Sydney with more exposures to a wider career opportunities.

5. Academic Support - Complimentary tutoring service for each faculty: Provide complimentary tutoring services that go on from 4pm - 6pm every afternoon for students 
from every faculty, with 15 minutes allocated to each student.

BV: SWITCH FOR ACCESSIBILITY

BW: Panda On the Road

1: CHARLOTTE HAUNTON 
Science III
   
• Director of Student Publications, 
• SRC (2018) 
• Vice president,  Combined Medicine association 

(2017-2018) 
• USU Debating society member (2016-2018) 
• USYD BIOMOD team member (2018) 
• FrenchSoc member (2016-2018)

3: REN RENNIE 
Science

Did not provide CV.

2: NOA ZULMAN 
Arts/Law
   
• Office Bearer for Disabilities and Carers Collective, 

2017
• Undergraduate Student Representative on the FASS 

Disabilities Consultative Committee, 2016-17
• Member, Women’s Collective, 2016-17
• Reporter, Honi Soit 2016-18
• Chronically over-involved in too many clubs and so-

cieties to name
• Most sober member of the Left, 2016-18

3: SHUHAN ZHANG 
Engineering 
  
• 1.  Nineteen years old
• 2.  President of Northeastern Yucai Bilingual School
• 3.  Head officer of Northeastern Yucai Bilingual 

School’s entertainment committee member
• 4.  1st place in’s Northeastern Yucai’s Singing com-

petition 
• 5.  Top ten in The Singers Sydney
• 6.  Academic excellence Award in Year 12 
• 7.  Companionship always comes first for me

5: JIALE WANG 
Business School   

• First Year Bachelor of Commerce  (Finance and Busi-
ness Analytics) 

• Member of Sydney University Chinese Student Asso-
ciation

• Member of Sydney University Combat Defence Club
• 2017 - Participating the targeted poverty alleviation 

project published by Chinese Government. 
• 2016 - The Outstanding Journalist of Yunnan Univer-

sity Secondary School 
• 2015 -2017 Participating the ecological plant pest 

control training of Yunnan province.
• 2011 - Acquire the patent for invention of the moss 

protonema antivirals
• 2011 - Acquire the patent for invention of the moss 

protonema animal repellent
• Has took part in volunteer activities for 16 times in 

China
• Overall a very outgoing and easy going person

4: XINYU CHEN 
Arts and Social Sciences

• First Year Bachelor of Economics (majoring Econom-
ics and International business) 

• 2018 - USYD Widening Participation & Outreach vol-
unteer 

• 2017 - Future Leader of Arts of Smart Education 
• 2017 - Volunteer of the Small matches organisation 
• 2017 - Member of Audio-Visual Production Team at 

Loreto Normanhurst 
• 2016 - Best accompanist of Loreto Normanhurst Mu-

sic Festival
• 2015 - Student Volunteer at Northcott disability cen-

tre 
• A passionate person who is willing to face any chal-

lenges

6: SHAOQI GUO 
Arts

• First Year Bachelor of Bachelor of Arts
• 2016 - The member of Junior high school student 

Council
• 2016 - Volunteer of Red Cross
• 2017 - The member of Foundation year of the univer-

sity of Queensland Student Council
• 2016 - Aid to education in Guizhou Provence in China 
• Overall a very kind person who is really nice to hang 

out with

7: KEXIN WAN 
Engineering and IT
  
• First Year Bachelor Project Management (Software)
• 2014 - Member of student council in Wuhan Foreign 

Languages High School
• 2016 - Volunteer at American Red Cross Food Pantry 

in Boston
• 2016 - Volunteer in Mystic River Water Association
• 2017 - Mentor in UPP Mentor Program in Tufts Uni-

versity
• Overall willing to engage in activities and provide 

help”

1: YIHE LI 
Arts and Social Sciences 
 
• 2012-2016: repeatedly participate in Mountain bike 

match and volunteering program
• 2013-2015: Department of Student Life director in 

Beijing 21st international school 
• 2015: internship in Mountain bike periodical office 
• 2015-2016: Australia National University college 

foundation program in Arts and Social Science 
• 2017: USYD China Development Society Marketing 

Director 
• 2018-present: USYD bachelor of Arts, major in Gov-

ernment and International relations, Chinese Studies 
• Love to help people and willing to improve student’s 

life

2: YING CHEN 
Business School

• Second Year Bachelor of Commerce (Liberal Studies)
• 2018- Sydney Ambassador at the City of Sydney
• 2018- Team member at the University of Sydney Un-

ion Outlets
• 2018- Mentor of Inspired By Business Students at the 

University of Sydney Business School
• 2018- Enactus Volunteer for the Bridge Program 
• 2017- Volunteer at the Widening Participation and 

Outreach 
• 2017- Recipient of the University of Sydney Business 

School’s Inspired By Business scholarship, E12 schol-
arship and Robert Maple Brown Bursary

• Since I am short, I like to reach out to everyone and 
make more friends
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1: YITING FENG 
Business   

• Second Year Bachelor of Commerce 
• 2017 - Member of CET leaderships at the University of  

Sydney and receive CET leaders network certification
• 2018 – Member of 2018 INTERCHANGE Program hold 

by the FrankTeam
• 2017 – Presentation at Unilever as member of one of 

the top five groups in BUSS1000 
• 2017 – Presentation to CET student at the Student En-

gagement Council Alumni Event
• 2017-2018 - Member of  Sydney University Musical So-

ciety 
• 2018 – Performer in the Gala Concert at Sydney Opera 

House
• Talent: Chinese Traditional Painting and Singing
• Motto: Catch yourself when you are shining!

2: JUMING LI 
Business   

• Second Year Bachelor of Commerce and Bachelor of 
Arts 

• 2017 - Cancer Council Marketing and Unpacking Vol-
unteer

• 2017 - Shaved head and Raised Money for The Leukae-
mia Foundation’s World’s Greatest Shave

• 2017 - Pharmacy Assistant in ChemistWorks 
• 2017 - Presenting to Unilever as a team 
• 2016 - Model United Nations Taysmun 2016 Confer-

ence Delegate
• 2016 - Attended Personal & Positive Leadership Devel-

opment Course held by Turning Point Consulting Pty 
Ltd

• Multilingual- Mandarin, English and Cantonese. A bit 
of German and Japanese. 

• Confident in Communication with people 
• Always think creatively

5: YUNJIE SHE 
Business   

• Second year bachelor of commerce
• 2017-2018-The member of University of Sydney Union 

Mandarin Debate Society
• 2017-Volunteer in the First Australian Mandarin Debate 

Alumni Championship
• 2017-Volunteer in company event of Bayer
• Interested in singing and extreme sports
• An outgoing and warm person and be happy to make 

more friends

6: RUIXIAN HUANG 
BUSINESS   

• First year Bachelor of Commerce 
• 2017 - Attended MIT winter steam course about 

Science
• Hold and Organizing class meeting and activities
• A person who wants to change the living style in 

Uni
• I am a hard worker with a pleasant personality, 

positive attitude and optimism nature
• Hobbies - listening to music (except rock)

7: XINYUE ZHANG 
Business   

• Second year Bachelor of Commerce
• WAM83, received congratulation letter of BUSS1020 

(2/744)
• 2018 - Core member of SUCASA Sydney university spon-

sorship department 
• 2016 - Director of high school (Beijing National Day 

school) Media and Publishing Department and took 
charge of the publishing of China’s first secondary school 
student yearbook.

• 2016 - Core member in high school chorus, and performed 
in China National Theatre and Great Hall the People.

• 2016 - Awarded Outstanding student in Beijing
• 2016 - Host of various high school activities 
• Talent: sing, dancing (hip-pop, jazz, traditional Chinese 

dance), piano
• Motto: What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger !

Vote [1] SHAKE UP for MENTAL HEALTH
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] JACKY HE for PRESIDENT

SHAKE UP for MENTAL HEALTH is committed to advocating strongly for real policy change to care for and support students struggling with mental health and to promoting 
awareness and early intervention of mental health issues for all students at Sydney University. We are committed because of a deep desire and passion for students of all 
walks of life who are doing it tough.

Over 98% of students have reported that symptoms of poor mental health impacted their study between 2015-2016 and reported that 70% of students rated their mental 
health as ‘fair or poor’. While Sydney University has made a number of admirable attempts to address this shocking issue, there have been few improvements and outcomes.

We want to shake up how we deal with mental health at Sydney University so that EVERY STUDENT struggling with mental health issues be able to FEEL SUPPORTED by 
the University. We want students to feel that Sydney University is on their side in this struggle.

While we don’t claim to be able to fix every problem and wipe away every tear, we see this as a REALISTIC and ATTAINABLE GOAL. Here are some of the ways we will 
achieve that. 

BY: SHAKE UP FOR MENTAL HEALTH

Policy
1. Simplified Process of Exam Paper Review
Exam paper is an essential part of the study since students can learn from the mistakes and get emphasis information about the course. Therefore, exam paper will be 
made public to students themselves with answers for a longer period of time. Also, there are tutors taking shifts for helping students. To achieve it, professors and tutors 
will resettle time of paper review.

2. Website for finding empty classrooms to study
Study place in library is limited, thus this policy will improve efficiency of using public resources by creating a new website to help students to find an empty classroom 
to study by showing different classrooms’ schedule. Also, the same booking system as library can be applied if possible. This requires the collection of every classroom’s 
schedule and computer technology support.

3. More study places in library
This could solve the problem of finding seats in library and improve study quality of students. Firstly, dynamic supervision will be applied in library to prevent the problem 
that students put their personal belongings on the desk to “book” the seats without using it. Secondly, adding desks and tables in library. To achieve it, there might be more 
staffs in library and more money to purchase equipment. 

4. More scholarship for international students
This will improve the passion of study of international students as a big group comprising 52% of students in Sydney University and reduce their burden of study fee. 
Also, school can attract more great international students. To achieve it, school will be encouraged to set up more scholarship program and increase money offered in 
scholarship.

5. 24-hour campus bus
24-hour campus bus extends previous running time, which improves safety of those who need to stay in campus until midnight. Therefore, instead of previous campus bus 
running from 4pm-10:30pm, the running time is longer. In addition, instead of regular campus bus, there are buses provide special pick-up and to-home services for the 
disabilities in some certain area (within 7km from school). This might require more drivers and a place to receive the call for 24 hours.

6. Uni-held Public Cafeteria with payment through SydneyPay (SID card)
Regulated payment method (SID- sydneypay) exclusive to Sydney University students, who always need to prepare their own meals, is convenient. Also, simple but healthy-
oriented and cheap food will be provided to improve health of students. Furthermore, it will be a good place for students to social with each other. Therefore, firstly, 
there will be a cafeteria run by university directly to prevent thirds parties from making too much profit, which thus lower the price. Secondly, some old campus can be 
refurbished to a big campus dining hall or changing the public dining area in Wentworth building into one. Thirdly, adding paying function to SID card so it could be used 
as a credit card.”Liaising with and ensuring the funding of the disability and careers collective
Pushing for a more accessible campus with more wheelchair access to all lecture theatres and classrooms so no student is unable to attend their class
Ensuring disabled students who can not attend field trips are properly compensated and have the same learning opportunities as able-bodied students
Running seminars for staff members on how to be better equipped to handle the problems facing students and avoiding unnecessary administrative burdens on both parties
Encouraging awareness of the complexities of the student experience- not everyone experiences university in the same manner, but every single student should be 
entitled to receiving support.
Ensuring that all students are aware of disability services and the support available to them so no students misses out on the support they are entitled to

BX: Panda EVA
3: SHANGYUE MU 
Engineering   

Shangyue Mu’s Resume
• Second year Bachelor of Mechatronics engineering 

(Honours) and Bachelor of Commerce
• 2018 - Full-scholarship at St Paul’s College within the 

University of Sydney --- Foundation scholarship.
• 2018 - Internship at SHENWANHONGYUAN SECURI-

TIES (Top 10 securities company in China) in Shanghai 
for two months (in equity Transaction department and 
Investment Banking department).

• 2017 - Secretary (executive team) of the Centre of Eng-
lish Teaching within the University of Sydney

• 2017 - Member of Badminton club of Sydney university
• 2017 - Chosen by the university from all year one stu-

dents to present a sustainable business strategy, which 
is designed for Lipton, to Unilever Australia in their 
head office at town hall.

• Semester WAN is 90.

4: MANCHEN WEN 
Business 

• Second Year Bachelor of Commerce
• 2018 - AIESEC global volunteer in Philippines
• 2018 - Exchange to Yale University
• 2017 - Selected by Unilever as representative of USYD 

and made a commercial presentation
• 2018 - Trader trainee at STF Capital (Sydney Base)
• 2017/2018 - Marketing intern at China Guangfa Bank 

(Shanghai Branch)
• Member of the Financial Management Association of 

Australia
• A person who is passionate to everyone and energetic 

every day.
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3: JOSH RIZK
Business

• Seeing the Undertaker live is the best moment of my 
life.

• I work at Harvey Norman selling mattresses and 
lounges. 

• Chicken Burgers are the best things that exist.

4: ANDREW LEE
Science II

Did not provide a CV.

5: JACOB MASINA
Arts Honours and Law

Did not provide a CV.

BZ: REBOOT YOUR SRC
REBOOT for a SCHOLARSHIP FUND 
It’s no secret that a lot of students struggle financially. One huge factor that causes a lot of students anxiety and stress is financial instability. We want to explore the idea of 
creating an SRC Scholarship fund. A way in which students can apply for a scholarship from the SRC, for example if a student is relocating from a regional or rural town and 
needs help getting on their feet, or if an international student is having trouble at work and needs help with rent. Whether it’s pooling money from collectives, donations, 
or whatever it may be, we want to see the start of a scholarship fund which can provide even a small amount of support to a student in need.

REBOOT  for a VISA SPECIALIST
I know how hard Visa issues can be, having lived as an International student in the U.S for a long time. Bringing in a specialised councilor who understand the issues 
international students face on the day to day, and knows how to manage visa, employment, and healthcare issues would be beneficial to the students who are often the 
most vulnerable

REBOOT for a FOOD  BANK 
Living in student accommodation since my first semester at uni, I know how hard it can be to learn the ropes of caring for yourself. Moving out of home is a daunting task 
to begin with, let alone being able to survive on your own.One big scary thing is learning how to feed yourself healthy yet affordable food. This is why Reboot wants an 
SRC-run food bank  that provides healthy food options and groceries at affordable prices for students in need.

So from the 18th to the 20th of September, vote to REBOOT your SRC - because we deserve better!

Vote [1] REBOOT your SRC
Vote [1] REBOOT your NUS
Vote [1] Adriana Malavisi for President”

1: ADRIANA MALAVISI
Science

• Vice-President, University of Sydney SRC, 2017-18 
• Secretary, Sydney University ALP Club, 2018- 
• Marketing Director, Women in Science Society, 2017- 
• Publicity Director, Sydney University Science Society, 

2017- 
• Events and Communications, Physics Society, 2017- 
• Attendee, National Union of Students Education Con-

ference 2018 
• Chancellor’s Award Scholarship, 2017- 
• Member of the Talented Students Program run by the 

Faculty of Science

2: ALEXI CASSIS 
Arts

• Director of Student Publications USYD SRC (2017-2018)
• Treasurer ALP Club (2018-)
• Socials Director SASS (2017-2018)
• Treasurer Republic Club (2017-2018)

3: CHARLOTTE BULLOCK
Arts

• “SHADES General Executive (2018-) 
• Member of SUMS
• Member of Sydney uni UN society”

4: KUNDAI KHULEYA
Commerce/Law

• Member, African Society (2018-)

5: ZOE FISCHER
Science

• Secretary, Women in Science Society

6: EVAN HOCKINGS
Science

• Scisoc member, 2018-
• Physoc member, 2018-
• SUMS member, 2018- 
• Chocsoc member, 2018-

7: MADDISON EVELEIGH
Science

Did not provide a CV.

8: JOSH MAGGIORA
Science

• Secretary, Scisoc; 
• Events and Comms, Physoc; 
• Breakfast coordinator, Young Vinnies society

1: DANE LUO
Business and Law

• Member of Student Appeals Panel at the University of 
Sydney

• Intern to US Congressman in Washington DC
• School Captain of Chatswood High School
• Student Ambassador, Business School
• School Relations Manager at School Bytes
• Mooting and Mock Trial participant and coach
• Volunteer Internal Auditor at Wesley Mission
• Research Assistant for University of Melbourne PhD 

student on microbats and road ecology
• Feed the World (Community Action Project) in High 

Resolves
• Finalist of Australian Parliament House—My First 

Speech Competition
• Participant in Premier Debating Challenge
• Recipient of Inspired by Business Scholarship
• Loves dogs
• Also love reading High Court judgments”

2: CHIRAAG BHALLA
Business and Law

• Volunteer in the Hills Community and Red Cross for 
the past 3 years

• FMAA Sub-committee member
• Business One and 180 Degrees Student Consultant
• SULC Professional Development Officer
• Sydney University Business School Member
• Sydney University Law Society Member
• Memorised Kanye West’s My Dark Beautiful Twisted 

Fantasy Album
• You can find me at Castle Hill Bunnings every Saturday 

enjoying a few snags
• (unofficial) PHD in Clive Palmer Memes
• Confessions of a Puntaholic

SHAKE UP for DOG THERAPY

‘Therapaws’ Dog Therapy has been a huge hit with students on campus. This program, run by a staff-student partnership in the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, brings 
therapy dogs onto Eastern Avenue for students to pat and play with. It has also shown positive signs for supporting students with mental health issues. 94% of students 
report feeling better about their mental health after participating in the Therapaws sessions.

However, these sessions currently only run 3 times per semester, on an ad hoc basis. We want to introduce WEEKLY TO FORTNIGHTLY DOG THERAPY SESSIONS. Further, 
we want to SPONSOR THE RESEARCH PROGRAM being undertaken by the FASS in partnership with students into this program.

SHAKE UP for FUNDING TO CAPS

It is widely known that Counselling and Psychological Services (CAPS) is not sufficiently funded to meet the large demand from students. Students currently are only given 
three sessions per student, which often focus more on study skills than on underlying mental health issues. While the role for non-university health providers is of key 
importance, we recognise the role, both curative and preventative, that CAPS must play in our vision for mental health.

Our vision for funding to CAPS is to advocate for MORE STAFF available for counselling sessions through GREATER FUNDING. More than that, we want to expand the 
preventative/public health role that CAPS needs to play if we are to have any hope to tackle the problem of mental health at Sydney University. Vision for Mental Health 
wants to FUND PREVENTATIVE HEALTH CAMPAIGNS run by CAPS including talks to students, speeches at university events, hands on sessions, compulsory CAPS lecture 
slides in week 1-2 of lectures and postering/branding.

SHAKE UP for CHAPLAINCY SERVICES

One of the most underused services at the university is the Multifaith Chaplaincy, located in the Merewether Building. As a supplement to the counselling services provided 
by CAPS, many students value the services provided by the Multifaith Chaplaincy. It can assist students in gaining a greater sense of purpose and perspective in the midst 
of difficult struggles with mental health. 

Our vision is to BETTER FUND THE MULTIFAITH CHAPLAINCY to allow it to take a greater supplementary role in the support of students with mental health issues. We 
also want to INTEGRATE the multifaith chaplaincy into ACADEMIC ADVICE AND SUPPORT SESSION referral options. We also want to ENCOURAGE STAFF to recommend 
the multifaith chaplaincy to students as part of a holistic approach to mental health.

Vote [1] SHAKE UP for MENTAL HEALTH
Vote [1] SHAKE UP NUS
Vote [1] JACKY HE for PRESIDENT”
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SCA No polling 9:45 - 2.15
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